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Preface
Networked control system (NCS) is a relatively new technique with obvious
advantages compared to conventional local control, such as reduced wiring and
consequently, a decrease in the space and weight occupied by these systems.
This leads to an increased battery autonomy, more robustness to changes due to
the modularization of the systems and, in some cases, the control centralization
of a range of dierent elements in a single point. There is also the possibility of
using wireless connections to control systems located at long distances, which
would be otherwise inaccessible through wiring. These advantages make NCS
extremely attractive in a number of elds such as robotics, avionics, the medical
and chemical elds, or simply in systems requiring an optimization of costs,
maintenance or space.
Nevertheless, the presence of a network in a feedback loop adds analysis and
design problems to a control system, which do not occur in conventional con-
trol systems, such as delays, packet disorders, packet dropouts, limitation of
bandwidth imposed by the network, etc. This thesis will address the problems
occurring in networked-based control and will try to reduce network usage,
trying to respect the system's ideal performance as much as possible.
The current thesis is divided into three parts.
• The rst part, composed by paper 1, addresses event-triggered control
to minimize the bandwidth consumed in NCS. Specically, it approaches
a particular case of periodic event-triggered control (PETC) and depicts
a simulation method to obtain its optimal parameters for the system in
which it is used.
• Papers 2, 4, 6 describe packet-based control and multirate control, that
address NCS problems such as network delays, packet dropouts and
packet disorders, and the scarce data due to slow sensor usage in order to
save battery in sensing tasks and transmissions of the sensed data. Also
addressed, is how despite the existence of measurement noise and distur-
bances, time-varying dual-rate Kalman lter based prediction techniques
observe the complete state of the system. paper 7 tackles a non-linear
model that uses all the previous solutions together with an extended
Kalman lter to present another type of structure for an autonomous ve-
hicle that, due to future information obtained through these techniques,
can remotely carry out high level tasks, such as decision making and
monitoring of variables.
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• The third part consists of papers 3 and 5, presenting a method describing
how to obtain and analyse SISO dual-rate systems frequency response.
By using QFT (quantitative feedback theory) procedures its behavior is
studied when faced with specic uncertainties or problems in the network.
Aim of thesis
This thesis attempts to solve some of the most common problems that ex-
ist in NCS, such as time-varying delays, packet disorders, packet dropouts
and bandwidth limitation. Other frequent problems are scarce computational
and energy resources of the local system devices. In order to deal with these
problems, the integration of multirate control, packet-based control, predictor-
based control and event-based control techniques has been proposed.
Thesis outline and publication history
The structure of the thesis is as follows: chapter 1 is an introduction presenting
concepts and particularities of networked control systems and the dierent
mechanisms used when faced with these particularities. chapter 2 to chapter 8
are the papers published about the works developed throughout this doctorate
programme. chapter 9 closes this thesis presenting conclusions and ideas for
future works.
Paper 1. Control of the rotary inverted pendulum through
threshold-based communication
This paper deals with the real implementation of a periodic event-triggered
control in a Networked Control System. The bandwidth used by the control
loop in the shared communication medium is reduced by using a threshold-
based communication. The paper explains an easy procedure to determine by
simulation the optimal values of these thresholds in order to minimize a cost
index.
The paper has been published as:
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V. Casanova, J. Alcaina, J. Salt, R. Pizá, Á. Cuenca. Con-
trol of the rotary inverted pendulum through threshold-based
communication, ISA Transactions 62, 357-366, 2016, DOI:
https: // doi. org/ 10. 1016/ j. isatra. 2016. 01. 009
Paper 2. A packet-based dual-rate PID control strategy for a
slow-rate sensing networked control system
This paper introduces a delay-dependent packet-based dual-rate control strat-
egy to face time-varying network-induced delays, packet dropouts and packet
disorder in a Networked Control System. Slow-rate sensing enables to achieve
energy saving and to avoid packet disorder. Fast-rate actuation makes reach-
ing the desired control performance possible. The proposed control solution is
able to approximately reach the nominal (no-delay, no-dropout) performance
despite the existence of time-varying delays and packet dropouts. Control sys-
tem stability is ensured in terms of probabilistic Linear Matrix Inequalities
(LMIs). Via real-time control for a Cartesian robot, results clearly reveal the
superiority of the control solution compared to a previous proposal by the
authors.
The paper has been published as:
Á. Cuenca, J. Alcaina, J. Salt, V. Casanova, R. Pizá. A
packet-based dual-rate PID control strategy for a slow-rate sens-
ing networked control system, ISA Transactions 76, 155-166,
2018, DOI: https: // doi. org/ 10. 1016/ j. isatra. 2018.
02. 022
Paper 3. Dual-rate sampled-data systems. Some interesting
consequences from its frequency response analysis
The paper introduces a new procedure in order to properly analyze SISO dual-
rate systems (DRS) and provides straightforward answers to some common
general questions about this kind of systems. Frequency response analysis
based on DRS lifting modeling can lead to interesting results about stability
margins or performance prediction. As a novelty, it is explained how to under-
stand DRS frequency response and how to handle it for an easy computation
of magnitude and phase margins keeping classical frequency domain methods.
v
The paper has been published as:
J. Salt, J. Alcaina, Dual-Rate Sampled-Data Systems Fre-
quency Response: Interpretation and Some interesting conse-
quences, International Journal of General Systems 48(5), 554-
574, 2019, DOI: https: // doi. org/ 10. 1080/ 03081079.
2019. 1608984
Paper 4. Delay-independent dual-rate PID controller for a
packet-based networked control system
In this paper, a novel delay-independent packet-based dual-rate control struc-
ture for a networked control system is proposed. This work is a better variation
of the solution presented in paper 2. As a delay-independent control solution,
no network-induced delay measurement is needed for controller implementa-
tion. In addition, the control scheme is applicable to open-loop unstable plants.
As in paper 2, control system stability is ensured in terms of LMI and simula-
tion results are experimentally validated.
The paper has been published as:
J. Alcaina, Á. Cuenca, J. Salt, V. Casanova, R. Pizá, Delay-
independent dual-rate PID controller for a packet-based net-
worked control system, Information Sciences 484, 27-43, 2019,
DOI: https: // doi. org/ 10. 1016/ j. ins. 2019. 01. 059
Paper 5. Multirate control strategies for avoiding sample losses.
Application to UGV path tracking
The objective of this contribution is to analyze and compare dual-rate inferen-
tial control and model-based dual-rate control trying to assess their behavior
under dierent perspectives. The algorithm explained in paper 3 is used for
computing a MR system frequency response for these control structures. The
robust performance and disturbance eects are studied in detail under sample
losses and process uncertainty and some considerations are reported. A new
QFT (quantitative feedback theory) procedure for dual-rate systems analysis
vi
is also described. Analysis and simulation examples and experimental results
are introduced.
The paper has been published as:
J. Salt, J. Alcaina, Á. Cuenca, A. Baños, Multirate Control
Strategies for avoiding samples losses. Application to UGV
path tracking, ISA Transactions 101, 130-146, 2020, DOI:
https: // doi. org/ 10. 1016/ j. isatra. 2020. 01. 025
Paper 6. Energy-ecient control for an unmanned ground vehicle
in a wireless sensor network
In this paper, an energy-ecient control solution for an Unmanned Ground Ve-
hicle in a Wireless Sensor Network is proposed. This novel control approach in-
tegrates solutions from papers 1, 2 and 4 and a time-varying dual-rate Kalman
lter. The systematic combination of these control techniques allows the UGV
to track the desired path preserving performance properties, despite: i) exist-
ing scarce data due to the reduced usage of the wireless sensor device, which
results in less number of transmissions through the network, and hence, band-
width and battery saving, ii) appearing some wireless communication problems
such as time-varying delays, packet dropouts and packet disorder, and iii) cop-
ing with a realistic scenario where external disturbance and sensor noise can
arise. The main benets of the control solution are illustrated via simulation.
The paper has been published as:
J. Alcaina, Á. Cuenca, J. Salt, M. Zheng, M. Tomizuka,
Energy-ecient Control for an Unmanned Ground Vehicle in
a Wireless Sensor Network, Journal of Sensors, Vol. 2019,
ID. 7085915, 16 pages, 2019, DOI: https: // doi. org/ 10.
1155/ 2019/ 7085915
vii
Paper 7. A remote control strategy for an autonomous vehicle with
slow sensor using Kalman ltering and dual-rate control
This work presents a novel remote control solution for an Autonomous Vehi-
cle, where the system structure is split into two sides through a communication
network, which introduces time-varying delays and packet disorder. An Ex-
tended Kalman Filter is used to cope with the non-linearities that appear in
the global model of the AV. The EKF fuses the data provided by the sens-
ing devices of the AV in order to estimate the AV state, reducing the noise
eect. Additionally, the EKF includes an h-step-ahead state prediction stage,
which, together with the consideration of a packet-based control strategy, en-
ables facing the network-induced delays. Since the AV position is provided by
a camera, which is a slow sensing device, a dual-rate controller is required to
achieve certain desired (nominal) dynamic control performance. The use of
a dual-rate control framework additionally enables saving network bandwidth
and deals with packet disorder.
The paper has been published as:
Á. Cuenca, W. Zhan, J. Salt, J. Alcaina, C. Tang, M.
Tomizuka, A Remote Control Strategy for an Autonomous Ve-
hicle with Slow Sensor using Kalman Filtering and Dual-rate
Control, Sensors 19(13), 2983, 2019, DOI: https: // doi.
org/ 10. 3390/ s19132983
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This thesis attempts to solve some of the most frequent issues that appear
in Networked Control Systems (NCS), such as time-varying delays, packet
losses and packet disorders and the bandwidth limitation. Other frequent
problems are scarce computational and energy resources of the local system
devices. Thus, it is proposed to integrate multirate control, packet-based con-
trol, predictor-based control and event-based control techniques. The control
designs have been simulated using Matlab-Simulink and Truetime, the sta-
bility has been analysed by LMIs and QFT, and the experimental validation
has been done on an inverted pendulum, a 3D cartesian robot and in low-cost
mobile robots.
Paper 1 addresses event-based control, which minimizes the bandwidth con-
sumed in NCS through a periodic event-triggered control and presents a method
to obtain the optimal parameters for the specic system used.
Papers 2, 4 and 6 include packet-based control and multirate control, address-
ing problems such as network delays, packet dropouts and packet disorders,
and the scarce data due to low sensor usage in order to save battery in sensing
tasks and transmissions of the sensed data. Also addressed, is how despite
the existence of measurement noise and disturbances, time-varying dual-rate
Kalman lter based prediction techniques observe the complete state of the
system. Paper 7 tackles a non-linear model that uses all the previous solutions
together with an extended Kalman lter to present another type of structure
for an autonomous vehicle that, due to future information obtained through
these techniques, can remotely carry out high level tasks, such as decision
making and monitoring of variables.
Papers 3 and 5, present a method for obtaining and analyzing the SISO dual-
rate frequency response and using QFT procedures to study its behavior when




Con esta tesis se pretende dar solución a algunos de los problemas más ha-
bituales que aparecen en los Sistemas de control basados en red (NCS) como
son los retardos variables en el tiempo, las pérdidas y el desorden de paquetes,
y la restricción de ancho de banda y de recursos computacionales y energéti-
cos de los dispositivos que forman parte del sistema de control. Para ello se
ha planteado la integración de técnicas de control multifrecuencial, de control
basado en paquetes, de control basado en predictor y de control basado en
eventos. Los diseños de control realizados se han simulado utilizando Matlab-
Simulink y Truetime, se ha analizado su estabilidad mediante LMIs y QFT, y se
han validado experimentalmente en un péndulo invertido, un robot cartesiano
3D y en robots móviles de bajo coste.
El artículo 1 aborda el control basado en eventos, el cual minimiza el ancho de
banda consumido en el NCS mediante un control basado en eventos periódicos
y presenta un método para obtener sus parámetros óptimos para el sistema
especíco en que se utilice.
Los artículos 2, 4 y 6 añaden el control basado en paquetes, así como el con-
trol multifrecuencia, que aborda problemas de falta de datos por bajo uso del
sensor y los retardos, pérdidas y desórdenes de paquetes en la red. También
afrontan, mediante tecnicas de predicción basadas en un ltro de Kalman mul-
tifrecuencia variable en el tiempo, los problemas de ruido y perturbaciones,
así como la observación de los estados completos del sistema. El artículo 7
hace frente a un modelo no lineal que utiliza las anteriores soluciones junto
con un ltro de Kalman extendido para presentar otro tipo de estructura para
un vehículo autónomo que, gracias a la información futura obtenida mediante
estas técnicas, puede realizar de forma remota tareas de alto nivel como es la
toma de decisiones y la monitorización de variables.
Los artículos 3 y 5, presentan una forma de obtener y analizar la respuesta
en frecuencia de sistemas SISO multifrecuencia y estudian su comportamiento





Amb aquesta tesi es pretén donar solució a alguns dels problemes més habit-
uals que apareixen als Sistemes de Control Basats en xarxa (NCS) com son
els retards d'accés i transferència variables en el temps, les pèrdues y des-
ordenament de paquets, i la restricció d'ampli de banda així com de recursos
computacionals i energètics dels dispositius que foment part del sistema de con-
trol. Per tal de resoldre'ls s'ha plantejat la integració de tècniques de control
multifreqüencial, de control basat en paquets, de control basat en predictor i
de control basat en events. Els dissenys de control realitzats s'han simulat fent
ús de Matlab-Simulink i de TrueTime, s'ha analitzat la seua estabilitat mit-
jançant LMIs i QFT, i s'han validat experimentalment en un pèndul invertit,
un robot cartesià 3D i en robots mòbils de baix cost.
L'article 1 aborda el control basat en events, el qual minimitza l'ampli de banda
consumit a l'NCS mitjançant un control basat en events periòdics i presenta
un mètode per a obtindré els seus paràmetres òptims per al sistema especíc
en el qual s'utilitza.
Els articles 2, 4 i 6 afegeixen el control basat en paquets, així com el control
multifreqüència, que aborda problemes de falta de dades per el baix us del sen-
sor i els retards, pèrdues i desordre de paquets en la xarxa. També afronten,
mitjançant tècniques de predicció basades en un ltre de Kalman multifre-
qüència variable en el temps. Els problemes de soroll i pertorbacions, així com
la observació dels estats complets del sistema. L'article 7 fa referència a un
model no lineal que utilitza les anteriors solucions junt a un ltre de Kalman
estès per a presentar altre tipus d'estructura per a un vehicle autònom que,
gracies a la informació futura obtinguda mitjançant aquestes tècniques, pot
realitzar de manera remota tasques d'alt nivell com son la presa de decisions i
la monitorització de variables.
Els articles 3 y 5 presenten la manera d'obtindre i analitzar la resposta en
frequencia de sistemes SISO multifreqüència i estudien el seu comportament
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Conventional sampled systems are known as those that include devices whose
variables are sampled every T (period) units of time (see Figure 1.1). This
conventional sampling will be synchronous when all the system samplers are
synchronized, and asynchronous when there is ∆ delay in the sampling of the
variables of dierent devices (see Figure 1.2).
Devices A/B
Figure 1.1: Conventional sampling
Device A
Device B
Figure 1.2: Asynchronous sampling
Multirate sampled systems are known as sampled systems that include devices
whose variables are updated at dierent frequencies (see Figure 1.3). Cyclic
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sampling can be considered an extension of multirate systems. It is a type of
sampling in which variables are sampled at variable time intervals with an NT
global period, sometimes named metaperiod (see Figure 1.4).
Device A
Device B
(a) Multirate sampling. NT local
Device A
Device B
(b) Multirate sampling. NT remote
Figure 1.3: Multirate sampling
Devices A/B
Figure 1.4: Cyclic sampling
Lastly, systems sampled randomly are those in which sampling is done at
variable time intervals (without the restriction of having to form a sampling
pattern that is repeated every global T period) (ver Figure 1.5).
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Devices A/B
Figure 1.5: Random sampling
1.2 Networked control systems
This section introduces networked control systems compared to conventional
control, and it lists the advantages and disadvantages of its use as well as its
most common congurations.
In continuous control (Figure 1.6, left) all variables are continuous; this is a
type of control that has fallen into disuse due to the emergence of digital com-
puters as control elements in the 80's. Thus, discrete control is born (Figure
1.6, right), requiring A/D and D/A signal converters, that work at a sampling
period.
Whether the control system is continuous or discrete, conventional control is
characterized by having a direct connection between the controller and the
process. Nevertheless, networked control introduces a shared communication






















































Figure 1.7: Networked control system conguration
1.2.1 Advantages
Networked control systems (NCS) is a relatively new technique. When com-
pared with local conventional control it has the following obvious advantages
in a number of elds such as robotics, avionics, chemistry, medical, and elds
that use systems which require the optimization of costs, maintenance or space:
• Wiring reduction. By not using exclusive links for each of the variables
communications in the system, this leads to a reduction in its wiring,
which has the following direct advantages:
 The wiring cost is more inexpensive.
 The nal system takes up less space and is lighter; this translates
into an increase in the autonomy of the batteries it may have.
 The installation of the system is easier.
• Flexibility. The system is more robust to changes and much more scal-
able due to the modularization of the dierent systems. In some cases,
the control centralization of an entire series of dierent remote elements
is possible.
4
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• Wireless links enable to control systems located at large distances in-
accessible through direct wiring, or whose control at short distances is
dangerous.
1.2.2 Disadvantages
Despite the advantages that networked control systems have, they also present
several disadvantages that must be assessed and will be explained in this sec-
tion. There are two problems related to the amount of data to send to the
communication system which are immediately detected:
• The rst problem is the bandwidth limitation. Any communication
system can only send a certain amount of information by unit of time.
Furthermore, in the event of sharing the communication link with other
devices, time usage must be divided between each one of these. This
means that the amount of information sent in the control loop is reduced
as the number of devices connected to the network is increased.
• The second problem, inherited by digital control and aggravated by the
NCS, is the quantication. The information sent to the communication
medium must be coded. This information will be transmitted trying to
use the least amount of bytes in order to use the lowest bandwidth as
possible. This truncates the magnitude of information, which will aect








Figure 1.8: Problems of NCS: Network access delay (A), Network transmission delay
(B), Packet dropout (C), Packet disorder (D), Clock desynchronization (E) and Frequency
dierence between dierent clocks (F)
Other problems regarding time limitations, depicted in Figure 1.8 are:
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• Access delay to the network (A) or transmission delay in the network
(B).
 Access delay is the time elapsed between the signal is tried to be
sent to the communication system and the moment it is begun to be
sent. This delay is set by the communication system and might be
explained by another device using the network when the data packet
is attempted to be sent. Access delay is usually of a random nature,
which makes its modeling dicult.
 Transmission delay is the time elapsed between the moment the
transmission of a data packet begins and the moment it reaches its
destination. This delay is set by the communication system's band-
width. This bandwidth is characterized by a known time unit per
byte.
As the sum of these two delays increases, it will have a negative inuence
on the system's behavior, and therefore it will have to be taken into
account in the controller design.
• Packet dropout (C). Certain systems such as UDP transmissions, where
there is no packet conrmation, or in communications that might involve
buer overloads can cause packet dropouts. In a similar way to delays,
this phenomenon will worsen the control system's behavior. In some
communication systems the dropouts may be statistically determined,
and must be taken into account in the controller algorithm design.
• Packet disorder (D). In some communication systems without ow con-
trol a data packet can reach its destination before another which should
have arrived sooner. Usually an old packet received after a newer one is
discarded, considering it a packet dropout. It can never be considered
as the most current packet. There are existing methods to determine
the order of the packets such as adding a time-stamp to the packet data
before it is sent.
• Clock desynchronization (E) and frequency dierence between dif-
ferent clocks (F). As an exclusive link between the dierent parts of the
control loop doesn't exist, the clocks that manage these parts are not
synchronized. Also, their tick times may not be identical, which makes
their desynchronization variable in time. Generally, if there is a way to
synchronize the clocks, it must be done. If not, this phenomenon must
be taken into account when designing the controller.
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1.2.3 Types of networked control systems
As mentioned before, NCS are characterized by the presence of a shared com-
munication link between the control and plant. This implies the partial or
total presence of a remote controller, which is physically separated from the























Figure 1.9: Using network only to change reference and to monitor the system
Ocasionally, the shared link is only used for monitoring tasks and reference
changes (Figure 1.9). In these cases, the control structure is not really an
NCS. To be considered one, it should separate, at least, part of the control
loop. Thus, there must be a remote part of the control system and, optionally,
a local control structure to the plant can exist. This local control is connected
to the plant through an exclusive link, so it lacks the inconveniences described
in subsection 1.2.2. Depending on the existence or not and the type of this
local control, there will be dierent types of NCS.
• NCS without local control. This structure is given when the controller
is totally located in the remote part of the NCS and communicates with
the controlled process through the shared network (Figure 1.10).
If the shared communication medium has good behavior (it doesn't add
considerable delays in communication, it doesn't lose packets...) the
remote controller performs in a similar way to a conventional discrete-
control loop. Nevertheless, as network-induced problems increase, the
system's behavior worsens, as the samples captured in the plant are to-
tally sent without being used in any other operation in the local part of
the control loop. Also, the control actions received are directly applied

























Figure 1.10: NCS without local control
This type of control structure is used when the local part of the loop only
disposes of sensors and actuators without computation ability or with a
reduced ability to do so. NCS without local control is used in paper 1.
• NCS with local open-loop control (Figure 1.11). In this case, the
local part of the control system is provided with a computation element.
Once it receives the control actions from the remote controller, this local
part is in charge of generating the actions that will really be applied to
























Figure 1.11: NCS with local open-loop control
This improvement of NCS without local control has the advantage, aside
from receiving remote control actions, of knowing, for example, the roundtrip
delay, or if the data was lost in that period. Consequently, a correction
of the control actions can be made. This type of control system has the
same disadvantage as the previous one; the sensor variables are not lo-
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cally used and their eects on the control are unknown until they are
returned by the remote controller.
At this time the following obvious question arises: As the local part
contains an element with computational ability, why is the controller al-
gorithm moved to the remote part and it is not implemented entirely in
the local part? This control structure makes sense when the local part's
computational abilities are limited and the control strategy is complex.
As an example, in the trajectory control of an UGV on a map, the micro-
controller that commands the vehicle may be inexpensive and only allow
certain basic calculations. It may not be able to make complex trajectory
decision ones that could depend on factors such as the climate or GPS
position which could require corrections. In this case the remote part
would perform the bulk of the computational operations and the local
part would only make corrections knowing if the data was lost, delayed
or disordered. This type of control structure has been used in papers 2,
4 and 6.
• NCS with local closed-loop control (Figure 1.12). Despite the previ-
ous structure being provided by a local element with computational abil-
ity, the data it receives comes from the shared communication medium,
and this has its own limitations. NCS with local closed-loop control
considers the existence of a feedback loop without involving the shared
communication medium in order to improve the system's performances.
In this way, the local control loop operates as an ideal loop (with no
delays, dropouts, disorder...) and all its elements are synchronized.
Local
Process
Sensor 1 + A/D





















Figure 1.12: NCS with local closed-loop control
The justication of using this type of control structure against the use
of NCS without local control is the same as in NCS with local open-loop
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control. However, NCS with local closed-loop control is a more versatile
strategy despite its cost being generally increased. As an example, NCS
with local closed-loop control could be used to locally control unstable
or high-frequency elements of a system. The control of these elements
remotely would not be possible due to problems of the shared communi-
cation medium. The parts of the control system requiring a high compu-
tation ability and control slow or stable elements of the system could be
made remotely. Paper 7 uses this control strategy.
1.3 Event-triggered control
This subsection presents event-triggered control compared to time-triggered
control. It also emphasizes periodic event-triggered control (PETC) due to its
higher practical usage.
1.3.1 Time Triggered Control (TTC) and Event Triggered Control
(ETC)
The recent proposal of using event-triggered sampling (ETS), instead of time-
triggered sampling (TTS) in control systems has become a trending research
area. While in the TTS strategy, the plant is periodically sampled (gures 1.13,
left and 1.14), in the ETS approach, the plant is only sampled when necessary,
that is, when state or output variables satisfy a certain event condition (gures
1.13, right and 1.15; note that, in some gures of this subsection, notation TRH
means threshold). In this way, ETS (compared to TTS) is better equipped to
lead to a reduction of resource utilization. However, the ETS strategy manages
less system information, and therefore, control performance may be worsened
(compared to the desired one, which is dened by the TTS case) if the ETS
schemes are not designed appropriately. In particular, model based control
techniques for the ETS strategy might be benecial to guarantee a satisfactory
control performance.
Figure 1.13, right shows the event-based condition at the sensor device. Addi-











Figure 1.13: Time-triggered control (left) and event-triggered control (right) congurations
Figure 1.14: TTS transmissions
Figure 1.15: ETS transmissions
1.3.2 Periodic Event-Triggered Control
Integrating ideas from TTS and ETS paradigms results in periodic event-
triggered sampling (PETS), where the event-triggering conditions are eval-
uated periodically (gures 1.16 and 1.17). In most of ETC schemes the event-
triggering condition has to be veried continuously, which implies an overuse
of devices (the opposite eect to the intended one). This is one of the main
11
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reasons of using PETS. In fact, Paper 1 formally describes PETS (In the paper
it is named threshold-based control) and in papers 2, 4 and 6 it is used consid-






Figure 1.16: Periodic event-triggered control conguration
Nevertheless, in periodic event-triggered control (PETC) it is essential to take a
specic problem into account: if the sampling time is suciently long, a certain
signal could overcome the dened threshold and return beneath it between
a sampling period and the next. This could occur, for example, due to a
perturbance (1.17, bottom). In this case the event would not be triggered
and the destination device would not receive the information. This must be
considered when selecting the sampling time.
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Figure 1.17: PETS transmissions (top) and overstepping the threshold without transmit-




Packet-based control is a technique which enables the decrease of the communi-
cation rate by simultaneously sending a set of data in each transmission. This
strategy can be useful not only for resource-saving purposes but also for com-
plementing prediction-based control techniques, since the controller is allowed







Figure 1.18: Nominal case (no-delay, no-dropout)
Starting from the nominal case (no-delay, no-dropout) in Figure 1.18 two dier-
ent cases are proposed to be considered when time-varying delays and dropouts
appear:
a) Delay-dependent approach (Figure 1.19): The control signal is returned
to compensate for the delay (for example, adopting a gain scheduling
approach such as in paper 2). Later, the signal is applied to the process
by the actuator in a non-uniform way, that is, the last control action of the
previous sensor period is held while no new one can be applied due to the
delay. When a dropout is detected (for example, after expiring a supposed
maximum waiting time τmax), predictor-based control techniques can be







Figure 1.19: Delay-dependent control
b) Delay-independent approach (Figure 1.20): if dropout occurs, the actu-
ator injects a control action estimate following a uniform pattern (i.e.,
from the beginning of the actuator period). The control action was re-
ceived in a previous successful delivery. If no dropout occurs, the actuator
injects the control action following a non-uniform pattern, that is, at the
beginning of the period an estimated control action is injected, and once
the new packet is received after the delay, the estimated control action
is replaced with the the most recent one. Assuming neither model un-
certainties nor disturbances, both signals should be very similar. This
approach was used in paper 4, and in paper 6 by means of a time-varying
dual-rate Kalman lter. In paper 7, although no dropouts were consid-






Figure 1.20: Delay-independent control
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1.5 Aspects on frequency response
The main aspects on frequency domain treated in the doctoral work are pre-
sented in these papers:
1. Julián Salt and José Alcaina. Dual-rate sampled-data systems. Some
interesting consequences from its frequency response analysis. In: In-
ternational Journal of General Systems 48.5 (2019), pp. 554574. doi:
https://doi.org/10.1080/03081079.2019.1608984
2. Julián Salt et al. Multirate control strategies for avoiding sample losses.
Application to UGV path tracking. In: ISA Transactions (2020). issn:
0019-0578. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isatra.2020.01.025
In the rst paper, a new frequency response based procedure for SISO dual-rate
systems (DRS) is presented. From this tool, and keeping classical frequency
domain methods, interesting analysis conclusions about stability margins and
performance prediction can be reached. Typical questions about DRS such
as how the delay aects the control system, or what is the optimum relation
between sampling periods, can be solved using this tool.
In the second paper, a novel quantitative feedback theory (QFT) method for
dual-rate systems is introduced. The method uses a new dual-rate frequency
response procedure, which is based on discrete lifting modeling, in order to
compare dual-rate strategies for slowly measured systems. These systems come
from a single-rate control when vacant or missing samples are produced due
to any failure or deliberate loss. Concretely, the dual-rate strategies under
study are dual-rate inferential control (IC) and model-based dual-rate con-
trol (MBDR). A discussion on robust stability and performance under sample
losses, disturbances, and process uncertainty is reported, which leads to the
main conclusion: MBDR outperforms IC. Additionally, experimental results
for UGV path tracking reveals that dual-rate control is able to reach energy
saving.
1.6 Literature review
1.6.1 Papers on event-triggered control
Event-triggered sampling (ETS) in control systems [35] has become a trend-
ing research area. ETS enables to reduce resource utilization, but less sys-
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tem information is managed, and therefore, control performance may be wors-
ened (compared to the desired one, which is dened by the time-triggered
case). In particular, model-based control techniques [6, 7] for the ETS strat-
egy might be benecial to guarantee a satisfactory control performance. In
periodic event-triggered sampling (PETS), the event-triggering conditions are
evaluated periodically. Dierent works on PETS can be found for linear sys-
tems (using, e.g., both state-feedback and output-feedback control solutions [5,
8, 9], observer-based control [6], multirate control [10], H∞ control [11], and
YoulaKucera-like parameterization techniques [12]) and for nonlinear systems
(using, e.g., state-feedback control [13, 14], output-feedback control [15], and
observer-based control [16]). PETS can be studied either in a continuous-time
framework (see, e.g., [17]) or in a discrete-time one (see, e.g., [18]). Demon-
strators of PETS schemes are rare; exceptions are [1923].
1.6.2 Papers on packet-based control
Packet-based control [2427] is a control strategy which enables to reduce com-
munication rate preserving control performance. It is possible by generating a
sequence of signals to be sent over the network simultaneously. One interesting
feature of using this strategy together with prediction-based control techniques
is that the control law can become delay-independent (i.e., the network-induced
delay is not required to be measured and compensated for). This is very rele-
vant for implementation purposes, since it makes the solution applicable to a
wide range of networked control applications where the time delay is dicult
to measure [2830].
1.6.3 Papers on multi-rate frequency analysis
Slowly sampled systems are systems where some samples are lost with respect
to the ideal measurement frequency due to dierent situations: outliers, delays,
measurement noises, etc. These systems can be studied from dierent points
of views: soft sensors [31], inferential control for multi-rate systems [32, 33],
model-based dual-rate control [34], etc.
In this doctoral work, the inferential control strategy in [33] is compared to
the model-based dual-rate control in [34] using frequency response FR analysis
techniques. The inferential control works in such a way that the lost samples
are provided by a process model. Only one of each N closed loop output
samples can be measured. This is a dual-rate control problem, which can be
solved by designing a convenient dual-rate controller as in [34].
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The comparison between both control strategies faces robust stability and per-
formance issues. QFT [35, 36] is used for this purpose, since it is an interesting
tool to design robust controllers for processes with parametric uncertainty.
1.6.4 Papers on prediciton-based techniques
Prediction-based techniques are required when event-based control is used,
since they are able to provide the system with relevant information on inter-
sampling times. With such inter-sampling information, both resource saving
and performance criteria can be guaranteed. There is some existing literature
that addresses various challenges on the event-based state estimation problem.
In [6], a Luenberger observer at the sensor device and a model-based predic-
tor, that runs both at the sensor and the controller, were proposed to estimate
the state of the plant. In [37], a nominal model of the system, which was
incorporated into the actuator/controller node in order to estimate the state
between non-periodic updating intervals with time-varying delays, is presented.
In [38], an H∞ lter for NCS with communication delay is developed. In [39,
40], distributed event-triggered lters over sensor networks (SN) by employ-
ing H∞ control techniques are designed. In [41], distributed event-triggered
ltering over wireless SN is proposed using a recursive algorithm to obtain
an upper bound of the ltering error variance. In [42], event-triggered dis-
tributed set-membership estimators are constructed by taking the inuence of
unknown-but-bounded process and measurement noise into account. In [43,
44], networked estimation problems are presented using modied Kalman l-
ters to deal with packet dropouts. In [45], a Gaussian sum lter is introduced.
In [46], a modied Kalman lter with intermittent measurement updates is
investigated for a household network. In [47], time-varying Kalman lters
are used to estimate the state conditioned on the received measurements in a
multi-agent framework. In [30], a recent line of research [46, 47] is considered,
in which the celebrated Kalman lter is considered in a time-varying fashion.
1.6.5 Papers on multi-rate control
In dual-rate control [34, 48, 49], a slower sensing rate in comparison to a faster
actuation can be assumed. Dual-rate controllers in linear time-invariant setups
have been considered, for instance, in an internal-model inferential structure
in [33], in an algebraic transfer function setting in [50], or in a state-space
representation in [51]. The event-triggered conditions at the sensor node can
be periodically evaluated at the slow rate. Despite sensing in this way, the fast
actuation enables achieving acceptable control properties [33, 52]. In addition,
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dual-rate control techniques provide twofold benets: (i) to lessen the amount
of transmissions through the network, which results in energy and bandwidth
saving, and (ii) to elude packet disorder, selecting the sampling period to be
larger than the largest round-trip time delay. Due to the broad knowledge of
PID controllers in academic and industrial environments, dual-rate PID control
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Paper 1. Control of the rotary inverted pen-
dulum through threshold-based communica-
tion
Vicente Casanova, José Alcaina, Julián Salt, Ricardo
Pizá, Ángel Cuenca
This paper deals with the real implementation of an event-based
control structure for the classical rotary inverted pendulum. The
communication between controller and plant is performed through
Ethernet (TCP/IP) which leads to a Networked Control System.
The bandwidth used by the control loop is reduced, compared with
the one that needs a conventional control, by using a threshold-based
communication. The values of the thresholds have been determined
by means of simulation techniques. The results over the real plant
show how this technique can reach a signicant reduction of the
bandwidth consumed with a negligible worsening of the performance.
Keywords: Event-based control systems; networked control systems;
bandwidth saving.
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2.1 Introduction
When dealing with a Networked Control System (NCS) the most valuable
resource is the bandwidth. In this kind of control systems, the necessary
communication between the control device and the controlled plant is carried
out through a shared communication medium [17]. A potentially large number
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of devices are using the same medium to transmit information for dierent
purposes: control loops, monitoring, supervising, alarms, maintenance and
even transmission of information not related with control tasks (real and non-
real time data).
Depending on the physical medium used to transmit the information (elec-
trical, optical, wireless, infrared...) and on the distance between emitter and
receiver devices, a certain bandwidth is available [811]. This must be under-
stood as the amount of information that can be transmitted per time unit.
The bandwidth must be shared out between all the information generators
(writer devices) attached to the medium. When the number of sharing devices
increases, the real bandwidth available to each writer decreases.
In a typical control loop there are two devices able to generate information to
be sent through the shared medium: sensor and controller. There are also two
information consumers (reader devices): controller and actuator. The informa-
tion generated by the sensor (output samples) is consumed by the controller.
The information generated by the controller (control actions) is consumed by
the actuator. Two links must be implemented: sensor-to-controller (SC) and
controller-to-actuator (CA). In a conventional control system each link is im-
plemented through its own physical medium but in a NCS they are virtual
links implemented through the same medium. If a physical medium oers a
bandwidth B bps (bits-per-second) and L control loops are going to be closed
through it, each writer has a real bandwidth of B/(2 ∗ L) bps. Of course this
happens when all the writers have the same priority and the bandwidth is as-
signed no matter if it is needed or not. This is the policy when all the control
loops are using the same sample time and the same number of samples/actions
per second is transmitted. It is also possible that dierent writers have dif-
ferent needs and they get a dierent bandwidth. Loops with smaller sample
time get a larger portion of the shared bandwidth. In this case the bandwidth
is assigned to each writer depending on the control frequency and is constant
during its operating life. This pre-assigned bandwidth policy is often used in
industrial communication media as, for example, Probus-DP [1214].
But as any control engineer knows, the need for information transmission de-
pends on the state of the controlled plant. There are periods of time in which
the system is quite stable. There are neither reference changes nor pertur-
bations and the controlled signal (i.e. the plant output) remains (almost) in
the same value. Along these periods the assigned bandwidth is wasted trans-
mitting (almost) the same sample and (almost) the same control action. To
optimize the use of the precious resource an `on-demand' policy appears to be
appropriated. The main idea is to send only those sample/actions which are
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signicant enough according to the control system behavior. The information
not sent (because it has been considered negligible) leave the resource free
to be used by other device. Obviously, this strategy needs a communication
medium in which the bandwidth is not pre-assigned but is requested by the
writer device. The goal is to use the minimum bandwidth to get the desired
behavior for the controlled plant. TCP/IP follows this `on-demand' policy and
it is the communication protocol to be used in this work [1518].
This event-triggered control strategy [1927] diers from conventional control
in the fact that the sample period is not determined only by the plant dynamics
and the design specications. The eective sample time (which determines
the consumed bandwidth) is variable depending on the state of the controlled
plant. When the plant is in a stable situation (the reference to be followed is
not changing and there are no signicant disturbances to cancel) the sample
period increases (consuming less bandwidth) and when the plant is moving, the
sample period decreases (consuming more bandwidth) towards the one used in
conventional (constant sample time) control.
This can be compared with the variable simulation step in simulation theory
[28, 29]. When implementing an integration method it can be done in xed
or variable step. In xed step the simulation step is constant during the life
of the simulation. Variable step (frequently used as default in general pur-
pose simulation tools) means that the simulation step increases or decreases
depending on the computation needs to reach good quality results, according
to a certain tolerance. In xed step the number of simulation steps (and so,
the computational cost) is constant and known and it is independent on the
simulated system behavior. In variable step computational cost depends on
the system dynamics. When simulating a system with long stable periods of
time (in which the state does not change signicantly) some simulation steps
can be skipped (i.e. saved) to reduce the computational cost and to nish the
simulation earlier. These variable step simulation based techniques are going
to be applied in this work to a classical control problem. They will reduce, in
a signicant way, the need of bandwidth without degrading the system per-
formance. Instead of saving computational cost the technique is used here to
save bandwidth.
In variable step simulation the decision of changing the simulation step (i.e.
computing or not each step) is based on an estimation of the simulation error.
Two dierent integration methods are used and the results are compared. If
the dierence is below a certain tolerance it is assumed that the simulation is
performing well and the step is increased, saving computational cost. In the
control strategy proposed in this paper the condition to change the eective
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sampling period (i.e. transmitting or not each sample/action) is slightly dif-
ferent. If the dierence between one sample/action and the previous one is
below a certain threshold, the sample is not transmitted, saving bandwidth for
other devices. This threshold must be chosen not too small to get a signicant
reduction on the used bandwidth and not too large to avoid a signicant wors-
ening of the system performance. And this is the main challenge: to choose
the appropriated threshold to get a good bandwidth/performance ratio.
The threshold is the parameter to decide if the dierence between one sam-
ple/action and the previously transmitted one is negligible or not. This pa-
rameter must be pre-arranged to an appropriated value. It can be done experi-
mentally working with the real plant to be controlled or with a reliable enough
mathematical model. Only constant thresholds are used in this work, that is
intended to be continued using variable thresholds. In variable threshold it
will be dynamically adapted during the life of the control system in a similar
way as it is modied the size of the step in variable step simulation.
The fact that not all the samples/actions are going to be transmitted, according
to its dierence with the previous one, leads to an event sampling control
system. The transmission of one sample/action is not caused by an external
event but by an event which depends on the plant state which is, in fact,
modied by the event itself.
The aim of this work is to prove that the previously described threshold-based
control strategy can be applied to a real plant with a signicant gain on the
bandwidth consumption. In conventional control the easy way to save band-
width is to increase the sampling period (i.e. to decrease the control frequency).
This is simple and ecient but only useful when the sampling time require-
ments of the controlled plant are low. When controlling a plant with small
time constants, the lower bound of the control frequency is easily achieved.
In this case, decreasing the control frequency will lead to performance degra-
dation and instability. The proposed strategy only makes sense if it is better
than the conventional solution so, it must be tested in rough conditions, in the
limits of the control frequency. The plant to be controlled will be the rotary
inverted pendulum (RIP) for several reasons:
• RIP is a classical control problem frequently used as a benchmark to
measure the goodness of control structures.
• RIP is an unstable and non-minimum phase plant, with a small time
constant, which becomes easily unstable when the control frequency is
decreased.
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• RIP is a multivariable plant with (at least) three signals to transmit (two
output signals and one control action). The bandwidth gain will be larger
when more information is transmitted between controller and plant.
• RIP is available at our laboratory and the proposed control strategy can
be implemented in real conditions not only over the simulation model.
The paper is organized as follows. section 2.2 shows the behavior of the control
in ideal conditions; conventional control and small enough control frequency
to reach the desired behavior. section 2.3 shows the bandwidth saving when
using threshold-based communications. section 2.4 presents conclusions of this
paper and future work.
2.2 Conventional control of the rotary inverted pendulum
The well-known rotational inverted pendulum (RIP), also named Furuta pen-
dulum, has a DC motor that moves an arm attached to its shaft. At the end of
this arm there is a joint in which it is attached the pendulum [3035]. The goal
is to keep the pendulum in its unstable equilibrium upwards position, while a
certain reference signal is followed by the motor arm. In this work, the RIP
developed by Quanser Consulting Inc. is going to be used. Figure 2.1 shows
the plant, in the upwards position.
The results in this section have been obtained with the real RIP when using a
conventional control, without bandwidth limitations. This will be the nominal
behavior to compare with the one that will be achieved when reducing the
amount of information transmitted between the plant and the control structure.
RIP is a continuous underactuated plant with one input, the control action
applied to the DC motor carrying the pendulum (u(t), measured in volts) and
two outputs:
• θ(t): Angular position of the motor shaft around the vertical axis.
• α(t): Angular position of the pendulum rod around the motor shaft axis.
The theoretical multivariable model includes the rst derivative of these signals
(velocity) but is not going to be considered as the real plant does not have
sensors to measure them. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation (top
and front view) of RIP.
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Figure 2.1: Quanser rotary inverted pendulum
The aim of this work is to prove, over a real plant, that threshold-based com-
munication can reduce the amount of information between controller and plant
without a signicant worsening of the system behavior. No new controller is
going to be designed to reduce the bandwidth. The controller will be the one
developed to operate in a conventional control structure without bandwidth
limitations. Quanser provides a LQR controller suitable to be used in ideal
conditions. The controller uses as inputs θ(t) and α(t) (measured in the real
plant), its derivatives (estimated by discrete-time derivators) and the integral
of θ(t) (estimated by a discrete time integrator). The integral of θ(t) has been
added to the original state vector of the plant to improve the robustness and
to allow that the motor shaft can follow step references with zero error, even
with the small dead zone present in the real plant. The augmented ve-state
vector of the plant used to design the LQR is:
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From this ve-state vector, Quanser provides the gain vector for the LQR and
using these gains, the control action to be applied to the plant can be calculated
by the control structure as follows:
U = K · X̃ = [k1, k2, k3, k4, k5] · X̃ =
























As it can be seen in the previous expression, the LQR controller has been
divided in two independent sub-controllers for a better manipulation of the
feedback signals. These two sub-controllers become a PID one for θ(t) and a
PD controller for α(t). The parameters of these PID and PD controller, in the
standard industrial form are:
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Kpθ = k1 Tdθ = k3/k1 Tiθ = k1/k5
Kpα = k2 Tdθ = k4/k2 Tiθ =∞
The discretized version of these controllers are the ones used to obtain the
results presents in this work. The addition of the two outputs of these sub-
controllers becomes the control action to be applied to the plant. The resulting
control structure is shown in Figure 2.3. Details on this control structure can






























Figure 2.3: Control structure in ideal conditions
The control structure must use a small enough sample period (T ) to reach a
good behavior. Working with the real plant it has been stated T=10 ms. as
the most appropriated sample period to be used. Larger periods are not able
to keep the plant stable while following the reference in an appropriated way.
Smaller periods mean an unnecessary large need of bandwidth and computa-
tional cost. So, T=10 ms. has been found as the period to use in conventional
control to reach a satisfactory behavior with the minimum amount of infor-
mation transmitted between controller and plant. With this sample period,
a bandwidth of 100 samples/second is consumed in each signal. As there are
three transmitted signals, the control in ideal conditions needs a total band-
width of 300 samples/second (200 in SC link and 100 in the CA link). This
will be the nominal value of the consumed bandwidth (BW0) used for compar-
ison with the one consumed when the threshold-based communication will be
implemented.
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The results these conditions are shown in Figure 2.4. Both controllers have
been implemented in one computer (the remote side of the NCS). A/D and D/A
converters have been placed in a dierent computer (the local side of the NCS).
Ethernet (TCP/IP) has been used as the communication medium to implement
SC and CA links. The distance between remote and local computer in the
experiments is short enough to consider negligible the transmission delays. No
information is lost during the communication.
Figure 2.4: Theta and alpha angles: T=10ms
A square wave of ±45o amplitude has been used as reference signal to be fol-
lowed by θ(t). Upper graphic shows θ(t) versus reference and lower one shows
α(t). As can be seen, conventional control makes the motor shaft to follow the
desired reference while keeps the angle of the pendulum rod around 0o, com-
pensating the unavoidable mechanical disturbances. This nominal behavior is
not going to be improved in this work. The goal is to keep the system as close
as possible to this behavior while reducing the bandwidth used to feedback the
controlled signals.
Conventional solution to reduce bandwidth is to increase the sample period.
Using T=15 ms. (33% bandwidth reduction) the behavior is signicantly
worse, as shown in Figure 2.5. Using a T=20 ms, (50% bandwidth reduction)
the plant becomes completely unstable. As will be shown in the following
section, threshold-based communication will get a signicant reduction of the
bandwidth without a signicant worsening of the system behavior.
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Figure 2.5: Theta and alpha angles: T=15 ms
To measure the worsening of the system behavior a quality index is needed.
The quality measure used in this work involves the integral of the unsigned
tracking error (i.e. the dierence between reference and angular shaft position)








Using the results with conventional control the nominal value of this error
measure has been calculated. Comparing this nominal error (ER0) with the
one obtained with threshold-based communication the system worsening can
be quantitatively measured.
2.3 Threshold-based control of the rotary inverted pendulum
Threshold-based communication is implemented to reduce the amount of infor-
mation transmitted through the shared communication medium. In the RIP
control loop there are three discrete signals that must be transmitted between
controller and plant. So, there are three data to be sent in every sample period:
the samples of the two controlled signals captured by the sensors (i.e. the shaft
and pendulum angles) and the control action generated by the controller and
to be applied by the actuator. The three information generators (sensors and
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controller) are time-based devices. The clock to determine the generation of
samples and control actions works with the period used in ideal conditions:
T=10 ms. As it has been said, with a conventional time-based control 300
samples per second must use the link between controller and plant. Using an
event-based control policy the exchange of information is not necessary to be
equal spaced in time. The main idea is to transmit only the signicant in-
formation, leaving the shared medium idle to be used for a dierent purpose
when the information is negligible. To reach this goal, it must be determined
by some means which samples/actions are signicant and which ones are neg-
ligible, according to the system stability and performance.
The implementation in this work uses thresholds to determine the signicance
of every sample/action to be sent through the shared medium. Each sample
captured by the sensors and each action generated by the controller is compared
with the previously transmitted one. If the dierence between one generated
data and the last signicant one is below a certain pre-arranged threshold is
considered negligible. In this case the sample/action it is not transmitted to
the other side of the shared communication medium. Note that the compar-
ison is between the new sample/action and the last non-negligible one, not
the previous captured/generated one. This must be done this way because
if not, small dierences between samples/actions can become an important
dierence with the last transmitted sample/action. Being yk the information
captured/generated in a given sample instant and TRH the value of the thresh-
old, the transmitted information, ŷk, will be:
ŷk =
{
ŷk−1 when |yk − ŷk−1| 6 TRH (not transmitted)
yk when |yk − ŷk−1| > TRH (transmitted)
Note that when ŷk = ŷk−1 the new sample action is not transmitted. Data
not transmitted leave the medium idle to be used by some other device, saving
bandwidth for a dierent purpose. The main idea is not to waste bandwidth
when the new data does not provide signicant information. The algorithm
implemented between the information generators and the shared medium is
depicted in Figure 2.6.
The key point in this communication policy is the value of the threshold. A
too small threshold will cause that too many data will be sent and there will
not be a signicant bandwidth saving. If the threshold is too large signi-
cant information will be lost, leading to performance degradation and even
instability. In addition, if the threshold is too large, the degradation of the
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Figure 2.6: Threshold-based communication owchart
system performance will cause larger changes in the data to be sent. In this
case the bandwidth is only not reduced but can be even increased. There must
be a compromise between the reduction of the consumed bandwidth and the
increasing of the error index.
The most appropriated value for the thresholds are going to be determined by
means of simulation. The values will be chosen to reach a good error/bandwidth
ratio, measured by a certain index. In this work, the procedure to determine
the thresholds will be applied to the RIP control but can be applied to any
other control problem to reduce the consumed bandwidth. The only require-
ment to apply the procedure described in this work is to have a good simulation
model of the controlled plant. This model can include any kind of non-linear
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behavior, disturbances and uncertainties for a better representation of the real
plant.
2.3.1 Optimal threshold values determination
There is not an easy way to determine the optimal values of the thresholds.
These values depends on the dynamics of the control system which depends
itself on the thresholds. But if a good mathematical model of the controlled
plant is available they can be calculated by means of simulation. This will not
lead to the optimal thresholds but to the best among all the values tested in
the simulation study. The procedure is as follows:
• The behavior of the control system using certain values for the thresholds
is simulated.
• The quality of the response is measured calculating the error index (ER).
• The consumed bandwidth (BW ) is measured counting the number of
samples/actions transmitted during the simulation.
Repeating the procedure for a large enough collection of possible values for
the thresholds, the most appropriated values for the three thresholds have
been determined. To reach these values a large number of trials have been
done varying the thresholds and measuring the error index and the consumed
bandwidth.
The ratio between the error index and the one obtained with conventional
control (ER0) provides the relative error (ERR), always above one. The larger
this relative error is, the worse behavior is caused.
ERR = ER/ER0
The ratio between the number of data above the threshold and the consumed
bandwidth with time-based control (BW0) is the relative bandwidth index
(BWR), always below one. The smaller this relative bandwidth is, the larger
bandwidth saving is gained.
BWR = BW/BW0
The results of this study are presented in Figure 2.7 (relative error and relative
bandwidth versus theta threshold), Figure 2.8 (relative error index and relative
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bandwidth versus alpha threshold) and Figure 2.9 (relative error index and
relative bandwidth versus control action threshold).
Figure 2.7: Theta threshold
Figure 2.8: Alpha threshold
The results from this experiment show that, even if threshold-based commu-
nication is used in only one of the three signals, a signicant reduction of the
consumed bandwidth can be achieved without a signicant worsening of the be-
havior. But if the threshold is increased beyond a certain point the bandwidth
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Figure 2.9: Control action threshold
Figure 2.10: Performance index
gain is much smaller than the performance worsening. An index combining
these two experimental measures must be used to decide the optimal value of
the threshold. The error/bandwidth index can be calculated giving the ap-
propriated weigh to each one. It is not an easy problem to choose this weigh
because it depends on when the bandwidth improvement is less signicant than
the behavior worsening. After some experiments with the real plant and the
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simulation model, it has been decided that the performance index to be used
in this work will be:
IX = 0.2 · ERR + 0.8 ·BWR
The values of the threshold that minimize this index will be the ones to use
in the real implementation. Figure 2.10 shows this performance index versus
the three thresholds, considered one by one. The minimum value (marked
with a circle) gives the optimal (according to the selected index) value of the
thresholds.
Figure 2.11: Theta and alpha thresholds
Using only one threshold an index of around 0.8 can be achieved. It is obvious
that better results can be achieved if two thresholds are used together. Figures
2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 show the index IX when varying a pair of thresholds.
The color in these gures indicates the value of the index to be minimized.
The white dot marks the minimum of the index and the values chosen for
the thresholds. These results, obtained using the simulation model of the
RIP, show that when using a pair of thresholds the performance index can be
improved up to around 0.6 as the bandwidth is saved in two of the transmitted
signals instead of only one as in the rst experiment.
Finally, it is easy to think that the results can be improved by using event-
based communication for the three signals. After a (large) simulation study
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Figure 2.12: Theta and control thresholds
Figure 2.13: Alpha and control thresholds
with three nested loops the optimal (again, according to the chosen index)
values of the thresholds have been stated as follows:
• Theta threshold: 0.36.
• Alpha threshold: 0.29.
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• Control threshold: 0.26.
As there are four variables involved (the index and the three thresholds) there
is no possible graphic representation of the results in this experiment but the
simulation shows that using these values for the thresholds, the performance
index can be reduced below 0.5. In these conditions the error index is only 4.5%
larger than the one with conventional control but the consumed bandwidth is
only the 34% than the one needed with time-based communication. If these
results are conrmed in the real plant, a reduction of the bandwidth around
60-70% will be achieved with a behavior that will be almost the same than the
one with conventional control. Using the conventional control structure it is
not possible to stabilize the RIP using such a small bandwidth.
2.3.2 Experimental results with threshold-based control
Using the values determined in the previous section for the thresholds, the
results in the real plant are shown in Figure 2.14. Again, Ethernet (TCP/IP)
has been used to send the information between controller and plant. As can
be seen the behavior is slightly worse than in ideal conditions (relative error is
1.06) but the consumed bandwidth is much better (relative bandwidth is 0.31).
This means that constant threshold has been achieved a bandwidth saving of
69%, regarding to the consumed in nominal conditions.
Figure 2.14: Theta and alpha: Threshold control
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Figure 2.15 shows a detail of a small piece of the theta angle. Upper plot is the
signal captured by the sensor and lower one is the signal eectively transmitted
to the controller. Samples marked with a circle are the ones which passes
the threshold condition and are sent through the shared medium (consuming
bandwidth). Samples marked with a solid circle are the ones not transmitted
(saving bandwidth). Similar results could be shown in alpha and control action
signals.
Figure 2.15: Theta angle: Captured and transmitted
To understand how this saving is achieved Figure 2.16 shows the transmis-
sion ag for the theta angle. This ag indicates when a sample is eectively
transmitted through the shared medium (marked as ones) or skipped as being
considered negligible (marked as zeros). The upper plot show data belonging
to the transient and the lower show data belonging to the steady state. As can
be seen, during the transient as the state of the plant is changing, most of the
samples are transmitted. When the plant reaches the steady state, much more
samples are discarded, increasing the bandwidth saving. This dierent need
of bandwidth suggest that the values of the thresholds can be dynamically
changed for a better use of the available bandwidth. Variable thresholds are
proposed as an extension to this work.
The experiment has been repeated (over the real plant) using only one and two
thresholds to see how dierent relative errors and bandwidths can be achieved.
The results are summarized in Table 2.1. As expected, the more thresholds
are used the best bandwidth saving and performance index are achieved.
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Figure 2.16: Theta transmission ag
Thresholds ERR BWR IX
Theta 1.0290 0.7273 0.7876
Alpha 1.0103 0.7468 0.7995
Control 1.0171 0.7803 0.8277
Theta & Alpha 1.0108 0.4787 0.5851
Theta & Control 1.0408 0.6270 0.7097
Theta & Control 1.0279 0.6188 0.7006
Theta, Alpha & Control 1.0614 0.3136 0.4632
Table 2.1: Alpha and control action thresholds
2.4 Conclusions and future work
The work in this paper shows the implementation of an event-sampling con-
trol, over a real plant and using a real shared communication medium to close
the loop. The goal has been to reduce the amount of information exchanged
between controller and plant, without a signicant loss of control performance.
This bandwidth reduction has been achieved by means of using a threshold-
based communication. Rotary inverted pendulum has been used for this imple-
mentation due to its bandwidth needs and sensitivity to the sampling period.
TCP/IP has been used as communication protocol because it follows an `on-
demand' policy and in this kind of sharing policy is where the bandwidth saving
is eective.
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The results show how the threshold-based communication can be easily used to
reduce signicantly the consumed bandwidth and the behavior of the system
is almost the same than the one with conventional control. Simulation model
of the controlled plant has been used to select the most appropriated values for
the thresholds to minimize an index, involving bandwidth and performance.
The procedure to determine the best values for the thresholds have been de-
termined using the simulation model of the controlled plant. This procedure,
applied in this work to the particular case of controlling the rotary inverted
pendulum, can be exported to the control of any other plant no matter if it is
linear or not, stable or not, as far as a good enough model is available.
A detailed analysis of the results when using threshold-based communication
shows that the need for bandwidth is not constant during the life of the system.
It depends on the state of the controlled plant which depends on the reference
signal and on the presence of signicant disturbances. The pre-arranged values
for the thresholds has been obtained in certain environment conditions (refer-
ence signal to be followed, communication delays, signals noise, performance
index, etc). If these conditions change, maybe the pre-arranged values are
not the most appropriated. This suggest an adaptive, variable threshold-based
communication in which the values for the thresholds are dynamically modied
depending on the plant state. This adaptive policy is expected to improve the
results in this paper.
In addition, when using constant thresholds the system does not reach an equi-
librium position. A certain ripple around the desired value appears when the
motor shaft reference is constant. The presence of this undesired characteristic
it is dicult to be seen in this particular plant because the upwards position
is an unstable equilibrium point and same ripple is always present, even when
conventional control is applied. Using an stable plant the ripple caused by the
threshold can be considered in the performance index as a new factor to mea-
sure the system behavior. Variable thresholds are expected to help in solving
this problem without increasing the consumed bandwidth.
Another improvement to be considered is to use a dierent sample period in
the threshold comparison, leading to a dual-rate structure that could improve
the performance without increasing the consumed bandwidth.
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Chapter 3
Paper 2. A packet-based dual-rate PID con-
trol strategy for a slow-rate sensing networked
control system
Ángel Cuenca, José Alcaina, Julián Salt, Vicente
Casanova, Ricardo Pizá
This paper introduces a packet-based dual-rate control strategy
to face time-varying network-induced delays, packet dropouts and
packet disorder in a Networked Control System. Slow-rate sensing
enables to achieve energy saving and to avoid packet disorder. Fast-
rate actuation makes reaching the desired control performance pos-
sible. The dual-rate PID controller is split into two parts: a slow-
rate PI controller located at the remote side (with no permanent
communication to the plant) and a fast-rate PD controller located
at the local side. The remote side also includes a prediction stage
in order to generate the packet of future, estimated slow-rate con-
trol actions. These actions are sent to the local side and converted
to fast-rate ones to be used when a packet does not arrive at this
side due to the network-induced delay or due to occurring dropouts.
The proposed control solution is able to approximately reach the
nominal (no-delay, no-dropout) performance despite the existence
of time-varying delays and packet dropouts. Control system stabil-
ity is ensured in terms of probabilistic Linear Matrix Inequalities
(LMIs). Via real-time control for a Cartesian robot, results clearly
reveal the superiority of the control solution compared to a previous
proposal by authors.
Keywords: Networked control systems; slow sensors; non-uniform
sampling; multi-rate control; packet-based control.
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3.1 Introduction
One of the main features of a Networked Control System (NCS) [13] is to send
data via a shared communication medium in order to control a process. In the
last few years, interesting applications have been reported in this eld [47].
The present work considers a low cost distributed sensor net, which sends data
to a powerful remote server (with high computation and information storage
features). One of the main goals of the contribution is to achieve energy saving
in this kind of set-up. Energy saving is a crucial issue, especially in battery-
powered wireless sensors, having positive eects on their battery lives. As it
is well known, the energy consumption in sensor networks is usually due to
sensing, processing and communication operations. The last ones consume
most part of this amount of energy. Therefore, in order to save energy, a good
option is to reduce the data ow frequency through the net. However, a quite
low transmission frequency could imply failure to full control specications,
or even process instability. Dierent control proposals have been introduced
to reduce the communication rate preserving the control performance. One of
them is the packet-based approach [811], which enables a sequence of signals
to be sent over the network simultaneously. In the same way, techniques based
on sending data when some thresholds are exceeded [1214] -i.e. event-based
control-, or just considering some specic data priority [15], have been used.
Another possible option is the so called multi-rate control, which is a control
technique able to assume dierent rates for dierent control loop signals [16,
17]. The present work combines multi-rate and packet-based control techniques
for dealing, in addition, with some typical NCS problems such as time-varying
network-induced delays, packet dropouts, and packet disorder.
The considered NCS locates the low cost sensor net, the process and the ac-
tuator (with a low computation power) in the local side, whereas the server
(with high computation power and other capabilities) is situated in the remote
side. Sensed values must travel through the main network from the local side
to the remote side, and control signals, from the remote side to the local side.
As it can be said, to reduce energy, a slow transmission frequency was assumed
in both links. Therefore, slow-rate sensed values and slow-rate control actions
travel through the NCS. Adopting a dual-rate control strategy, an N faster
control updating (being N a positive integer greater than one) can be assumed
at the actuator device by converting the slow-rate control signal into a fast-rate
one, which enables to achieve the desired control performance. This proposal
requires a special controller, actually a non-conventional controller, which is
able to compute control actions at period T from signals taken at period NT
[17]. In this work, due to the wide knowledge of PID controllers in industrial
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and academic environments, a non-conventional PID control structure is taken
into account. The controller is split into two parts: a slow-rate PI controller
and a fast-rate PD controller. The integral action is applied at slow rate be-
cause it usually operates at this frequency zone, and hence, it is located at the
remote (server) side. The derivative actions, which are associated with faster
dynamics, are applied at fast rate, and hence, the PD controller is located at
the local side (inside the actuator). The basic design procedure can be looked
up in [1719].
The additional diculties caused by the shared communication medium (network-
induced delays, packet dropouts, and packet disorder) can appear depending
on the network protocol used in a specic application. Regarding the delays,
these are due to waiting-transmission-picking up times and are time-varying
during the course of the application. As it is well-known, not compensating for
the delays can imply a worsening of the control performance. This problem can
be overcome by using, for example, gain-scheduling control strategies such as
the one used in [20]. This proposal allows obtaining a simple delay-dependent
control law to retune the parameters of the fast-rate PD controller from the
round-trip time delay. As the actuator is assumed to include low computation
capabilities, it is able to measure the round-trip time delay and compute the
fast-rate control signal. In this way, the nominal (no-delay) control perfor-
mance can be closely maintained despite actuating in a non-uniform way due
to the delays (that is, the last control action computed in the previous sensor
period is held until new, current control actions are applied after the delay).
Concerning the packet disorder, once again, the fact of choosing a slow sens-
ing period NT (concretely, the sensing period will be longer than the longest
round-trip time delay) is benecial, since it can avoid this phenomenon. Ob-
viously, the decision needs to perform some o-line experiences with usual
operation conditions to detect some delay features. Sometimes, a statistical
distribution of the network-induced delay is even found [21, 22]. As previously
commented, despite the fact of choosing the slow sensing period in this way,
dual-rate control techniques (with faster control period) enable to achieve a
satisfactory performance [17, 18]. And, once the sensing period and the rest
of NCS parameters are dened, LMIs can be used to ensure control system
stability.
Finally, with regard to packet dropouts, if a network protocol like UDP is
assumed, this phenomenon can occur [21, 22]. In this work, a packet dropout
can be derived either from an eective loss or from the expiration of a maximum
waiting time. In addition, an upper-bound for consecutive packet dropouts M
can be established from the o-line experiences. In order to deal with up toM
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possible packet losses, a prediction stage is included at the remote side, which
contains a state resetting procedure [23, 24] in order to face even unstable
processes (or marginally stable ones, such as the position output for DC motors
governing the axis of a Cartesian robot, which is used in this work). If a packet
dropout occurs, a dierent solution is implemented for each network link. For
the local-to-remote link, the process estimator provides the estimated output
value in order to generate the current (estimated) PI control action. For the
remote-to-local link, a packet-based strategy is adopted. The packet includes
the current PI control action and M future ones to be used just in case the
dropout occurs.
Summarizing, the main motivation of this paper is to introduce some control
techniques (multi-rate and packet-based ones) in order to save energy (reducing
the number of transmissions) while maintaining a satisfactory control perfor-
mance in a NCS, where some typical problems (time-varying network-induced
delays, packet dropouts, and packet disorder) must be faced.
The main contributions of this work with regard to another proposal in [20] are:
1) the remote-to-local network link is now considered, which allows not only to
distribute the controller between remote and local sides, but also to deal with
remote-to-local delays; 2) the network-induced delay is now stochastic. Then,
probabilistic LMIs are required to ensure control system stability; 3) packet
dropouts are considered in both network links. They are faced via a prediction
technique which contains a state resetting procedure in order to even cope with
unstable processes.
The paper is structured in the following sections. In section 3.2, the problem
scenario is formally introduced. In section 3.3, control techniques used in the
remote and local sides are presented. Control system stability is enunciated
in terms of probabilistic LMIs in section 3.4. Simulation results in section 3.5
illustrate the benets of the proposed control strategy. section 3.6 validates
the results using a real physical process. Finally, conclusions close this contri-
bution.
3.2 Problem description
The proposed NCS is depicted in Figure 3.1, where the network is placed
between the remote and local sides, and can introduce time-varying delays,
packet dropouts and packet disorder. The round-trip time delay for the packet




N, t, T,NT Multiplicity, and basic, actuation
and sensor periods
τ lrk , τ
rl
k , τk Local-to-remote, remote-to-local,










k Actual, estimated, and actual or es-
timated, system output (at NT )
rNTk Reference signal (at NT )





k Actual, estimated, and actual or es-





PI,k Actual, estimated, and actual or es-
timated, PI control action (at NT )





PI,k Actual, estimated, and actual or es-





PD,k Actual, estimated, and actual or es-
timated, (retuned) PD control ac-
tion (at T )
M Upper bound for estimations
z t-unit operator




N = zN ·L NT -unit operator
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Figure 3.1: NCS scenario
is the sensor period, and N ∈ Z+ is a parameter known as multiplicity in a








where τ ck can be considered as a negligible computation time delay, τ
lr
k is the
local-to-remote network-induced delay, and τ rlk , the remote-to-local one. To
avoid packet disorder,τk ∈ [0, τmax] must fulll τmax < NT . Since in this work,
an IP network which uses UDP as the transport layer protocol is taken into ac-
count, the distribution of the round-trip time delay is a constant plus a Gamma
distributed random variable, whose shape and scale parameters change with
load and network segment [22]. Usually, this distribution is approximated as
a generalized exponential distribution [25], whose probability density function







φ , τk ≥ η
0 , τk < η
(3.2)
being the expected value of the delay E [τk] = φ+η and its variance V [τk] = φ2.
A feasible choice of η is the median of the delay. From η and an experimental
value of E [τk] (or the mean), φ can be easily approximated. Note that a
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common timer is supposed to be shared by the local devices in such a way that
all of them are perfectly synchronized. Then, τk can be measured subtracting
packet sending and receiving times, not requiring time-stamping techniques.
As well-known, when using the UDP transmission model, packet dropouts
appear. This phenomenon is essentially random [21], and hence, it can be
modeled as a Bernoulli distribution [1]. The variable dlrk indicates the possible
loss of the packet sent from the local side to the remote one at the instant
kNT (similarly, drlk is dened for the opposite network link). In this work, both












Next, the dierent devices included in Figure 3.1 for the NCS are presented:
• a process to be controlled: as it will be introduced in section 3.5 and
section 3.6, a Cartesian robot will be used.
• a sensor, working at period NT , to sample the process output yNTk . Sens-
ing at this slow rate enables to achieve energy saving by reducing network
load.
• a slow-rate PI controller, which generates a PI control action uNTPI,k from
the reference rNTk and the sample y
NT









, a previously estimated PI
control action ûNTPI,k will be used. Note that to detect a packet dropout in
this device, a maximum waiting time τ lrmax is considered. If τ
lr
max expires
and the packet does not arrive, it will be considered as a dropout. More
information about the denition and operation mode of the slow-rate PI
controller can be found in subsection 3.3.1.





PI,k+2, · · · , ûNTPI,k+M
]
from the array of the ac-






k+2, · · · , rNTk+M
]
, and the actual (or
estimated) PI control action uNTPI,k (or û
NT
PI,k), the process output y
NT
k (or




k ). For the sake of simplicity and brevity,





k on the sequel. The main goal of the prediction stage is
facing packet dropouts for both network links. A more detailed scheme
about this stage is depicted in Figure 3.2, where a prediction cascade
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Figure 3.2: Prediction stage in detail
structure is considered. For more information about how the prediction
stage works, see subsection 3.3.4.
• a packet generator, which enables to consider a packet-based control





PI,k+2, · · · , ûNTPI,k+M
]
.
• a non-uniform actuator which includes a rate converter and a fast-rate
PD controller: the rate converter converts the slow-rate PI control signal
to a fast-rate one in order to be used as an input to the fast-rate PD
controller (more details in subsection 3.3.2). The two main goals of the
fast-rate PD controller are: 1) to achieve the required performance from
a slow-rate sensing but acting at a fast rate (that is, a dual-rate control
strategy [17]), 2) to compensate for the round-trip time delay, which can
be measured at the local side. Depending on drlk , two dierent cases can
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be considered. Figure 3.3 illustrates the case when no packet dropout









. In both cases, once the delay τk is known (or the packet
dropout is detected after expiring a supposed maximum waiting time


















pending on drlk ) by adopting a gain scheduling approach [20]. The control
signal is applied to the process by the actuator in a non-uniform way,
since the last control action of the previous sensor period NT , u̇T,τkPD,k−1,
is held while no new one can be applied due to the delay τk. Note, τmax
could fulll τmax ≥ dT, d ∈ Z+, then the rst d control actions would
not be applied, and hence, the control performance could worsen. More
information about the fast-rate PD controller can be found in subsec-
tion 3.3.3.




3.3 Packet-based control strategy. Prediction stage
In this section, the packet-based control strategy proposed in this work is for-
mulated in subsections 3.3.1 (slow-rate PI controller), 3.3.2 (rate converter),
and 3.3.3 (fast-rate PD controller). Since packet dropouts could occur in
both network links, each control stage must consider two cases: a) no packet
dropout, b) packet dropout. At the end of the section (in subsection 3.3.4),
the prediction stage is enunciated.
First of all, let us dene the transfer function of the continuous plant to be
controlled as Gp (s). By using the Z-transform at dierent periods plus a
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zero order hold device H (s), dierent discrete-time versions for Gp (s) can be
calculated. Therefore, denoting z̄ = zL and zN = z̄N = zN ·L:
GNT (zN)
∆












= Zt [HtGp (s)] =
Y t (z̄)
U t (z̄)
, t < T : t · L = T, L ∈ Z+
(3.4)


















Secondly, let us consider a continuous PID controller which is designed accord-
ing to classical methods in order to achieve certain specications for the process
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to be controlled. This is the conguration considered for the continuous PID
controller:







3.3.1 Slow-rate PI controller





: The PI controller working at period NT is enun-
ciated as











being UNTPI (zN) the PI control signal, E
NT
PI (zN) the error signal, and
KPI , Ti the gains of the PI controller (usually, KPI = 1) . The PI control
signal is obtained as








































: In this case, instead of using the actual PI control
signal in (3.8), the estimated one ÛNTPI (zN) must be used. This signal is
previously generated at the prediction stage according to subsection 3.3.4.
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3.3.2 Rate converter
As it is well-known [17], a rate converter [HNT ]
T
(z̄) between slow (remote)
and fast (local) controllers is required. Its goal is to convert the slow rate PI
control signal to a fast rate one in order to be used as an input to the fast
rate PD controller. This operation can be carried out either at the remote side
(sending the converted signal to the local side) or directly at the local side





: The rate converter considers the actual slow-rate
PI control signal UNTPI (zN) to obtain the held fast-rate one Ū
T
PI (z̄). As,
in this work, step references are considered, the rate converter becomes a







































PI,k, ∀k = λN
ũTPI,k = 0, ∀k 6= λN
, λ ∈ Z+
(3.11)





: Now, the rate converter considers the estimated PI










As it was said in section 3.2, for the sake of simplicity and brevity, both cases
((3.10) and (3.12)) will be contained under the notation ˙̄UTPI (z̄) from now on.
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: After (3.1), the round-trip time delay was de-
ned to fulll τk ∈ [0, τmax]. Let us suppose τmax < T (for example,
τmax = T − t) in order to inject N control actions for each sensor period
NT (remember Figure 3.3). The PD controller, working at period T , is
enunciated as



























d are the gains of the PD controller, which are retuned
according to τk via the gain-scheduling algorithm presented in [20]. Note
that the notation U̇T,τkPD (z̄) represents the PD control signal obtained ei-
ther from the actual PI control signal ŪTPI (z̄) (in (3.10)) or from its
estimation ˆ̄UTPI (z̄) (in (3.12)). At the current sensor period, in addition
to the last PD control action of the previous period (which remains held),
new N PD control actions are applied to the plant after τk (remember
Figure 3.3). These N actions are obtained after iterating the dierence

















As commented in section 3.2, due to the delay, these actions will be ap-
plied following a non-uniform pattern. Then, a basic period t is required
to adapt the non-uniformity to the delay in such a way that the actu-
ation pattern inside the sensor period NT will take this form (where
l = 0..LN − 1): 
u̇T,τkPD,k−1, lt = 0..τk
u̇T,τkPD,k, lt = τk..T
u̇T,τkPD,k+1, lt = T..2T
...






: The estimated PI control signal ˆ̄UTPI (z̄) (to be dened
in the last step in subsection 3.3.4) is now required. This control signal
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is available at the local side, since it was calculated at the remote side
in a previous iteration and sent to the local side in a previous successful
communication.
The time τmax = T − t is considered as the maximum waiting time es-
tablished to detect a packet dropout (remember Figure 3.4). In this way,
N PD control actions (in addition to the held action from the previous
sensor period) are guaranteed to be applied in the current sensor period
(as in (3.15)). In this case, with certainty, the PD control signal is an
estimated one, since it depends on the estimated PI control signal. Then,
with τk = τmax




From (3.14), but considering estimated signals, the set of N control ac-
tions can be computed and applied according to the next non-uniform
actuation pattern inside the sensor period NT (where t is the basic pe-
riod, and l = 0..LN − 1):
u̇T,τkPD,k−1, lt = 0..τk
ûT,τkPD,k, lt = τk..T
ûT,τkPD,k+1, lt = T..2T
...
ûT,τkPD,k+N−1, lt = (N − 1)T..NT
(3.17)
3.3.4 Prediction Stage
The prediction algorithm is executed M times (M is the upper bound of con-
secutive packet dropouts) following a cascade structure (remember Figure 3.2)





PI,k+2, · · · , ûNTPI,k+M
]
. This packet is computed for every
sensor period at the remote side, and it is sent to the local side in order to
be stored, and used if subsequent dropouts occur through the remote-to-local
communication. Considering a for-loop where i = 1..M , the statements of the
prediction algorithm included in the loop are based on the next steps:
1. Resetting of the initial state: If the current state sensed at period NT ,
xNTk , is available at the remote side (that is, no dropout occurs when
being sent via the local-to-remote network link), a resetting of the initial
condition for the state at period t and T can be carried out. This opera-
tion can be executed when i = 1, and it is required in order to deal with
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unstable plants or marginally stable plants [23, 24] such as the one used
in this work. For the rest of iterations of the algorithm (i = 2..M), or if
the current state was dropped (for i = 1), the updating is computed from
the estimated state x̂NTk+i−1(to be dened in step 3). As in section 3.2, to
contemplate every situation, let us dene a generic (actual or estimated)
state ẋNTk . Therefore, the resetting carried out in each iteration is{
i = 1 : x̂Tk ← ẋNTk ; x̂tk ← ẋNTk
i > 1 : x̂Tk+(i−1)N ← x̂NTk+i−1; x̂tk+(i−1)LN ← x̂NTk+i−1
(3.18)
2. Estimation of the N PD control actions either from the estimated PI
control signal ˆ̄UTPI (z̄) (it can occur for i ≥ 1) or from the actual one
ŪTPI (z̄) (it can only occur for i = 1). Both cases assume the previous rate
conversion ((3.12) or (3.10), respectively).
Similarly to (3.14), the estimated control signal is computed by iterating
the next dierence equation for j = 0..N − 1. Each iteration i for the
prediction algorithm is calculated as follows




















, τk = τm




















, τk = τmax
(3.19)
where now, the equation for the rst iteration of the prediction algorithm
(i = 1) is calculated supposing a successful remote-to-local communi-
cation (the packet which includes the estimated PI control actions will
arrive to the local side) but unknowing the consequent remote-to-local
delay (this information is not available at this moment) and hence, the
round-trip time delay. This is the reason of adopting the statistical mode
of the delay distribution τm as the delay to be considered at the rst iter-
ation. The mode can be obtained via a previous statistical analysis about
the delay nature. For the rest of iterations (when i > 1), the considered
delay to generate the PD control actions is the maximum waiting time
established to detect a dropout, that is, τk = τmax, since the next M − 1
packets are assumed to be dropped.
3. Estimation of the next state and output at period NT from the estimated
PD control actions. As in (3.15) and (3.16), the basic period t is used.
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In this case, for each iteration of the prediction algorithm i = 1..M , the











the sequence of the N + 1 PD control actions included in each sensor pe-
riod by holding them at period t, that is, applying them via a non-uniform
actuation pattern such as the one used in (3.17). As a result of iterat-




4. Estimation of the PI control signal ÛNTPI (zN) from the estimated out-
put signal Ŷ NT (zN). Note that, particularly for the rst iteration of the
prediction algorithm (i = 1), the actual output yNTk can be used if it is
available at the remote side, that is, if no dropout occurs when being sent




. Then, the actual PI
control action uNTPI,k, which is generated by the output y
NT
k (remember
(3.9)), can also be used. In this way, similarly to step 1, a resetting of




is carried out in order
to compute the next estimated PI control action ûNTPI,k+1. This operation
is useful due to the marginally stable open-loop nature of the PI con-
troller [23, 24]. As usual, in order to contemplate every situation in the
prediction algorithm, let us dene a generic (actual or estimated) output
ẏNTk , and a generic (actual or estimated) control action u̇
NT
PI,k. Therefore,
similarly to (3.9), the iterations i of the prediction algorithm take the form













(rNTk − ẏNTk )

















3.4.1 Closed-loop model via lifting
Let us consider a continuous linear time-invariant plant, which admits a state-




, with suitable dimensions. Being ξ an
arbitrary real number, one can denote B (ξ) =
∫ ξ
0
eĀγB̄dγ if ξ > 0, or B (ξ) = 0
if ξ ≤ 0. The discrete time sampled-data model at period T of the previous
plant was presented in (3.5), being AT = eĀT ; BT = B (T ) ; CT = C.
In order to reect the dual-rate sampling with non-uniform actuation (inputs
are applied at instants λi(i = 0 , 1 , · · · , N); concretely, as detailed in
section 3.2, the actuation pattern inside a sensor period is {0 , τk , T , 2T , · · ·
, (N − 1)N}, and hence λ0 = 0 ; λ1 = τk ; λ2 = T ; · · · ; λN = (N − 1)T ),
the control system can be modeled via state-space representation adopting the


















B∗1 · · · B∗N
















is a generic array of N control
signals ( (·)tr means transpose function) to indistinctly represent the N
computed actions that appear both in (3.15) and in (3.17), that is, all
the actions included in these equations except the last action from the
previous sensing period, UT,τkPD,k−1. This action U
T,τk
PD,k−1 is included in the
state xNTk as a state variable which is memorised from one sensing period
to the next one, such as in [18], equation (13).
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For the sake of simplicity and brevity, let us consider the following assumptions
to dene the state-space representation of the delay-dependent controller:
1. if setpoints are constant, we can assume them to be zero without loss of
generality, and hence eNTk = −yNTk
2. the control system behaviour when dlrk = 0 is similar to the one when
drlk = 0 from the point of view of computing the control signal U
T,τk
PD from
the estimated output ŷNTk . That is, when d
rl
k = 0, the control signal U
T,τk
PD
to be applied at iteration k is generated from a PI control action which
was previously computed at the predictor stage taking into account an
output estimation for the time instant k, ŷNTk . When d
lr
k = 0, obviously
the controller needs ŷNTk to calculate U
T,τk
PD .
3. the dual-rate controller can be dened as a cascade-connected system.
After manipulating the dierence equations (3.9) and (3.14), and assuming
such as in [18] (Section 5) that the proportional and integral actions are gen-
erated at the slow period, and the derivative one (which has relationship with
anticipation and high-frequency behavior) is concentrated in the rst sample,
the dual-rate controller can take this lifted expression{
ϕNTk+1 = Acϕ
NT
















































































































Similarly to [9, 19], the next Theorem can be enunciated to assess the closed-
loop system stability.
Theorem: Given P [τk] in (3.2), the closed-loop system in (3.27) is stable











cl,1 (ϑj) ·Q ·Acl,1 (ϑj)−Q < 0
(3.29)
where ϑ is a dummy parameter ranging in a set Θ where τk is assumed to take
values in, being Θ an interval [0, τmax], and l the number of equally spaced
values to get a dense enough gridding in ϑ. (3.29) can be solved by means of
widely known methods [27].
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Proof: Let V NTk = (x̄
NT
k )
tr · Q · x̄NTk be a Lyapunov candidate. Taking
E [V NTk ] as the statistical expectation for the Lyapunov function, and assuming
a probabilistic LMI gridding procedure, then the expectation of the increment












)tr ·Q · x̄NTk+1 − (x̄NTk )tr ·Q · x̄NTk ] =
= E
[(
Acl,0 (τk) · x̄NTk





Atrcl,0 (τk) ·Q ·Acl,0 (τk) · x̄NTk −
(
x̄NTk





















A similar development for subsystem Acl,1 (τk) leads to (3.29).
3.5 Simulation results
3.5.1 Simulation data
In this section, a particular case for the proposed NCS is presented. The
control solution is shown by simulation, which is based on a model of a plant
available in the laboratory in order to then validate the results experimentally
(in section 3.6).
The process selected to be controlled is a Cartesian robot manufactured by In-
teco, specically, the 3D CRANE module (see in Figure 3.5). The rail measures
of this plant for each axis are: X=0.050m, Y=0.040m, Z=0.050m.





where c.a.u. means control action units, which are generated by a PWM signal
normalized in the range [0, 1].
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Figure 3.5: Cartesian robot (3D CRANE module)
The system also presents two non-linear behaviors to be taken into account in
real-time implementation: saturation limits of control actions in ±1, and dead
zone values of ±0.06. Both of them are identied experimentally and measured
in normalized c.a.u.
In [20], a conventional PID controller such as in (3.6) is used with Kp = 12,
Td = 0.01 and Ti = 3.5, which reaches certain specications (null steady-state
error, settling time around 4s, and overshot around 5%). Digitally implement-
ing this controller at a period higher than 0.1s, the aforementioned specica-
tions cannot be assured. It is assumed that the sensor's nature or the network
load do not allow a sampling period below 0.2s. Therefore, a sample time of
NT = 0.2s is used, and a dual-rate controller with N = 2 is implemented using
(3.7)-(3.17) (assuming KPD = Kp and KPI = 1) in order to reach the speci-
cations. The following gain-scheduling law for the dual-rate delay-dependent
controller is used to deal with the round-trip time delay τk:
KτkPD = −50τk +KPD
T τkd = 0.5τk + Td
(3.32)
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For the present study, as enunciated in (3.2), a generalized exponential distri-
bution is considered. The histogram used in this case is shown in Figure 3.6,
where τk takes values in the range Θ = [0.04, 0.08]. In addition, as presented
in (3.3), packet dropouts are modeled as a Bernoulli distribution, being in this
case p = plr = prl = 0.3 and M = 3.
Figure 3.6: Delay histogram
In order to assess the stability of the setup in probabilistic time-varying delays,
the LMI gridding in (3.29) has been carried out taking l = 20 grid points
so as to compute the closed-loop realizations Acl,0 (ϑj) and Acl,1 (ϑj) for the
parameter space Θ. From Figure 3.6, P [ϑj] is normalized in order to take
values in [0, 1). As a result, it can be checked that a feasible solution Q exists,




1.20050 0.03926 −0.11557 −0.13543 −0.01666 0.27511 0 0.00041
0.03926 2.30974 0.00751 0.80299 −0.00905 −0.26529 0 −0.00046
−0.11557 0.00751 0.04032 −0.06609 −0.11587 0.02679 0 0.00003
−0.13543 0.80299 −0.06609 2.53137 −0.01202 −0.68629 0 −0.00036
−0.01666 −0.00905 −0.11587 −0.01202 1.13465 −0.02103 0 −0.00004
0.27511 −0.26529 0.02679 −0.68629 −0.02103 3.08272 0.06604 0.00297
0 0 0 0 0 0.06604 1.16892 0.00639
0.00041 −0.00046 0.00003 −0.00036 −0.00004 0.00297 0.00639 1.15074

(3.33)
Figure 3.7 shows the results obtained for the control solution, where ltered
step references are used in order to avoid the saturation of the control signal.
Note that the sequence of packet dropouts is represented in the time axis in
such a way that a point indicates a packet dropout in the time instant where it
is plotted. If the point increases its value in the vertical axis, then consecutive
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dropouts are occurring in this instant. Figure 3.7 also shows the desired,
nominal (no-delay, no-dropout) output. When packet dropouts appear in the
NCS, if the delay-dependent control solution does not include the prediction
stage, behavior deterioration is observed. Then, including the prediction stage,
the control performance can be restored at about the same level as the nominal
one.
Figure 3.7: Simulation results: nominal vs delay-dependent with packet dropouts and no
prediction vs delay-dependent with packet dropouts with prediction
3.5.2 Data analysis via cost indexes
In this subsection four dierent cost indexes will be used. Firstly, in order
to better quantify the benets of the packet-based control solution, the cost
indexes J1 and J2 are utilized. The rst one, J1, is based on the Integral of
Absolute Error (IAE), and the second one, J2, on the overshoot value. J1 and
J2 take the worst behavior, that is, the delay-dependent controller with no
prediction stage as the reference value to be compared to the rest of behaviors
in order to compute the consequent improvements.
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In order to dene J1 let us consider the array Y , which includes the dierent
sequence of outputs to be analyzed for the dual-rate control system, that is,
Y = [YNom, YDD−NP , YDD−P ], being YNom the output for the nominal (no-delay,
no-dropout) case, YDD−NP the output for the delay-dependent controller with
no prediction stage, and YDD−P the output for the delay-dependent controller
with prediction stage.
From Y the following accumulated (integrated) error EY in a range of time




|Y (i)− YNom| , i = 1..3 (3.34)
Then, the J1 cost index takes this form
J1 (i) = 100−
EY (i)
EY (2)
100 (%) , i = 1..3 (3.35)
being EY (2) the worst expected accumulated error, that is, the error reached
by the delay-dependent controller with no prediction stage. Therefore, the
rest of the errors are measured by J1 as an improvement (in %) with regard to
EY (2).
In order to dene J2 , from Y the following overshoot OY in a range of time
instants Γ can be calculated (considering positive -max- or negative -min-
ltered step references)











∣∣∣) , i = 1..3
(3.36)
Then, the J2 index is
J2 (i) = 100−
OY (i)
OY (2)
100 (%) , i = 1..3 (3.37)
being OY (2) the worst expected overshoot, that is, the overshoot reached by
the delay-dependent controller with no prediction stage. Similarly to J1, the
rest of the overshoots are measured by J2 as an improvement (in %) with
regard to OY (2).
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Output EY J1 (%) OY J2 (%)
YDD−NP 291.19 0 0.047 0
YDD−P 168.64 42.09 0.007 85.64
YNom 0 100 0 100
Table 3.1: Cost indexes J1 and J2 in simulation
Table 3.1 summarizes the cost indexes obtained for each output. As expected,
considering packet dropouts, the packet-based control strategy which includes
prediction stage clearly improves the control performance obtained by the no-
prediction control strategy.
3.6 Experimental results
To validate the simulation results obtained in section 3.5, a laboratory test-bed
platform is set up, which includes the CRANE module previously presented,
two computers and an Ethernet cable. One computer is directly connected
to the plant and composes the local part of the control system. The aims
of this computer are: rstly, to be in charge of the measures on the plant
at NT = 0.2s and their communication; secondly, to be responsible for the
reception of the slow-rate control signal from the PI controller, the calculation
of the fast-rate PD control actions (at T = 0.1s) and their injection over the
plant. When convenient, it is also in charge of the reception and selection of
signals predicted to be applied to the plant when loss of communication occurs.
The second computer performs the remote part of the controller, receiving the
outputs of the plant, calculating the slow-rate PI controller, and sending back
these actions to the local system. When required, this part is also in charge
of the calculation of future, slow, predicted control actions, which will be sent
together with the slow-rate control signal.
These computers are connected by a UDP network through an Ethernet cable
that performs the local-to-remote and remote-to-local links. In order to obtain
similar conditions to those considered in simulation, network delays and packet
dropouts are modied by software.
Figure 3.8 shows the outputs obtained in the experiment, which clearly reveals
the same trend observed in Figure 3.7. To better validate the results, Table 3.2
details the cost indexes J1 and J2 computed for the experiment, where lower
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Output EY J1 (%) OY J2 (%)
YDD−NP 290.55 0 0.042 0
YDD−P 207.53 28.58 0.012 70.80
YNom 0 100 0 100
Table 3.2: Cost indexes J1 and J2 in experimentation
improvements than in simulation are achieved due to practical issues (possible
divergences between model and plant, dead zone, and so on).
Figure 3.8: Experimental results: nominal vs delay-dependent with packet dropouts and




In this work, a packet-based dual-rate control solution is presented for an NCS
where time-varying delays, packet dropouts and packet disorder can occur.
Selecting the sensing period greater than the longest round-trip time delay,
the packet disorder is avoided. In addition, energy saving can be achieved by
reducing network load, which is a crucial issue, especially in battery-powered
wireless sensors. However, in order to reach certain specications, an N times
faster actuation period must be used, leading to the dual-rate control structure.
The time-varying delays are dealt with the gain scheduling approach in [20].
By means of the packet-based control strategy, and including a prediction stage
which is able to treat unstable or marginally stable plants, the packet dropout
problem is solved. Control system stability is ensured via probabilistic LMIs.
Simulation results reveal the improvements reached by the control proposal,
which are validated by means of a laboratory test-based platform, where the
process to be controlled is a Cartesian robot.
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Chapter 4
Paper 3. Dual-rate sampled-data systems. Some
interesting consequences from its frequency
response analysis
Julián Salt, José Alcaina
The main goal of this contribution is to introduce a new procedure
in order to analyze properly SISO dual-rate systems (DRS) and to
provide straightforward answers to some common general questions
about this kind of systems. Frequency response analysis based on
DRS lifting modeling can lead to interesting results about stability
margins or performance prediction. As a novelty, it is explained
how to understand DRS frequency response and how to handle it
for an easy computation of magnitude and phase margins keeping
classical frequency domain methods. There are also some repetitive
questions about DRS that can be analyzed and answered properly
using the results from this contribution: what the optimum relation
between sampling periods is or what eects does delay have in a
DRS. Every step is illustrated with examples that should clarify the
understanding of the text.
Keywords: Dual-rate systems; frequency response; stability; Bode
diagram.
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4.1 Motivation
In general a multi-rate sampled-data system (MRS) is dened as a hybrid
system composed of continuous time elements, usually the plant, and some
discrete time components, usually the controllers and/or the lters, where
two or more variables are sampled or updated at dierent frequencies. These
systems have been reported and applied in elds like signal processing and
communications for a long time. In digital control systems MRS were assumed
by engineers since the fties with seminal papers like [14]. When there are just
two sampling periods, the system is called dual-rate. The consideration of this
kind of systems is proposed mainly due to restrictions in sampling periods.
For instance slow chemical measurements or articial vision sensing where
the processing data is time consuming. This situation leads to unacceptable
sampling times for control purposes in a single rate environment. In networked
control systems (NCS) it is a viable solution either to avoid delays [5] or to save
network load by sending less information across the shared medium. Due to the
current importance of the NCS applications, other non-conventional sampling
schemes (like DRS) for dealing with communication bandwidth restrictions,
such as event-triggered sampling, have been lately proposed [69]. In some
low cost devices, DRS is also necessary for solving problems due to the low
resolution of sensors (cheap encoders) [10]. These DRS cases are what is dened
as MRIC (multi-rate input control) that is a slow output but a higher rate input
which is the most common schema in DRS. It is usual that both sampling
periods are related by a natural number N ∈ N. A regular pattern of sampled
signals without sampling times mismatch between them will also be considered.
In the eld of control systems, there are two trends for modelling MRS (and
DRS). It can be said that one of them is an external representation based on
[1114] and the other one is a state space form. These options consider the
least common multiple of all sampling periods for modelling purposes1. In the
external case the skip (downsampling) and expand (upsampling) operations are
crucial and in the state space form a MIMO model is assumed enveloping the
input and output of every system in vectors according to the frame period (least
common multiple). The system progresses repeating the same scheme frame
after frame. Therefore this MR (time-varying system) can be transformed into
a LTI system once the system description is enlarged over a metaperiod.
Using this technique, even from a single-input single-output (SISO) system
an articial multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) system is obtained. This
procedure is known as lifting in control area [1517], originally denoted as
Vectorial Switch Decomposition by [1] or blocking (in signal processing) [18].
1A more formal denition will be given in section 4.2
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Consider now a SISO system with two samplers (DRS); in these conditions lift-
ing provides a MIMO system. A classical issue in multi-rate control schemes
is that such a MIMO lifted system can be managed as any other multivariable
MIMO one. However, there are not dierent input and output variables, but
just one input and one output, lifted at dierent input and output sampling
times in a periodically-repeating metaperiod. This will be a very important
aspect when a DRS frequency response is considered. Usually classical MIMO
techniques are considered -it is common to study the frequency response of
dual-rate plants by using singular value decomposition (SVD) of the lifted
MIMO system-, losing important features that will be introduced in this con-
tribution. In order to solve this problem a new algorithm for DRS frequency
response computation in discrete control systems was introduced by [19], but
it seems dicult to understand the complete meaning from that reference,
which will be claried now. It has been studied how this technique can be ad-
vantageous by obtaining the frequency response and its derived concepts and
procedures when applying to DRS. In fact, this is the main goal of this article
and some examples are introduced to emphasize its importance. Specically
it will attempt to meet answers to repetitive questions made when a DRS is
analyzed: what is the best relation between sampling periods or about the
inuence of delay in these systems.
The structure of the paper is as follows: the next section introduces some
preliminary material and exposes how to compute the frequency response for
a DRS in an ecient way; section 4.3 presents how to make this frequency
response easily understandable introducing an example. In the following sec-
tions, the results from the previous section are used to explain the advantages
of DRS frequency response and how to answer some classical questions about
the optimum value of N in a simple MRIC DRS. A conclusion section closes
the paper.
4.2 DRS frequency response computation: a classical
interpretation
4.2.1 Preliminaries and notation
A dual-rate discrete LTI system is one in which the input and output sequences
are assumed to have dierent sampling periods, Tu and Ty. If they are ratio-
nally related, it is possible to dene T0 as the minimum real number such
that T0/Tu and T0/Ty are integers. It is similar to a least common multiple
T0 = lcm(Tu, Ty) whose denition related to real numbers can be confusing.
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T0 is usually known as metaperiod or frame period and integers Nu, Ny can
be dened complying with T0 = TuNu = TyNy (indeed, then Tu/Ty = Ny/Nu
is a rational number). It is also usual to dene T as a kind of greatest com-
mon divisor sampling period, such that T0 = NT being N = lcm(Nu, Ny);
therefore T0 = NT = NuTu = NyTy. With these conditions, the behavior of





where the variable z stands for the LTI z-transform argument at sampling
period T , and consequently zN is related to T0 = NT . In equation (4.1) yl is a
vector of length Ny, ul is a vector of length Nu and Glifted is a Ny×Nu transfer
function matrix [15]. The lengths of the vectors are increased in the case of
MIMO systems (multiplied by the number of outputs and inputs, respectively).
The next gures can help to completely deduce and clarify this equation.
Figure 4.1 depicts an open loop DRS and Figure 4.2 describes the application
of Kranc's idea vector switch decomposition to the situation of Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Generalized Dual-Rate System
Note that in Figure 4.2, T0/Nu = NyT and T0/Ny = NuT . It can be seen that
with this scheme, the central part of the diagram would be
(









This expression can be also derived using the known Mason's rule for blocks
diagram. This diagram is now a T0 single rate blocks diagram2. Actually, that
is the main reason for Kranc's procedure.
2It will denoted ws = 2π/T0
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Figure 4.2: Kranc's vector switch decomposition
4.2.2 Sampled-data lifted systems
There are dierent ways to obtain the lifted model. For processes, it may
be that the easiest one is to consider the successive iterations from the gcd
T discrete state space. If a strictly proper continuous system is discretized
(assuming ZOH) at period T , with a realization (A,B,C, 0), then the lifted
dual-rate model has a realization (Al, Bl, Cl, Dl), at metaperiod T0, where these
matrices are obtained by repeated evaluations of the equations at sampling
period T giving rise to well-known convolution-like formulae. For instance
y(kT0 + ζT ) =Cx(kT0 + ζT ) =
= C[Aζx(kT0) +A
ζ−1Bu(kT0)+
+Aζ−2Bu(kT0 + T ) + · · ·+Bu(kT0 + (ζ − 1)T )]
(4.3)
for ζ = 1, . . . , (Nu − 1)Ny,. However, the zero-order-hold entails
u(kT0 + dNyT ) = u(kT0 + (dNy + 1)T ) = · · · = u[kT0 + ((d+ 1)Ny − 1)T ]
∀d = 0, 1 . . . , (Nu − 1)
(4.4)
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Therefore the lifted matrices are obtained by suitably stacking the results from
the above equation. It is also possible to consider that G has dierent natures
(continuous system without ZOH, digital system, etc). For each of these cases
a proper input or output assignment (like (4.4)) must be established leading
to a specic lifted model [20]. Some other details, omitted here for brevity,
can be found in [15, 17, 21]. Now, a brief example could be considered. If in
Figure 4.1 G is a continuous-time plant with ZOH and Tu = 0.3 y Ty = 0.2
(Nu = 2 and Ny = 3), then the lcm T0 = 0.6, the gcd T = 0.1, and the lifted
representation will be
x[(k + 1)T0] = A
6x (kT0) +
((








u(kT0 + 3T )
)
 y(kT0)y(kT0 + 2T )





 0 0C(A + I)B 0
C(A3 + A2 + A)B CB
( u(kT0)
u(kT0 + 3T )
) (4.5)
4.2.3 DRS Frequency Response
From a lifted LTI representation of a DRS, it is possible to calculate the fre-
quency response. The Theorem introduced in [19] says: The output y(k),
when u(k) = ejωTuk, of a SISO dual-rate (NuTu = NyTy) lifted system yl(z) =
Glifted(z)ul(z) is a collection of components yr(k) = ȳrejTyωrk of frequencies
ωr = ω+ 2ω
s










The singe-rate discrete frequency-response computations are carried out by
replacing z = ejωT for some T . It is easy to check that in the DRS case, from
(4.6), the components will be given by the product of the frequency response
of the left factor
[1 z−1 z−2 . . . z−(Ny−1)]Glifted(z
Ny)
replacing z = ejωrTy , which gives a row vector, and the right factor (column
vector)
(1 z z2 . . . zNu−1)T
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replacing z = ejωTu .
As it will be explained later, there is a possibility of computing the whole
frequency response from only one Bode plot in the case in which Ny and Nu
are coprime. Note that, ωs = 2π/(NyTy) and then that the components of the
frequency response are dened at ωr = ω + rωs, for, r = 0, · · · , Ny − 1. For
more details, see [19].
4.3 Frequency Response Interpretation
As it is relatively easy to understand considering the equation (4.2) and un-
wrapping it, that is, doing the matrices products, an usually high dimension
SISO transfer function is reached. This is a simple procedure but it produces
very unsatisfactory results as will be shown later in this section. The results
from the algorithm proposed in the previous section are proper but require an
interpretation. From the results above, it can be tested that the DRS frequency
response can be explained by adding Ny
gcd(Nu,Ny)
values from the Bode diagram
outlined from 0 to ( Ny
gcd(Nu,Ny)
−1)Nuws. In fact, for an input frequency b Rad/s,
the output is the sum of sine signals with frequencies b, b+Nuws, b+ 2Nuws,
· · · b + ( Ny
gcd(Nu,Ny)
− 1)Nuws with amplitude and phase determined by Bode
diagram at the indicated points. The coprime case is illustrative and gives a
link with the theoretical results. If Nu and Ny are coprime, then, considering
the blocks diagram from Figure 4.2, the DRS frequency response is obtained
reading the Ny points from the magnitude and phase Bode diagrams in the
interval from 0 to NuNyws, each length Nuws.
The proposed algorithm introduced in [19] returns Ny Bode diagrams concern-
ing to the tracks: 0 to NuNyws, Nuws to (NyNu+Nu)ws, · · · , (Ny−1)Nuws to
(NyNu + (Ny − 1)Nu)ws. So, the same Bode translated NuwsRad/s Nytimes
is reached. Of course, the Ny points can be read in the interval 0 to Nuws
knowing the true sense of all of them.
In the following section, a simple example is introduced illustrating the pro-
cedure. The academic system G(s) = 1
(s+1)(s+4)
preceded by a zero order hold
is considered, with Nu = 2 and Ny = 3 and a metaperiod T0 = 1, that is
Tu = 1/2 and Ty = 1/3. The DRS frequency response is formed by three
components. The result is showed in Figure 4.3.
For this case, ws = 2πT0 = 6.28R/s, Nuws = 12.566R/s and NuNyws =
37.699R/s. As it can be seen, the Bode diagram is made up of three com-
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Figure 4.3: DRS Bode
ponents whose responses are achieved each Nuws. In fact and as it was said
before, if the input is a sine signal with pulsation w = 3R/s, the three compo-
nents are:
Component w (R/s) Magnitude (dB) Phase (Rad)
1 3 -24.8 -2.64
2 3+12.56=15.56 -65.85 2.96
3 3+(2*12.56)=28.3 -51.11 -1.275
In Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 the procedure is explained graphically. If the
multiplicities Nu, Ny are coprime it is possible to read every value in just one
Bode diagram. This is the same as reading the value of each component in its
proper w and it is also the same as reading the 0 to ws zone but taking into
account that the real value of the frequency of component i is w + i ×Nuws.
Note the linear scale of the frequency axis in both gures.
At this point, it is time to check the accuracy of the procedure. Adding the
three responses, the result is equivalent to the output of the ZOH−G(s) with
the proposed input.
As it can be seen in Figure 4.6 the output true response is mapped at Ty at
steady state.
However, in the classical way, as it was said before, the problem is the high
dimension of the transfer function that usually leads to an inecient use of
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Figure 4.5: DRS Bode. w = 3R/s. Zoom
classical Bode computation routines. Some examples are now introduced for




is considered, the results for a metaperiod T0 = 0.1 Tu = T0/2 and Ty = T0/3
computed using both methods are plotted in Figure 4.7. As it is observed, the
results from the procedure based on obtaining the transfer function show some
dierences with the correct ones.
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Figure 4.6: Output Components Sum Comparison





















Figure 4.7: DRS Bode. Comparison of Methods
The mistake is even greater if the degree increases, considering for instance a
metaperiod T0 = 0.1, Tu = T0/4 and Ty = T0/3. Figure 4.8 plots this last case
with unacceptable results.
However a problem is found if the purpose is to work with these diagrams in
a classical way obtaining important values such as margins for stability. The
reason is that this sum is not really a pure sine signal. It is possible to assume
a shortcut, adding the dierent output components at a specic metaperiod.
In the case that the multiplicities Nu, Ny were coprime, the output is3
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Figure 4.8: DRS Bode. Comparison of Methods
y(kTy) =A1sin(wkTy + ϕ1) +A2sin((w +Nuws)kTy + ϕ2) + · · ·+
+ANysin((w + (Ny − 1)Nuws)kTy + ϕNy)
As it was said this is not a pure sine signal. However if the decomposition of
each component is observed
Aνsin (wνkTy + ϕν) =Aνsin (wνkT0 + ϕν) +




Aνsin (wν (kT0 + (Ny − 1)Ty) + ϕν) +
for ν = 1, · · · , (Ny − 1)
Aνsin (wνkTy + ϕν) =Aνsin (wνkT0 + ϕν) +




Aνsin (wνkT0 + (wν (Ny − 1)Ty + ϕν)) +
for ν = 1, · · · , (Ny − 1)
So, adding the contributions of each component at kT0, that is the skip of
y(kTy)
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yT0 (kTy) = A1sin (wkT0 + ϕ1) +
+A2sin (w + ws) kT0 + ((w + ws)Ty + ϕν) + · · ·
+ANysin
(
((w + (Ny − 1)ws) + (Ny − 1)Nuws) kT0 + ϕNy
)
Finally leads to the T0 approximation:
yT0 (kTy) = A1sin (wkT0 + ϕ1) +
+A2sin (wkT0 + (wsT0 + ϕν)) + · · ·
+ANysin
(
wkT0 + (Ny − 1)wsT0 + ϕNy
)
The results of such approximation are depicted in Figure 4.9.
















Components Sum at To
Figure 4.9: Output Components Sum at T0 Comparison
These time responses have been achieved by using the diagram in Figure 4.10
4.4 Stability Margins for DRS
Once the DRS frequency response is known and its interpretation has been
explained, the important concept of Stability Margins must be presented. In
general, it could be said that the gain margin is the range of a gain α ∈ R that
multiplying the open loop transfer function system preserves the stability. In a
Bode diagram it is usual to nd the frequency for a −π Rad and read the gain
magnitude for that frequency. The interval from that value to 0 dB is the gain
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Figure 4.10: Simulation Diagram. Case Ny = 3
margin, obviously if the value is under 0 dB. Regarding the phase margin,
now the frequency for which the 0 dB is read and the interval from the angle
for that frequency to −π Rad is this phase margin. In this case there is an
interval as well but the minimum value is the minus positive angle and for this
reason just the maximum value is given [20]. The same explanation could be
applied for a DRS because it is possible to obtain a Bode diagram. As it was
said before, this is just viable with the sum of all the output components for
T0 period (a metaperiod Bode). As it was explained it is an approximation, a
very applicable one, as the practical experiences will show.
4.4.1 Example




with Tu = T0/2 and Ty = T0/3. The system is preceded by a ZOH. In this
case, the T0 = 0.1 metaperiod Bode diagram is depicted in Figure 4.11.
As it can be seen in Figure 4.11 a gain margin of 11.05 dB and a phase margin
of 33.8◦ are obtained.
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Figure 4.11: T0 Bode Stability Margins Determination
The top signal in Figure 4.12 represents the simulation with a gain of 10(
11.05
20 )






Note that if the DRS is considered as a MIMO system and, as usual, the
singular values of the MIMO transfer function frequency response are studied
in this domain, it is more dicult to know the phase margin except when using
a characteristic gain loci [20]
Figure 4.13 shows both the magnitude and the greatest singular value of the
DRS frequency response in the metaperiod Bode diagram.
4.5 Optimum N Determination
A question or a repetitive comment that every reader considers when she/he
is reading a MRS contribution is: what is the best relation in a DRS when
Tu = T0/N and Ty = T0?, (that is in a MRIC scheme). Sometimes the N is
imposed by the specic problem but if the designer can choose the N value,
which will be the best one? Generally, at rst, there is no way to determine an
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Figure 4.12: Simulation of DRS with Stability Margins consideration

















Figure 4.13: Metaperiod T0 DRS Bode and the greatest Singular Value
optimum N for all cases. But now, the designer has powerful tools. Studying
a couple of examples, assuming dierent dual-rate controllers, some issues will
be able to be extrapolated.
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4.5.1 Example 1











with Kp = 8, Td = 0.2 and Ti = 8 for desired specications. Due to problems
in measurement frequency, the sampling time at process output is restricted
to T0 = 0.3 sec. If the control scheme (case N = 1) is analysed it leads to an
unacceptable behavior with excessive underdamping and slow response. The
proposal is to apply the scheme in Figure 4.14. The non-conventional con-
troller with slow input T0 and fast output T0/N is composed by a digital hold,
HT0,T0/N , which repeats every T0 input N times, and the T0/N discretization
G
T0/N
R of the analog controller Gr(s) using a known discretization technique
4.
With these conditions, e(kT0) = e(kT0 +T0/N) = · · · = e(kT0 + (N − 1)T0/N)
and using the procedure exposed in section 4.2 the lifting matrix can be ob-
tained.
Figure 4.14: DR control scheme applied in example 1
Therefore, it is possible to obtain both the root locus and the Bode diagram5
regarding the T0 open loop system for dierent values of N = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . ..
Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 depict the time response, the root
locus and the Bode diagram respectively. From these gures it is easy to
understand that increasing the value of N a better performance is obtained,
although the most intensive improvement is from N = 1 to N = 2. The
4In this case the formula exposed in [22]
5It is also possible to obtain the components Bode diagram if G(s) fast intersampling is required.
These diagrams must be done if ripple occurrence is suspected
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root locus is not able to clearly express the dynamic response because dierent
closed loop poles and zeros prevent from an easy interpretation. The open
loop Bode diagram is much clearer and it is observed how the margin phase
is increasing with N and therefore the underdamping is reduced. The gain
margin is improved as well between N = 1 and N = 2, but among N = 2 and
successive values N = 3, 4, . . . the magnitude margin decreases. As it has been
said, this is not a recipe for all processes and specications but these comments
are usually valid for a large variety of common processes. By obtaining the
closed loop model and using the aforementioned tool, the frequency response
of the closed loop Y/R was obtained as well (see Figure 4.18). As it can be
seen, the underdamping of the case N = 1 is explained and it is deduced that
the dual-rate cases present less high frequency noise rejection capability.
Figure 4.15: Time Response for dierent values of N
4.5.2 Example 2
Some works from author et al, [23, 24], introduced a special structure for a
Dual-Rate Control scheme in a Multi rate input problem (that is more frequent
input than output of the process). The detailed explanation can be read at [24,
25]. In [24] the time-design based procedure is exposed. Basically, this non-
conventional structure dual-rate controller is composed by a slow part (working
at the low frequency or measurement frequency) GT01 , an expansion and dig-
ital holder HT0,T0/N to transform the slow signal output from slow dual-rate
controller part, and a fast part (performing at updating control frequency or
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Figure 4.16: Root Locus for dierent values of N
Figure 4.17: Open Loop Bode diagrams for dierent values of N
high frequency) GT0/N2 . In that contribution a model based design was intro-
duced. The objective was to achieve a behavior settled by continuous closed
loop transfer function M(s). In addition the ideal closed loop response follows
theM(s) ZOH discretization at fast and slow frequencies. Some problems with
ripple could occur but there are ways to avoid it as is pointed out in the cited
contribution. The non conventional dual-rate controller parts are
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In Figure 4.19 the conguration is depicted. Note that the algebra introduced
in section 4.2 was considered.
There are dierent ways to design this DR controller. From the easiest one,
that consists in assuming GT01 = 1 (like in example 1) and preserves the fast
controller GT0/NR (z) for G
T0/N
2 , with unpredictable behavior to more elaborated
design procedures (see for instance [25]). In this contribution, the MR model-
based controller will be assumed [24] (Figure 4.19).
Now, a specic example in this case is introduced. With the same plant and
PID as presented in example 1, the continuous closed loop transfer function is
reached
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Figure 4.19: Closed Loop Dual-Rate Control. Non-conventional Dual-Rate Controller
Structure used in example 2
M(s) =
2.4(s+ 4.66)(s+ 0.335)
(s+ 0.33)(s2 + 4s+ 11.4)
With the same frame period, that is T0 = 0.3 and successive values of N =
2, 3, 4 the non-conventional controllers parts are computed. Specically, the
results for N = 2 are
GT01 (z
2) =
z3 − 1.656z2 + 0.0.9741z − 0.2671




23.55z4 − 74.51z3 + 86.81z2 − 43.92z + 8.08
z4 − 1.402z3 − 0.2546z2 + 1.141z − 0.4677
(4.7)
The application of single and dual-rate controllers for dierent N values leads
to the results shown in Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23.
As it can be seen, some similar results are obtained, that is, there is an im-
provement in time response which is suspected from the Root Locus. The
open loop Bode diagrams conrm this intuition adding that with this kind of
controllers the best step is from N = 1 to N = 2. For successive values of N
a similar phase margin but lower gain margin is obtained. The sensitivity is
worse when the value of N is higher.
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Figure 4.20: Time Response for dierent values of N
Figure 4.21: Root Locus for dierent values of N
4.6 Conclusions
In this contribution the interpretation of a new, proper and ecient way to
obtain the frequency response of a DRS was introduced. It was also tested that
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Figure 4.22: Open Loop Bode diagrams for dierent values of N
Figure 4.23: Closed Loop Bode diagrams for dierent values of N
the other methods for computing the MRS frequency response: MRS MIMO
consideration and transfer function obtaining lead to partial or unacceptable
results respectively. Some examples are introduced with the intention to clarify
the understanding and consequences of this new method. This tool allows to
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Paper 4. Delay-independent dual-rate PID
controller for a packet-based networked con-
trol system
José Alcaina, Ángel Cuenca, Julián Salt, Vicente
Casanova, Ricardo Pizá
In this paper, a novel delay-independent control structure for a
networked control system (NCS) is proposed, where packet-based
control strategies with predictor-based and dual-rate control tech-
niques are integrated. The control solution is able to cope with
some networked communication problems such as time-varying de-
lays, packet dropouts and packet disorder. In addition, the proposed
approach enables to reduce network load, and usage of connected de-
vices, while maintaining a satisfactory control performance. As a
delay-independent control solution, no network-induced delay mea-
surement is needed for controller implementation. In addition, the
control scheme is applicable to open-loop unstable plants. Control
system stability is ensured in terms of linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs). Simulation results show the main benets of the con-
trol approach, which are experimentally validated by means of a
Cartesian-robot-based test-bed platform.
Keywords: Networked control systems; multi-rate control;
predictor-based control; packet-based control.
Information Sciences, volume 484, may 2019, pages 27-43, https:
// doi. org/ 10. 1016/ j. ins. 2019. 01. 059
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5.1 Introduction
Networked Control Systems (NCSs) [1, 2] is a prolic control area, address-
ing control scenarios where dierent devices share a common communication
link. There are several advantages associated with NCS such as cost reduction,
and ease of installation and maintenance, but also drawbacks like the possi-
ble occurrence of time-varying delays [311], packet dropouts [4, 7, 1214],
packet disorder [4, 7, 12, 15, 16], and network bandwidth constraints [1719].
One interesting aim in NCS is to reduce the number of transmissions through
the network, which can result in some advantages such as increase in network
bandwidth, and enlargement of battery usage of the dierent wireless devices
connected to the NCS. But the reduction in transmissions should come along
with preservation of stability and performance properties. In order to ensure
this achievement, dierent control solutions have been proposed in literature,
for instance: packet-based control [2022], which enables to decrease the com-
munication rate by simultaneously sending a set of data in each transmission;
event-based control [9, 2327], where the transmission is only carried out if
control or output variables satisfy a certain event condition; multi-rate control
[2830], where a slower sensing rate in comparison to a faster actuation can be
assumed; and predictor-based control [26, 3133], which exploits model-based
predictions to address scarce data and compensate for network-induced delays.
The present work proposes a control structure for an NCS, which integrates
packet-based control strategies with predictor-based and dual-rate control tech-
niques. The systematic combination of these control solutions enables not only
to reduce the number of transmissions through the network but also to face
some networked communication problems such as time-varying delays, packet
dropouts, and packet disorder. In addition, the control approach is able to keep
a satisfactory control performance, which is dened by means of the nominal
(no-delay, no-dropout) dual-rate response.
Dual-rate control techniques provide twofold benets: to avoid packet disorder
and to reduce the number of transmissions through the network. The sensing
period may be chosen to be larger than the largest round-trip time delay found
in a statistical distribution for the network-induced delay, which is assumed to
be known [34, 35]. In this way, no packet disorder is produced, and the use of
the network and devices can be reduced. Despite the fact of choosing a slow
sensing period, a satisfactory control performance may be achieved by selecting
a faster actuation period [30]. In the present work, due to the wide knowledge
of PID controllers in industrial and academic environments, a dual-rate PID
control structure is taken into account. The controller is split into two parts:
a slow-rate PI controller and a fast-rate PD controller. The integral action
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is applied at slow rate because it usually operates at this frequency zone. As
data travel through the network at slow rate, the PI controller is located at the
remote side, with no direct connection to the plant. The derivative actions,
which are associated with faster dynamics, are applied at fast rate to reach
the satisfactory control performance, and hence, the PD controller is located
at the local side, directly connected to the plant. Basic design procedures of
dual-rate PID controllers can be looked up in [30].
Combining packet-based control strategies with predictor-based control tech-
niques enables to deal with packet dropouts and time-varying delays. Packet
dropouts may occur because of the utilization of user datagram protocol (UDP)
as the communication protocol in this work [34, 35]. Predictor-based control
techniques can be used at the remote side in order to deal with up to M pos-
sible consecutive packet dropouts, being M an upper-bound which may be
established from o-line experiences in the NCS. The M future, estimated PI
control actions will be sent to the local side by implementing a packet-based
control strategy in order to compute the next PD control actions. This com-
putation can be carried out following a delay-free control algorithm, which
is a central aspect of this work. At the local side, when no packet arrives,
the PD controller is able to compute an estimated control signal from the PI
control actions received in the previous transmission, and then, it can apply
the signal following a uniform actuation pattern, that is, not being inuenced
by the time-varying network-induced delay. When the packet arrives after the
delay, the PD controller is able to compute the actual control actions irre-
spective of the delay, and replace the estimated control signal with the actual
one. Assuming neither model uncertainties nor disturbances, the dierence
between actual and estimated control signals should be negligible. Note that,
inside the current sensing period, the control signal estimated for this period
is injected from the beginning of the period to the moment in which the new
packet is received. This is an essential dierence compared with [36], where
the last control action of the previous sensing period is held along the current
sensing period until the new packet arrives, being additionally required a gain
scheduling approach to retune the controller according to the delay. To the
best of the authors' knowledge, the working mode of the delay-independent
control algorithm proposed in this work is novel in this kind of frameworks.
Since the present work is able to consider unstable plants to be controlled, the
state prediction solution will include a state resetting procedure [3638].
In summary, the proposed delay-independent dual-rate PID controller may be
dened as a PID controller, which is able to generate a fast-rate control signal
from a slow-rate process output measurement, calculating the fast-rate con-
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trol signal by following a delay-free control algorithm, which means that the
network-induced delay does not aect the computation. Therefore, the moti-
vation of introducing this kind of controller is twofold: i) for implementation
purposes, an obvious advantage derived from the delay-independent control
solution is that the round-trip time delay is not required to be measured. This
feature makes the solution applicable to a wide range of NCSs where the time
delay is dicult to measure; and ii) no additional control techniques (e.g.,
gain-scheduling control [36, 39], optimal control [15], fuzzy control [8, 9], H∞
ltering techniques [7], etc.) may be required to compensate for the delay,
which reduces the complexity of the control solution,
Although the proposed controller is delay-independent, the plant, due to the
time-varying network delay, is subjected to some variations in the instants
where the input commands are presented to the plant. Then, the plant model
can vary from sensor period to sensor period. If that were not the case, the
eigenvalues of the NCS closed-loop model would determine stability and per-
formance, but eigenvalues are of limited usefulness in time-varying contexts,
such as the networked one in this paper. This leads to represent the NCS
closed-loop model as a Linear Time Varying (LTV) system, which depends on
the time-varying delay, and whose stability can be ensured via Linear Matrix
Inequalities (LMIs).
Summarizing, the main contribution of this paper is the development of a
new and comprehensive approach, where dual-rate and predictor-based con-
trol techniques and packet-based control strategies are systematically brought
together in an NCS in order to face some communication drawbacks and reduce
resource utilization, while maintaining a satisfactory control performance. The
central feature of the proposed control solution is its delay-free control signal
computation. This is a distinguished improvement compared to other con-
trol solutions, where the network-induced delay must be compensated for, and
hence, additional control techniques may be required.
The paper is structured in the following sections. In section 5.2, the problem
scenario is formally introduced. In section 5.3, the control techniques used at
the remote and local sides are presented. Control system stability is enunciated
in terms of LMIs in section 5.4. Simulation results in section 5.5 illustrate the
benets of the proposed control strategy in an unstable open-loop plant; con-
cretely, by controlling the position output of a Cartesian robot. In section 5.6,
the previous results are experimentally validated in a test-bed platform based
on the Cartesian robot and using UDP as the network protocol. Finally, con-
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N = zN ·L NT -unit operator
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5.2 Problem description
The proposed NCS is depicted in Figure 5.1, where the network is placed
between the remote and local sides, and it introduces some communication
problems such as time-varying delays, packet dropouts, and packet disorder.
In the next subsections, these problems are formally described, and the control
structure is presented in detail.
Figure 5.1: NCS scenario
5.2.1 Time-varying delays, packet dropouts, and packet disorder
The round-trip time delay for the packet sampled at instant kNT (where k ∈ N,
T is the actuation period, NT is the sensor period, and N ∈ Z is a parameter








being τ lrk the local-to-remote network-induced delay, τ
rl
k the remote-to-local
delay, and τ ck a negligible computation time delay. In order to avoid packet
disorder, in this work it is strictly necessary to know the maximum round-trip
time delay τmax such that τmax < NT . As a common timer is supposed to be
shared by the local devices in such a way that all of them are perfectly syn-
chronized, τk can be measured subtracting packet sending and receiving times,
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not requiring time-stamping techniques. Therefore, from o-line experiences
in the NCS, the statistical distribution of the round-trip time delay can be
obtained, and hence, τmax . Since in this work, an IP network which uses UDP
as the transport layer protocol is taken into account, the distribution will be
a constant plus a Gamma distributed random variable, whose shape and scale
parameters change with load and network segment [35]. Usually, this distri-
bution is approximated as a generalized exponential distribution [39], whose







φ , τk ≥ η
0 , τk < η
(5.2)
being the expected value of the delay E [τk] = φ+η and its variance V [τk] = φ2.
A feasible choice of η is the median of the delay. From η and an experimental
value of E [τk] (or the mean), φ can be easily approximated.
As well-known, when using the UDP transmission model, packet dropouts
appear. This phenomenon is essentially random [34], and hence, it can be
modeled as a Bernoulli distribution [1]. The variable dlrk indicates the possible
loss of the packet sent from the local side to the remote one at the instant
kNT. Similarly, drlk is dened for the opposite network link. In this work, both












In some real scenarios, plr, prl could be considered as the same value p = plr =
prl.
Finally, let us dene M as the upper bound of consecutive packet dropouts.
From a signicant number of o-line experiences on the considered NCS, where
some probability of dropout for the Bernoulli process in (5.3) can be chosen,
one can observe the resulting number of consecutive packet dropouts which
is produced in each experience. The largest number of consecutive packet
dropouts for the whole set of experiences can be determined as the worst case.
Although this number might appear with low probability, in order to consider
a conservative decision it may be assigned to M .
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5.2.2 Control structure
Next, the dierent devices included in Figure 5.1 for the NCS are presented:
• the process to be controlled is a Cartesian robot. More information about
this process can be found in section 5.5 and section 5.6.
• the sensor works at period NT to sample the process output yNTk , which,
in this case, is the position of the robot. Sensing at this slow rate enables
to reduce the number of transmissions, reducing network load and device
usage.
• the slow-rate PI controller generates a PI control action vNTk from the
reference rNTk and the output y
NT
k , as long as the output arrives to the
remote side (when ) after τ lrk . Otherwise (when d
lr
k = 0), a previously
estimated PI control action v̂NTk will be used. Let us consider a maximum
waiting time τ lrmax to detect a packet dropout in this device. If τ
lr
max expires
and the packet does not arrive, it will be considered as a dropout. More
information about the denition and operation mode of the slow-rate PI
controller can be found in subsection 5.3.2.





k+2, · · · , v̂NTk+M
]
taking into account: i) the array of the






k+2, · · · , rNTk+M
]
, ii) the actual PI
control action vNTk or its estimation v̂
NT
k , iii) the actual process output
yNTk or its estimation ŷ
NT
k , and iv) the actual state x
NT
k or its estima-
tion x̂NTk . For the sake of simplicity and brevity, both cases (the actual





in the sequel. The main goals of the prediction stage are: i) to face
packet dropouts for both network links; ii) to provide estimated PI con-
trol actions in order to be suitably used at the local side to compute the
PD control signal via a delay-independent control algorithm. For more
information about how the prediction stage works, see subsection 5.3.5.
• the packet generator implements a packet-based control strategy, which
creates the packet to be sent to the local side, containing the set of esti-






k+2, · · · , v̂NTk+M
]
.
• the actuator may include a rate converter and a fast-rate PD controller:
rstly, the rate converter converts the slow-rate PI control signal into
a fast-rate one to be used by the fast-rate PD controller as an input
(more details in subsection 5.3.3). Secondly, the controller generates the
fast-rate PD control signal in order to achieve the desired performance,
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which is dened by the nominal (no-delay, no-dropout) dual-rate control
strategy. According to drlk , the actuator applies the PD control actions
using a dierent actuation pattern:
a) if dropout occurs (drlk = 0): the actuator injects the control actions
following a uniform pattern at time instants {0 , T , 2T , · · · ,
(N − 1)T} inside the current sensor period NT (see Figure 5.2). In
this case, the PD control signal is computed from an estimated PI
control value received in a previous successful delivery. Then, an




k+1, · · · , ûTk+N−1
]
is generated.
b) if no dropout occurs (drlk = 0): the actuator injects the control ac-
tions following a non-uniform pattern. For a particular pattern where
τk < T , the actuation time instants would be {0 , τk , T , 2T , · · ·
, (N − 1)T} inside the current sensor period NT (see Figure 5.3).
In this case, the PD control signal would take this form [ûTk , ū
T
k ,
ūTk+1 , · · · , ūTk+N−1], which would mean the injection of an estimated
PD control action ûTk at the beginning of the current sensor period,
and N actual or estimated PD control actions ūTk+1, i = [0..N − 1]
at the rest of the time instants after τk. This subset of N control
actions will be composed of actual values, when an actual PI control
signal vNTk is used to compute them. Otherwise, when an estimated
PI control signal v̂NTk is used, the subset will be composed of esti-
mated values. In any case, assuming neither model uncertainties nor
disturbances, ûTk should be very similar to ū
T
k .
Under both actuation patterns, the PD control actions can be com-
puted irrespective of the delay, resulting in a delay-independent con-
trol solution. This important feature distinguishes the solution, since
no delay measurement is needed to implement the controller. More
information about the fast-rate PD controller can be found in sub-
section 5.3.4.
5.3 Control design
The control proposal will be formulated in the next subsections. Firstly, some
preliminaries, which are needed for the design, step will be presented. Sec-
ondly, the dual-rate controller will be stated. As commented in section 5.2,
the controller is composed of a slow-rate PI controller, a fast-rate PD controller,
and between them, a rate converter. Subsections 5.3.2 to 5.3.4 will detail the
design aspects for each part of the dual-rate controller, dierentiating between
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the dropout case and the no-dropout case. Finally, in subsection 5.3.5, the
prediction stage will be enunciated.
5.3.1 Preliminaries
Let us dene the transfer function of the continuous plant to be controlled
as Gp (s). By using the Z-transform at dierent periods plus a zero-order
hold device H (s), dierent discrete-time versions for Gp (s) can be considered.















= Zt [HtGp (s)] =
Y t (z)
U t (z)
, t < T : t · L = T, L ∈ Z+
(5.4)
In addition, the consequent state-space representations for each case (where

















Finally, let us consider a continuous PID controller, which is designed according
to classical methods in order to achieve some specications for the process to
be controlled. The controller gains used for the next design steps are given by
this PID conguration:












: The PI controller working at period NT is
enunciated as











being V NT (zN) the PI control signal, ENT (zN) the error signal, and
KPI , Ti the gains of the PI controller. Let us consider KPI = 1). The PI
control signal is obtained as
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V NT (zN) = G
NT
PI (zN)E



































: In this case, instead of using the actual PI control
signal in (5.8), the estimated one V̂NT (zN) must be used. This signal is
previously generated at the prediction stage according to subsection 5.3.5.
5.3.3 Rate converter
As it is well-known [30], a rate converter [HNT ]
T
(z̄) is required between slow
and fast rate controllers. Its goal is to convert the slow-rate PI control signal
into a fast-rate one to be used by the fast-rate PD controller as an input. This
operation, with low computational complexity, can be carried out at the local





: The rate converter considers the actual slow-
rate PI control signal V NT (zN) to obtain the held fast-rate one V T (z̄).
As, in this work, step references are considered, the rate converter be-









































k , ∀k = λN
ṽTk = 0, ∀k 6= λN
, λ ∈ Z+
(5.11)





: Now, the rate converter considers the estimated
PI control signal V̂ NT (zN)









As said in section 5.2, for the sake of simplicity and brevity, both cases ((5.10)
and (5.12)) will be contained under the notation V̄ T (z̄) from now on.





: Let us dene KPD = KP Then, the controller is
stated as













ŪT (z̄) = GTPD (z̄) V̄
T (z̄)
(5.13)
and its dierence equation is












Observe that the notation ŪT (z̄) represents both UT (z̄) and ÛT (z̄),
where UT (z̄) is the actual PD control signal obtained from the actual PI
control signal V T (z̄) (in (5.10), and ÛT (z̄) is the estimated PD control
signal obtained from the estimated PI control signal ÛT (z̄) (in (5.12)).
Iterating the dierence equation deduced from (5.14) N times, the N PD
control actions are generated and applied after τk, which is the moment
when V̄ T (z̄) is available. As commented in section 5.2, due to the delay,
these actions will be applied following a non-uniform pattern. As there are
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dierent patterns depending on τk, for the sake of clarity let us consider
the particular case where τk < T (as in section 5.2). Then, a basic period
t is required to adapt the non-uniformity to the delay in such a way that
the actuation pattern inside the sensor period NT will take this form
(where l = 0..LN − 1):
ûTk , lt = 0..τk
ūTk , lt = τk..T
ūTk+1, lt = T..2T
...
ūTk+N−1, lt = (N − 1)T..NT
(5.15)
Note that the control action ûTk , which is injected at the beginning of
the sensor period NT , is an estimated control action. Depending on the
occurrence, or not, of a dropout in the local-to-remote link, the rest of
control actions in (5.15), ūTk+i, i = 0..N − 1, will be estimated actions
ûTk+i or actual actions u
T





hence (5.15) is equivalent to (5.17). In the second case, ūTk = u
T
k , and








: The estimated PI control signal V̂ T (z̄) (to be
dened in the last step in subsection 5.3.5) is now required. This control
signal is available at the local side, since it was calculated at the remote
side in a previous successful communication.
The estimated PD control signal takes this form
ÛT (z̄) = GTPD (z̄) V̂
T (z̄) (5.16)
From (5.14), but considering estimated signals, the set of N control ac-
tions can be computed and applied according to the next uniform actua-
tion pattern inside the sensor period NT :
ûTk , lt = 0..T
ûTk+1, lt = T..2T
...





The prediction algorithm is executed M times (M was dened in section 5.2
as the upper bound of consecutive packet dropouts) in order to generate the
packet that includes the M future, estimated PI control actions [v̂NTk+1 , v̂
NT
k+2 ,
· · · , v̂NTk+M ]. This packet is computed for every sensor period at the remote side,
and it is sent to the local side in order to be used when subsequent dropouts
occur through the remote-to-local communication link. Considering a for-loop
where i = 1..M , the statements of the prediction algorithm included in the
loop are based on the next steps:
a) Resetting of the initial state: If the current state sensed at period NT ,
xNTk , is available at the remote side, that is, no dropout occurs when being
sent via the local-to-remote network link, a resetting of the initial condi-
tion for the state at period t and T can be carried out. This operation can
be executed when i = 1, and it is required to deal with possible unstable
plants [3638]. For the rest of iterations of the algorithm (i = 2..M), or
if the current state was dropped when i = 1, the updating is computed
from the estimated state x̂NTk+i−1 which will be dened in step 3. As in
section 5.2, to contemplate every situation, let us dene a generic (ac-
tual or estimated) state ẋNTk . Therefore, the resetting carried out in each
iteration is{
i = 1 : x̂Tk ← x̄NTk ; x̂tk ← x̄NTk
i > 1 : x̂Tk+(i−1)N ← x̂NTk+i−1; x̂tk+(i−1)LN ← x̂NTk+i−1
(5.18)
b) Estimation of the N PD control actions either from the estimated PI
control signal V̂ T (z̄) (this case can occur when i ≥ 1) or from the actual
one V T (z̄) (this case can occur only when i = 1). Both cases assume the
rate conversion previously carried out in ((5.12) or (5.10), respectively).
Similarly to (5.14), the estimated control signal is computed by iterating
the next dierence equation for j = 0..N − 1. Each iteration i for the
prediction algorithm is calculated as follows
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c) Estimation of the next state and output at period NT from the estimated
PD control actions. Now, as in (5.17), a uniform pattern is used. Then,
for each iteration of the prediction algorithm i = 1..M , the next state-








As a result of iterating (5.20) for all i, theM estimated states and outputs
at period NT , x̂NTk+i, ŷ
NT
k+i, are calculated.
d) Estimation of the PI control signal V̂ NT (zN) from the estimated output
signal Ŷ NT (zN). Note that, particularly for the rst iteration of the
prediction algorithm (i = 1), the actual output yNTk can be used if it
is available at the remote side, that is, if no dropout occurs when being




. Then, the actual
PI control action vNTk , which is generated by the output y
NT
k (remember
(5.9)), can also be used. In this way, similarly to step 1, a resetting of
the initial condition for the PI controller (vNTk ) is carried out in order
to compute the next estimated PI control action v̂NTk+1. This operation
is useful due to the unstable open-loop nature of the PI controller [36
38]. As usual, in order to contemplate every situation in the prediction
algorithm, let us dene a generic (actual or estimated) output ȳNTk , and a
generic (actual or estimated) control action v̄NTk . Therefore, similarly to













(rNTk − ȳNTk )















5.4.1 Closed-loop model via lifting
Let us consider a continuous linear time-invariant plant, which admits a state-




, with suitable dimensions. Being ξ an
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arbitrary real number, one can denote B (ξ) =
∫ ξ
0
eĀγB̄dγ if ξ > 0, or B (ξ) = 0
if ξ ≤ 0. The discrete time sampled-data model at period T of the previous
plant was presented in (5.5), being AT = eĀT ; BT = B (T ) ; CT = C.
In order to reect the dual-rate sampling with either uniform actuation (when
dlrk = 0) or non-uniform actuation (when d
lr
k = 1), the control system can be
modeled via state-space representation adopting the so-called lifting method-










• Ap = eĀNT ; Bp = [B∗0 B∗1 · · ·B∗N ] ; Cp = C; where N̄ = N for the
non-uniform case and N̄ = N − 1 for the uniform case. In addition,
B∗i = B (λi+1 − λi) eĀ(NT−λi+1), where λi
(




• ŨTk is a generic array of control signals to indistinctly represent either the
uniform actuation as in (5.17) via ÛTk , or the non-uniform actuation as
in (5.15) via ˆ̄UTk , where the particular case τk < T is considered.


















For the sake of simplicity and brevity, let us consider the following assumptions
to dene the state-space representation of the delay-dependent controller:
1. the setpoints are constant, and hence we can assume them to be zero
without loss of generality. Then, eNTk = −yNTk
2. the control system behavior when dlrk = 0 is similar to the one when
drlk = 0, since in both cases the control signal Ũ
T
k is computed from the
estimated output ŷNTk .
3. the dual-rate controller can be dened as a cascade-connected system.
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After manipulating the dierence equations (5.9) and (5.14), and assuming that
the integral actions are generated at slow rate, and the derivative actions are
computed at fast rate (as commented in section 5.1), the dual-rate controller
can take this lifted expression{
ϕNTk+1 = Acϕ
NT










k −BcyNTk+1 + B̄cyNTk
ˆ̄UTk = χU
T
k + (χI − χ) ÛTk = C̄cϕNTk




where, using (·)T as transpose function, the controller state is ϕNTk = (vNTk µNTk )
T
,



































In addition, depending on the delay τk, dierent congurations for χ, χI and

























































































Note that, as a delay-independent control solution, the controller in (5.24)-
(5.28) is dened irrespective of the delay τk, that is, no controller's parameter
is retuned according to the delay (as needed, for example, in [36]). In addition,
when dropouts occur (dlrk or d
rl
k ), as the conguration of Cc does not depend on
the delay because of the uniform actuation of the estimated control signal, the
closed-loop model is also not dependent on the delay, Acl,0. However, when no
packet dropout occurs (dlrk = d
rl
k = 1), the conguration of C̄c does depend on
the time-varying delay in order to satisfy the consequent input pattern to the
plant. In this case, the plant is subjected to variations in the instants where
the input commands are presented, and hence, matrices AP , BP , CP in (5.22)
may vary from sensor period to sensor period. This leads to represent the NCS
closed-loop model as a LTV system depending on τk, Acl,l (τk).
To obtain the closed-loop system, the following denition is used
wNTk = y
NT














lations lead to the closed-loop system:
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To assess the closed-loop system stability, the next Theorem can be enunciated.
Theorem: Given P [τk] in (5.2),which is normalized to take values in (0, 1], the
closed-loop system in (5.30)-(5.31) is stable if there exists a positive denitive
solution Q = QT > 0 for the following LMIs





cl,1 (ϑj) ·Q ·Acl,1 (ϑj)−Q < 0
(5.32)
where ϑ is a dummy parameter ranging in a set Θ where τk is assumed to take
values in, being Θ an interval [0, τmax], and l the number of equally spaced val-
ues to get a dense enough gridding in ϑ.To solve (5.32), widely known methods
[41] can be used.
Proof: Let Ṽ NTk = (x̄
NT
k )





as the statistical expectation for the Lyapunov function, and as-




















)T ·Q · x̃NTk+1 − (x̃NTk )T ·Q · x̃NTk ]
= E
[(
Acl,1 (τk) · x̃NTk





ATcl,1 (τk) ·Q ·Acl,1 (τk) · x̃NTk −
(
x̃NTk




















A similar development for subsystem Acl,1 (τk) leads to (5.31).
By including every possible delay in ϑ, system stability can be ensured for the
dierent congurations of the controller in (5.26)-(5.28). Regarding Acl,0, a
similar development can be carried out, not considering neither the expectation
nor the delay. Finally, both developments lead to (5.32).
Discussion on feasibility: Note that the rst inequality in (5.32), i.e. ATcl,o ·
Q · Acl,o − Q < 0, would never hold if the plant were open-loop unstable (as
the one considered in next Sections). However, if no model uncertainties and
an accurate prediction were assumed (i.e. wNTk ), the designed controller would
be able to stabilize the plant. Then, under these conditions, in order to assess




B̄cCp −BcCpAp Ac −BcCpBpCc
]
(5.34)
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5.5 Simulation results
This section is split into three subsections. In subsection 5.5.1, the data used
in the simulations will be presented. In addition, stability for the proposed
NCS will be assessed by means of the LMIs stated in section 5.4. The aim of
subsection 5.5.2 will be to reveal the benets of the proposed control solution
by comparison with a delay-dependent approach in [36]. The system responses
are shown and analyzed via some cost indexes. Finally, in subsection 5.5.3,
model mismatches are considered for the delay-independent control solution,
and their consequent eects on the system response are depicted and analyzed
by means of some cost indexes.
5.5.1 Simulation data. Control system stability assessment
The process to be controlled is a Cartesian robot manufactured by Inteco,
specically, the 3D CRANE module (see in Figure 5.4). The rail measures of
this plant for each axis are: X=0.050m, Y=0.040m, Z=0.050m.
Focusing on the X axis, its identication leads to







where c.a.u. means control action units, which are generated by a PWM signal
normalized in the range [0, 1].
The system also presents two non-linear behaviors to be taken into account in
real-time implementation: saturation limits of control actions in ±1, and dead
zone values of ±0.06. Both of them are identied experimentally and measured
in normalized c.a.u.
For a fair comparison in the next subsection, the simulations are based on the
consideration of a UDP network with the same parameters used in [36], that
is,
• the network-induced delays are given by the histogram shown in Fig-
ure 5.5, which can be modeled as a generalized exponential distribution
(5.2), where τk takes values in the range Θ = [0.04, 0.08]. As τmax = 0.08,
then the sensor period can be chosen, for instance, as NT = 0.2s in order
to avoid packet disorder.
• the control design considers a conventional PID controller, beingKp = 12,
Td = 0.01 and Ti = 3.5 in (5.6) in order to reach the following speci-
cations: null steady-state error, settling time around 4s, and overshot
around 5%. From this controller, the dual-rate control is set up using
(5.7)-(5.17), where N = 2 is assumed.
• the packet dropouts are modeled by means of a Bernoulli distribution
(2.3), being p = plr = prl = 0.3 and M = 3.
In order to assess the stability of the setup in probabilistic time-varying delays,
the LMI gridding in (5.32) has been carried out taking l = 20 grid points so
as to compute the closed-loop realization Acl,1 (ϑj) for the parameter space Θ.
From Figure 5.5, P [ϑj] is normalized in order to take values in [0, 1). As the
plant in (5.36) is open-loop unstable, both Acl,0 and Acl,1 (ϑj) in (5.34) and
(5.35) are respectively used to check LMI feasibility. As a result, stability for




0.311893 0.056373 −0.076933 −0.063061
0.056373 0.661763 0.347536 0.023331
−0.076933 0.347536 1.247753 −0.032175
−0.063061 0.023331 −0.032175 0.329738
 (5.37)
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Figure 5.5: Delay histogram
5.5.2 System responses. Cost indexes J1 and J2
In this subsection, the delay-independent control solution proposed in this work
will be compared to the delay-dependent approach based on a gain-scheduling
technique presented in [36].
Figure 5.6 shows this comparison, where ltered step references (in dashed line)
are used in order to avoid the saturation of the control signal. Note that the
sequence of packet dropouts is represented in the time axis in such a way that
each point indicates a packet dropout in the time instant where it is plotted.
If the point increases its value in the vertical axis, then consecutive dropouts
are occurring in this instant. Circles are used to show the delay-independent
control solution, and a thin line is used to depict the delay-dependent approach.
In addition, two more responses are included in Figure 5.6: the nominal, desired
response, that is, the output obtained for the dual-rate control when no delay
and no dropout are considered (in bold line), and the response for the dual-rate
control when time-varying delays and dropouts occur but no prediction stage
is included (in dotted line).
The simulation results show the next conclusions: i) as expected, the dual-rate
control solution with no prediction stage is negatively aected by delays and
dropouts, exhibiting the worst behavior, ii) as the delay-dependent approach
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Figure 5.6: Comparison: nominal vs no prediction vs delay-dependent vs delay-independent
includes a prediction stage, it is able to restore the control performance, but
it is not able to accurately reach the desired specications; iii) the delay-
independent control solution is able to achieve the nominal, desired behavior.
In order to better quantify these results, the cost indexes J1 and J2 are stated.
J1 is based on the Integral of Absolute Error (IAE), and J2 on the overshoot
value.
Let us consider the array Y , which includes the four control responses shown in
Figure 5.6, that is, Y = [YNom, YNP , YDD−P , YDI−P ], being Y (1) = YNom the
output for the nominal (no-delay, no-dropout) dual-rate control, Y (2) = YNP
the output for the dual-rate control with no prediction stage and occurring
delays and dropouts, Y (3) = YDD−P the output for the delay-dependent ap-
proach (which includes prediction stage), and Y (4) = YDI−P the output for
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the delay-independent proposal (which also includes prediction stage). From
Y , the following accumulated (integrated) error EY in a range of time instants




|Y (i)− YNom| , i = 1..4 (5.38)
Then, the J1 cost index takes this form
J1 (i) = 100−
EY (i)
EY (2)
100 (%) , i = 1..4 (5.39)
being EY (2) the worst expected accumulated error, that is, the error calculated
for y (2) = YNP . Therefore, the rest of the errors are measured by J1 as an
improvement (in %) with regard to EY (2).
Additionally, from Y the following overshoot OY in a range of time instants
Γ can be calculated (considering positive -max- or negative -min- ltered step
references)











∣∣∣) , i = 1..4
(5.40)
Then, the J2 index is dened as
J2 (i) = 100−
OY (i)
OY (2)
100 (%) , i = 1..4 (5.41)
being OY (2) the worst expected overshoot, that is, the overshoot obtained for
Y (2) = YNP . Similarly to J1, the rest of the overshoots are measured by J2
as an improvement (in %) with regard to OY (2).
Table 5.1 summarizes summarizes the cost indexes J1 and J2 obtained for
each output. The delay-dependent control solution signicantly improves J2
(around 85%) with respect to the worst response YNP , but it exhibits a poor im-
provement (around 42%) for the value J1. Nevertheless, the delay-independent
control approach is able to accurately achieve the same control properties as
the nominal dual-rate control solution, since J1 and J2 practically reach 100%.
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Output EY J1 (%) OY J2 (%)
YNP 291.19 0 0.047 0
YDD−P 168.64 42.09 0.007 85.64
YDI−P 0.02 99 0 100
Table 5.1: Simulation: accumulated error EY and cost index J1; overshot OY and cost
index J2
5.5.3 Model mismatch. Cost indexes J3 and J4
As the proposed delay-independent control solution is model-based, both the
controller design and the prediction computation depend on how accurate the
model represents the plant behavior. If some uncertainty between plant and
model were assumed, the robustness of the model-based control proposal could
be checked.
In this subsection, a certain model mismatch in the characteristic parameters
of the plant, say, the static gain K and the time constant τ , will be considered.
Let us consider a percentage q% of increase in K, q% ·∆K , and a percentage
r% of increase in τ , r%·∆τ . Figure 5.7 shows a comparison among the nominal
response and the outputs obtained when [20% ·∆K, 8% ·∆τ ] and [30% ·∆K,
12% ·∆τ ]. As expected, the larger the percentage of uncertainty is considered,
the worse the behavior becomes (with regard to the nominal response). Despite
assuming a signicant model mismatch when [30% ·∆K, 12% ·∆τ ], the system
remains stable. However, the response is clearly worsened, exhibiting 60%
increase in settling time, and 6% increase in overshoot.
In order to better quantify these results and the robustness of the approach,
the cost indexes J3 and J4 are stated. J3 is based on the Integral of Absolute
Error (IAE), and J4 on the overshoot value.
Let us consider the matrixW , which includes dierent outputs for the proposed
delay-independent approach. These outputs are obtained as a result of varying
q%∆K and r%∆τ . In this study, q takes the values q = 0, 20, 30, and r the
values r = 0, 8, 12. Combining these values, nine dierent responses in W can
be considered. The nominal response YNom is obtained when q = r = 0. As
previously commented, the worst behavior will be obtained for q = 30 and
r = 12, since it represents the largest model mismatch. Let us assume this
behavior as the worst permissible one. From W the following accumulated
(integrated) error EW in a range of time instants Γ can be computed
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Figure 5.7: Comparison: nominal vs delay-independent (model mismatch)
EW (ir, iq) =
∑
Γ
|W (ir, iq)− YNom| , ir, iq = 1..3 (5.42)
Then, the cost index takes this form
J3 (ir, iq) = 100−
EW (ir, iq)
EW (3, 3)
100(%), ir, iq = 1..3 (5.43)
being EW (3, 3) the worst permissible accumulated error, that is, the error
reached when r = 12 and q = 30. Therefore, the rest of the errors are measured







0 20 30 0 20 30
r%∆τ
0 0 183.46 302.60
r%∆τ
0 100 54.94 25.68
8 59.82 248.62 373.11 8 85.31 38.94 8.36
12 88.56 280.65 407.19 12 78.25 31.07 0





0 20 30 0 20 30
r%∆τ
0 0 0.0087 0.0142
r%∆τ
0 100 52.19 21.97
8 0.0027 0.0117 0.0169 8 85.16 35.71 7.14
12 0.0041 0.0130 0.0182 12 77.47 28.57 0
Table 5.3: Overshot OW and cost index J4
Additionally, from W , the following overshoot OW in a range of time instants
Γ can be calculated (considering positive -max- or negative -min- ltered step
references)












∣∣∣) , i = 1..3
(5.44)
And then, the J4 cost index is dened as
J4 (ir, iq) = 100−
OW (ir, iq)
OW (3, 3)
100(%), ir, iq = 1..3 (5.45)
being OW (3, 3) the worst permissible overshoot, that is, the overshoot reached
when r = 12 and q = 30. Similarly to J3, the rest of the overshoots are
measured by J4 as an improvement (in %) with regard to OW (3, 3).
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 respectively summarize the cost indexes J3 and J4
obtained for each output depending on the model mismatch considered. As
expected, the smaller the percentage of mismatch is considered, the larger J3
and J4 become, that is, a closer behavior to the nominal one is obtained.
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Output EY J1 (%) OY J2 (%)
YNP 290.55 0 0.042 0
YDD−P 207.53 28.58 0.012 70.80
YDI−P 19.53 93.28 0.001 97.62
Table 5.4: Experiment: accumulated error EY and cost index J1; overshot OY and cost
index J2
5.6 Experimental results
To validate the simulation results obtained in section 5.5, a laboratory test-bed
platform is set up, which includes the CRANE module previously presented,
two computers and an Ethernet cable.
One computer is directly connected to the plant and includes the local part
of the control system. The aims of this computer are: rstly, to be in charge
of the sampling measurement and transmission at NT = 0.2s; secondly, to
receive the packet which includes the current and predicted PI control signals;
thirdly, to compute, and inject to the plant, the fast-rate PD control actions
at T = 0.1s.
The second computer performs the remote part of the controller, receiving
the outputs of the plant, calculating the current and the predicted slow-rate
PI control actions, and sending back these actions to the local system. Both
computers are connected by a UDP network through an Ethernet cable that
performs the local-to-remote and remote-to-local links. In order to obtain the
same conditions as those considered in simulation, packet delays and packet
dropouts are modied by software.
Figure 5.8 shows the outputs obtained in the experiment, which clearly vali-
dates the trend observed in Figure 5.6, that is, the delay-independent control
solution improves the results obtained by the delay-dependent approach in [36],
being able to reach the nominal, desired behavior. To better validate the re-
sults, Table 5.4 details the cost indexes J1 and J2 computed for the experiment.
While the delay-independent approach exhibits values for J1 and J2 very close
to 100%, which means that it practically achieves the nominal behavior, the
delay-dependent proposal presents percentages which are signicantly smaller.
Finally, to strengthen the previous conclusions, Figure 5.9 compares the be-
havior achieved by every control solution when the robot tries to track a 2D
trajectory based on the well-known Lissajous curves (see, e.g., [42]). As ex-
pected, the response for the dual-rate control system when no prediction stage
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Figure 5.8: Comparison: nominal vs no prediction vs delay-dependent vs delay-independent
is included presents the worst behavior, mainly, when the curves are more
pronounced. Once again, the dierence between the delay-dependent strat-
egy in [36] and the delay-independent control solution proposed in this work
is clearly observed, since, whereas the former does not accurately track the
nominal response, the latter does.
5.7 Conclusions
In this work, an NCS is presented where time-varying delays, packet dropouts
and packet disorder can occur. By means of a novel delay-independent control
solution, which integrates packet-based control strategies with dual-rate and
predictor-based control techniques, the above problems are faced, and in addi-
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Figure 5.9: Comparison (Lissajous curves): nominal vs no prediction vs delay-dependent
vs delay-independent
tion, the usage of the network resources is reduced, while keeping the desired
control specications.
Control system stability is ensured in terms of LMIs. The benets of the
control solution are illustrated by simulation, and experimentally validated by
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Chapter 6
Paper 5. Multirate control strategies for avoid-
ing sample losses. Application to UGV path
tracking
Julián Salt, José Alcaina, Ángel Cuenca, Alfonso Baños
When in a digital control strategy there are samples lost due to lim-
itations, dierent multirate (MR) control options can be assumed
for solving the problem: Dual-Rate Inferential Control (IC) and
Model-based Dual-Rate Control (MBDR). The objective of this con-
tribution is to analyze and compare both of them trying to assess
their behavior under dierent perspectives. Is an inferential con-
trol better than a model-based dual-rate control? These options lead
to periodically time-varying discrete-time systems and for this rea-
son lifted modeling is considered. An ecient algorithm is used for
computing a MR system frequency response for these control struc-
tures. The robust performance and disturbance eects are studied
in detail under sample losses and process uncertainty and some con-
siderations are reported. A new QFT (quantitative feedback theory)
procedure for dual-rate systems analysis is also described. Analy-
sis and simulation examples and experimental results for UGV path
tracking are introduced in this work, indicating that when the model
contains important uncertainties the MBDR is a better option.
Keywords: Dual-rate systems; inferential control; model-based con-
trol; frequency response; stability; quantitative feedback theory;
UGV.
ISA Transactions, volume 101, jun 2020, pages 130-146, https:
// doi. org/ 10. 1016/ j. isatra. 2020. 01. 025
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6.1 Motivation
In computer control of both industrial plants and other systems of a dierent
nature such as precision motion control or mobile robots, it is sometimes di-
cult to access the output or variable controlled information at all times when it
would be ideal to know. Various economic or technical conditions, or failures
in the sensor that measures the variable can cause instants of blank data to
occur. This loss of samples with respect to the ideal measurement frequency
leads to slowly sampled systems. There are several alternatives for the analysis
and proposal of solutions in this type of systems. One way is formed by a set
of proposals with the objective of supplying the infrequent measure using sec-
ondary variables (process quality variables or key indicators) that can be used
in the control and that usually entail an estimation of the primary variable.
Solutions from the eld of control were also introduced, such as cascade con-
trol or regulators whose design took into account the problem of lack of data.
When the feedback uses estimated outputs, the control scheme is called infer-
ential control. These kinds of strategies have shown good industrial practical
results [14]. Therefore, there are two tendencies: one based on measures and
the other one on automation that must consider these problems. Sometimes
it is not possible to make a rigid classication because there are methods that
combine techniques of one or the other alternative. In both tendencies, there
are problems that are added to the absence of certain data such as outliers,
that is, data located far from the rest of the data, delays, measurement noises
and variation the of the system's behavior.
From the point of view of obtaining the main measure directly or indirectly,
inferential estimation methods also called soft sensors were considered [5].
Within this option, methods such as model-based assuming the black-box mod-
eling, inferential-based and identication-based have been used. The objective
of inferential-based methods is to obtain secondary variables strongly corre-
lated with the quality variables. Identication-based methods consider statis-
tical methods [6] such as partial least squares, principal component analysis,
independent component analysis, support vector machines and Bayesian meth-
ods [7]. An experimental comparison among some of them, assuming irregular
sequence of data, is given in [8].
From the point of view of a control loop, initially the problems of systems
behavior variation with time were assumed by contributions from the area of
adaptive control. In this sense [9] designed minimum variance controllers for
infrequent measure of the output variable in the case of rst order systems
with delay. These controllers performing with infrequent observations of the
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output were examined making use of the deterministic method introduced
by [10]. Some control structures were introduced assuming the use of both
primary and secondary variables on nested and cascaded parallel control loops
[11, 12]. Another option was to introduce some procedures to estimate the
sampling losses by using a secondary variable [1, 13, 14]. In this case, it is
usual to plan an estimator to complete the lost information. The estimator
can be considered assuming an input-output [15], or state-space model [16].
This last contribution provides the skeleton so-called generalized inferential
control for multirate systems separating the design of an estimator and that
of a compensator in order to study dierent H2 optimal controllers in a state-
space framework. In [6, 17], some tuning rules for the bias update term that
appears due to slow or drifting disturbances in the main output variables are
proposed considering time delay and multirate sampling in open and closed
loop schemes.
Within the option of the control loop assuming the indicated problems, since
the end of the 1980s the multirate (MR) option has been considered. An
MR can be dened as a hybrid system composed of continuous time elements,
usually the plant, and some discrete-time components, usually the controllers
and/or the lters, where two or more variables are sampled or updated at
dierent frequencies. If there are only two sampling frequencies, the system is
called dual-rate (DR) and an important practical case is the MRIC (multirate
input control), that is characterized by a slow output and a fast input, where
an integer relation between them and a regular pattern of sampled signals
without sampling times mismatch are usually considered. As it is known, it is
possible to obtain a linear model from a DR system using the discrete lifting
technique as it will be explained later. Although initially MR control was
used in the cement industry [18], especially in the kiln [19] due to the dierent
frequencies of chemical processes and material transport, and also in some heat
exchanger processes [20], it was in the area of mechanical motion control [21]
and robotics manipulators [22] where a higher number of applications were
developed. In the DR case there were some attempts to adopt the adaptive
control tendency as in [23] and as in contributions of characteristic authors of
inferential control [24, 25]. In recent years it has been a technique widely used
in precision robotic manipulators [26], hard disk drive control [27], networked
control [28, 29], industrial process [30], in UxV applications [31, 32] and in
mobile robots [28, 33]
The starting point of this work is the simple dual-rate (DR) inferential control
strategy introduced in [34]. In that case, with the original control loop includ-
ing the original digital controller, the lost samples are provided by a process
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model. Only one of each N real closed-loop output samples can be measured.
It is a DR control problem that can be approached by another strategy such as
designing a nonconventional controller (slow input-fast output) computed from
the process model and the original digital controller [35]. Both of them are
time-varying discrete-time systems (TVDT). This work attempts to compare
these two strategies by means of frequency response (FR) analysis techniques
in order to reach a conclusion about the tracking and disturbance robustness in
both options. Control techniques based on FR can be adapted to deal with the
uncertainty of the process control. QFT is an engineering technique for analysis
and design of uncertain feedback systems that uses frequency domain speci-
cations. QFT can be considered as a framework to design robust controllers
for processes in which the uncertainty is typically parametric, that is, the pro-
cess represented by a continuous transfer function P (s) belongs to a family of
plants P whose parameters values are included in certain nite intervals. The
FR of all this family is called a template. The specications are given in the
frequency domain in terms of admissible bounds on the FR of the closed-
loop transfer functions among the dierent selected inputs and outputs of the
closed-loop in order to achieve performance and stability robust specications
by means of a controller GR(s). For a number of frequencies, these speci-
cations are combined with the system uncertainty description for obtaining
constraints usually referred to as boundaries in the QFT procedure. For each
of the selected frequencies, boundaries are given as curves in the Nichols plane,
delimiting allowable regions for the open-loop transfer function GR(jw)P0(jw)
being P0 the nominal process which can be any element in P. Sometimes,
an additional precompensator is needed. For a complete introduction to QFT
see [36, 37]. QFT has been successfully applied to a wide variety of practical
engineering problems: stable and unstable [38], single-input single-output and
multiple-input multiple-output [39], linear and non-linear processes [40] and so
on.
Therefore, the contribution of this paper is as follows:
• It proposes two simple and practical DR control strategies to deal with
vacant or missing samples (lost by any failure or deliberately lost) in a
single-rate control. These alternatives are model-based (dual-rate infer-
ential control and model-based dual-rate control) from the original digital
control loop.
• It provides an original QFT-based analysis procedure, never applied to
DR systems to the best of the authors' knowledge, to study the eect of
mismatch with respect to the real plant (stability and robustness). For
this purpose, a new DR FR method based on discrete lifting modeling
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from [41] is used. This is necessary because both options lead to a TVDT
system and a proper algebra for its treatment is also introduced.
• It is concluded that the MBDR option is better than the IC one when
there are measurement losses, disturbances and the model of the process
contains uncertainties.
6.2 Problem Statement
The problem to solve is based in a classical digital control with sampling period
T . From a continuous-time process model Gp(s) and planing a desired perfor-
mance, a digital controller GTR(z) is designed by any suitable direct or indirect
method (where variable z stands for the linear time-invariant (LTI)-transform
argument at sampling period T ). Under these conditions the control strategy
is shown in Figure 6.1. In order to compare it with the other options in this
paper, this control will be called fast control. Y T is used to describe the
z-transform of the sequence {y(kT )} 1.
Figure 6.1: Fast digital control
As it was already said, if due to dierent reasons, it is not possible to have
access to all output samples, then dierent options can be considered. Basically
two options will be analyzed in this contribution: the rst one is what is known
as Dual-rate inferential control (IC) and is shown in Figure 6.2. The second
one is known as classical Model-based dual-rate control (MBDR) and will be
explained later.
In Figure 6.2, the sampling of the real output provided by a T discrete-time
system or a continuous system sampled at period T is known each NT time
instants, being N ∈ N. This situation has been described using a variable λ
dened as:
1Similarly Y NT for {y(kNT )} will be used. This notation will be assumed for either signals or
systems.
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Figure 6.2: Dual-rate inferential control
λ =
{
1 if t = kNT
0 if t 6= kNT
k ∈ Z (6.1)
λ represents a kind of switch that allows to get real samples if λ = 1 or samples
each time instants T delivered by a model GTmodel(z) = ZT [ZOHGmodel(s)] in
the other case 2. Obviously a linear periodically time-varying system is met.
It is called DR in the sense that two frequencies appear at 1/T and 1/NT .
A classical DR solution is introduced in Figure 6.3 where the output is sampled
at NT (described by Y NT ) but the control is updated every T (UT ) that is, N
times faster. To handle this solution, a special controller can be designed. In
[35], a special strategy is proposed. This nonconventional structure controller
consists of a slow part GNT1 (z
N), a digital hold that repeats the expanded slow




and a fast controller GT2 (z). There are dierent ways to design this DR con-
troller. From the easiest one, that consists in assuming GNT1 = 1 and preserves
the fast controller GTR(z) for G
T
2 , with unpredictable behavior, to more elabo-
rated design procedures (see for instance [42]). In this contribution, the MBDR
controller will be assumed [35]. Basically, ifM(s) represents the desired closed
loop performance of the original continuous system design:

















Figure 6.3: Model-based dual-rate control
M(s) = GR(s)Gp(s)/(1 +GR(s)Gp(s))








where MT (z) and MNT (zN) are the M(s) discretized with ZOH for periods T
and NT respectively, and GTp (z) is the continuous process model discretized
with ZOH for period T . This procedure leads to a behavior that perfectly
matches M(s) at the sample points {y(kNT )} but sometimes may introduce
a ripple between samples due to the magnitude of NT . The way to overcome








being GTR(z) a proper discretization of GR(s) at period T . Therefore, the
MBDR controller does not cancel the numerator of the process transfer function
avoiding the ripple.
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6.3 Discrete Lifting Modeling
Some alternatives will now be considered: a fast T digital control, an inferential
DR control, and a classical DR control strategy. The last two options intro-
duce a linear periodically TVDT system. Therefore, a procedure to transform
it into an LTI system is convenient to make its treatment easier. A well-known
method is the discrete lifting modeling. The original idea was introduced by
Kranc [43] and it was called vector switch decomposition (VSD). In Figure 6.4,
an open loop DR system is shown in which the input and output sequences
have dierent sampling periods, Tu and Ty. It is assumed that they are ra-
tionally related. In Figure 6.5, the application of VSD to this case is shown
considering the existence of integers Nu, Ny such that T0 = TuNu = TyNy
(indeed, then Tu/Ty = Ny/Nu is a rational number) being T0 = lcm(Tu, Ty),
where lcm is the least common multiple. This metaperiod T0 is the repetition
period of every sequence in this scenario. With these conditions it is easy to
introduce the discrete lifting operator that will allow an MR control strategy
to be transformed into a T0 single rate problem. This technique was explained
with dierent details in excellent contributions like [4446].
Figure 6.4: Generalized dual-rate system
Kranc's basic idea is explained briey with the intention to help understand
discrete lifting through this perspective. A general sampler T in a certain
strategy such that T0 = NT (T0 is the lcm of all samplers in the strategy)
leads to a VSD with N branches. An explanation of this case is exposed
introducing the concepts of vectorization and reduction. If r (t) is a continuous
signal, with Laplace transform R (s), its sampling at period T leads to the
discrete sequence {r (kT )} where the Z function will be noted by RT . In these
conditions, Kranc's idea was to propose a decomposition of this sampler into
N branches, each of them at period T0 = NT :









So, it is possible to express:
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Figure 6.5: Kranc vector switch decomposition. General case
RT =
[












As seen in Figure 6.5, being in this case Nu = Ny = N and Tu = Ty = T , the















1 e−sT · · · e−s(N−1)T
]
3The emTS blocks are used for o-line analysis purposes. For more explanation see [47]
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for the reduction operation.
This leads to the formula:







which is the representation of the T sampler decomposition into N branches
including a new T0 = NT (lcm) sampler. Therefore, with this procedure it is
possible to adapt every sampler in a general strategy with regard to a least
common multiple (T0) period of all sampling periods, leading to a multivariable
LTI T0 single rate system.
If the general case is being treated, then:
(




















where, as it is reminded, z stands for greatest common divisor (gcd) period T
and T0 is the least common multiple (lcm) of all sampling periods involved in
the general strategy. In equation (6.3), the subindex d (discrete) represents the
substitution z = eTs. According to this procedure, the strategy in Figure 6.5
can be described as:








where G̃ is the T0 lifted matrix. Note, as it was said before, that every signal is
lifted in a T0 sampling frame (obviously considering its own sampling period).
So, it is common to model the behavior of the DR system characterized via a
lifted transfer function matrix:
yl (zT0) = G̃ (zT0)ul (zT0) (6.4)
where the subindex l denotes lifted and zT0 is referred to the z variable at
lcm period T0. In equation (6.4), yl is a vector of length Ny, ul is a vector of
length Nu and G̃ is a Ny×Nu transfer function matrix [44]. The lengths of the
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vectors are increased in the case of multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO)
systems (multiplied by the number of outputs and inputs, respectively). In
Figure 6.5, if the block G between samplers (it could be a continuous process
plus zero-order hold) is a single-input single-output LTI system, the system in
Figure 6.4 is clearly a shift-varying discrete-time system. In [45] it is proved




d is LTI Nu input Ny output shift-
invariant. This correspondence between periodic and expanded LTI systems
preserves both the analytic and algebraic properties of the systems [48]. In
particular, block-diagram algebra procedures could be considered 4. In the
next section, this algebra will be introduced to model the periodic systems to
be compared.
Note that in Figure 6.5, T0/Nu = NyT and T0/Ny = NuT . It is possible to
prove using Mason's rule applied to this strategy, that the central part of the
diagram would be:
(









At this point, it is important to point out that the discrete-lifted operators
can be expressed in an external [45] or internal [49] representation. In the
contribution [46], the links between both of them were described. In the next
subsection, two dierent examples are developed in detail.
6.3.1 Examples of discrete lifted systems
There are dierent ways to obtain the lifted model. For processes, the easiest
one may be to consider the successive iterations from the gcd T discrete state-
space. In this work, two dierent options will be considered: a continuous-time
system preceded by a zero-order hold and a pure discrete system performing
at the input sampling period but with a dierent output sampling period.
If a strictly proper continuous system is discretized (assuming ZOH) at period
T , with a realization (A,B,C, 0), then the lifted dual-rate model has a real-
ization (Al, Bl, Cl, Dl), at metaperiod T0, where these matrices are obtained
4It must be noted that it is also possible to dene the lifted strategy from a discrete system, but
obviously the input sampling period will be the same as the one applied to the system
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by repeated evaluations of the equations at sampling period T giving rise to
well-known convolution-like formulae. For instance,
y (kT0 + ζT ) =Cx (kT0 + ζT ) =
=C[Aζx (kT0) +A
ζ−1Bu (kT0) +
+Aζ−2Bu (kT0 + T ) + · · ·+Bu (kT0 + (ζ − 1)T )]
(6.6)
for ζ = 1, · · · , (Nu − 1)Ny. However, the zero-order-hold entails
u (kT0 + dNyT ) = u (kT0 + (dNy + 1)T ) = · · · = u[kT0 + ((d+ 1)Ny − 1)T ]
∀d = 0, 1 · · · , (Nu − 1)
(6.7)
Therefore, the lifted matrices are obtained by suitably stacking the results from
the above equation. As it was said before, it is also possible to consider that G
may have dierent natures (continuous system without ZOH, digital system,
etc). For each of these cases, proper input or output assignments (like (6.7))
must be established leading to a specic lifted model [49].
Now, a brief example can be considered. If in Figure 6.4, G is a continuous-
time plant with ZOH and Tu = 0.3 and Ty = 0.2 (Nu = 2 and Ny = 3), then
the lcm T0 = 0.6, and the gcd T = 0.1. For this case, the lifted representation
(Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃) would be:
x [(k + 1)T0] = A
6x (kT0) +
((








u(kT0 + 3T )
)
 y(kT0)y(kT0 + 2T )





 0 0C(A + I)B 0
C(A3 + A2 + A)B CB
( u(kT0)
u(kT0 + 3T )
) (6.8)
In the case of a discrete input without zero-order hold, equation (6.6) is valid,
but now the dierence is that the input is not held. So, in equation (6.7):
u (kT0 + dNyT ) has a value
u (kT0 + (dNy + 1)T ) = · · · = u [kT0 + ((d+ 1)Ny − 1)T ] = 0
∀d = 0, 1, · · · , (Nu − 1)
(6.9)
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As an example, the same case that was described in equation (6.8), gives





u(kT0 + 3T )
)
 y(kT0)y(kT0 + 2T )





 0 0CAB 0
CA3B CB
( u(kT0)
u(kT0 + 3T )
) (6.10)
In these examples, the lifted matrix G̃ is the quadruple composed by Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃
or its external equivalent description.
6.4 Dual-rate systems frequency domain
In this section, a description of the frequency domain procedures used for the
analysis comparison of both strategies is introduced. First, a new ecient
algorithm [41] for computing the DR systems frequency response is shown
and how to understand this algorithm is also described. The objective is to
analyze the robust stability and robust tracking of dierent systems with the
options considered in this work. The option selected for a unied analysis is
the quantitative feedback theory (QFT) [36, 50].
6.4.1 DR Systems Frequency Response Computation
From a lifted LTI representation of a DR system, it is possible to calculate the
frequency response. The theorem introduced in [41] says:
Theorem: The output y (k), when u (k) = ejωTuk, of a SISO dual-rate
(NuTu = NyTy) lifted system yl (z) = Glifted (z)ul (z) is a collection of compo-
nents yr (k) = ȳrejTyωrk of frequencies ωr = ω+2ωsyr/Ny, for r = 0, . . . , (Ny − 1),










As it was proved in [41], the discrete frequency response computations are
carried out by replacing z = ejωT for some T . It is easy to check that, from
(6.11), the components will be given by the product of the frequency response
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of a left factor
[
1 z−1 z−2 . . . z−(Ny−1)
]
Gl (z
Ny) replacing z = ejωrTy , which
gives a row vector, and the right factor (column vector) (1 z z2 . . . zNu−1)
T
replacing z = ejωTu .
As it will be explained later, there is a possibility of computing the whole
frequency response from only one Bode plot in the case Ny and Nu are coprime.
Note that, ωs = 2π/ (NyTy) and then that the components of the frequency
response are dened at ωr = ω+ rωs, for, r = 0, · · · , Ny − 1. For more details,
see [41]
6.4.2 Frequency Response Interpretation
Considering the equation (6.5) and doing the multiplication of those matrices,
an usually high dimension single-input single-output transfer function is ob-
tained; the problem is even worse if the lcm (Tu, Ty) is a big number. This is
a simple procedure but it produces very unsatisfactory results applying usual
computer aided design (CAD) FR routines as it is proved in [51] and that is
why a new ecient algorithm for DR systems FR was introduced. The results
from the algorithm proposed in the previous section are accurate but require
an interpretation. From the results above, it can be tested that the DR system
frequency response can be explained by adding Ny
gcd(Nu,Ny)
values from the Bode
diagram outlined from 0 to ( Ny
gcd(Nu,Ny)
−1)Nuws. In fact, for an input frequency
b Rad/s, the output is the sum of sine signals with frequencies b, b + Nuws,
b+ 2Nuws, · · · b+ ( Nygcd(Nu,Ny) − 1)Nuws with amplitude and phase determined
by Bode diagram at the indicated points. The coprime case is illustrative and
gives a link with the theoretical results. If Tu and Ty are coprime, then, con-
sidering the blocks diagram from Figure 6.5, the DRS frequency response is
obtained reading the Ny points from the magnitude and phase Bode diagrams
in the interval from 0 to NuNyws, each one separated a length of Nuws from
the previous point.
The proposed algorithm introduced in [41] returns Ny Bode diagrams related
to the tracks: 0 to NuNyws, Nuws to (NyNu +Nu)ws, · · · , (Ny − 1)Nuws
to (NyNu + (Ny − 1)Nu)ws. So, the same Bode translated Nuws Ny times
is reached. Of course, the Ny points can be read in the interval 0 to Nuws
knowing the true sense of all of them.
Finally, it must be noted that the addition of these Ny components will not be
a pure sine signal.
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y (kTy) =A1sin (wkTy + ϕ1) +A2sin ((w +Nuws) kTy + ϕ2) + · · ·+
+ANysin
(
(w + (Ny − 1)Nuws) kTy + ϕNy
)
However if the decomposition of each component is observed, it is possible to
obtain a T0 approximation that makes the addition a sinusoidal function. In
eect, considering:
Aνsin (wνkTy + ϕν) =Aνsin (wνkT0 + ϕν) +




Aνsin (wν (kT0 + (Ny − 1)Ty) + ϕν) +
for ν = 1, · · · , (Ny − 1)
Aνsin (wνkTy + ϕν) =Aνsin (wνkT0 + ϕν) +




Aνsin (wνkT0 + (wν (Ny − 1)Ty + ϕν)) +
for ν = 1, · · · , (Ny − 1)
So, adding the contributions of each component at kT0, that is the T0 resam-
pling of the sequence y(kTy):
yT0 (kTy) = A1sin (wkT0 + ϕ1) +
+A2sin (w + ws) kT0 + ((w + ws)Ty + ϕν) + · · ·
+ANysin
(
((w + (Ny − 1)ws) + (Ny − 1)Nuws) kT0 + ϕNy
)
Finally leads to the T0 approximation:
yT0 (kTy) = A1sin (wkT0 + ϕ1) +
+A2sin (wkT0 + (wsT0 + ϕν)) + · · ·
+ANysin
(
wkT0 + (Ny − 1)wsT0 + ϕNy
)
Therefore, as it was said, a sinusoidal approximation is obtained.
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6.4.3 Dual-rate systems quantitative feedback theory
Obviously, this work does not try to expose or revisit the quantitative feedback
theory (QFT) [36, 50]. The purpose is just to introduce its application to a DR
system. The starting point is [52] that introduces the QFT for direct digital
control.
In the present work, the QFT analysis methodology is slightly dierent than
usual. Classically, as it was introduced in section 1, QFT analysis and de-
sign involves the mapping of robust specications (robust stability, robust dis-
turbance rejection, control eort, robust tracking among others) into certain
bounds on a nominal loop transmission followed by loop shaping for some se-
lected frequencies. These bounds split the complex plane into two areas where
the open loop transfer function should lie inside one. In this work QFT is used
as analysis tool. The controller design (IC and MBDR) is rstly performed
considering a nominal plant model and design specications (relative stability
with some stability margins, disturbance rejection, ...). For this nominal de-
sign, QFT is used for computing restrictions (boundaries) to be satised by the
nominal open-loop gain, for dierent working frequencies (note that templates
are reduced to a point in the Nichols plane). Once the nominal controller
design is performed, it is considered the eect of plant uncertainty on the sat-
isfaction of (closed-loop) design specications. This is done by computing the
open-loop gain corresponding to the plant with uncertainty, and checking if its
FR satises the previously computed boundaries. For all these calculations is
absolutely necessary the DR FR introduced before and the algebra with lifted
blocks that will be explained in section 6.5.
In this work two of the specications are considered but obviously the proce-
dure can be applied for all the options. Now the gain (GM) and phase margins
(PM), and the discrete-time output disturbance rejection are considered. In
both cases and with respect to a structure like the one shown in Figure 6.1,
some restriction must be planned in the closed loop transfer function denomi-
nator [52]. In the case of robust stability margins |1+Gp(z)GR(z)|≥ µ with z =
ejwT , w ∈ [0, ws/2] being GM = (1−µ)−1 and PM = 180◦+2cos−1(µ/2). For
the output disturbance rejection can be assumed |1+Gp(w)GR(w)|≥ (1/δ(w)).
In the applications, section 6.6 and section 6.7, these restrictions will be con-
sidered more specically.
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6.5 Closed-loop lifted models
In this section, the block-diagram (obtained by lifting) algebra is used to show
the models of the closed loops to be compared. Obviously, it is not necessary to
obtain the fast digital control lifted model. The closed loop Y vs R for MBDR
and IC cases are shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 5. These gures show the
complete evolution from the initial digital control strategy to the equivalent
one using lifted signals. The substitution of each sampler following Kranc's
idea (vector switch decomposition) is the rst step. A reference sampled at
whatever Tref and an output sampled at T3 = T0/N3 with N3 high enough
have been added to the original strategies. Note that the sampling for feedback
purposes is only possible at T1 = T0/N1, that is, a low magnitude. T3 reects
open-loop intersampling. It is not realistic, but it is included with the intention
to dene a general problem. As it can be seen due to the reasons introduced
in subsection 6.3.1, in a middle stage kranczoh or krancdig are dierentiated
corresponding to lifting matrices of ZOH plus continuous process and digital
controller respectively. Then the notation KtypeGNu,Ny is considered where
the superindex is referred to the multiplicity of input and output regarding
the lcm T0 period, and the subindex is related to the kind of operator. In
this notation, the transfer function G is also added for easy understanding.
In Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, the input control is updated every T2 = T0/N2.
Note that N3 ≥ N2 ≥ N1.
5Note that in these gures the pure zero-order hold is shown as ZOHGunit(s) being Gunit(s) = 1
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Figure 6.6: Y/R MBDR lifted process
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Figure 6.7: Y/R IC lifted process
Analyzing these gures and the procedure explained graphically, it is possible
to express the lifted input-output relation for the MBDR loop (6.12) and for
the IC Loop (6.13). Note that in this last case, IC, the model has been lifted
at the metaperiod. In this last case, the switch selector which models the lost
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information and the complementary information delivered by the model leads
to a system with periodicity T0.
















Y T/N3 = KZOHG
N2,N3
preal × Ū









1 and the notation I is used for the identity matrix.









Y T/N3 = KZOHG
N2,N3
preal × ŪR




being β1 × β2 the size of the product K̃ZOHGN2,N2p ×KDIGG
N2,N2
R
Now, K̃ZOHGN2,N2p is quite special because it is made up of two dierent parts
which correspond to the order of sampling in the switch of Figure 6.2. This
will be easier to understand through an example.
6.5.1 Example
Take, for instance, N = 3 and assume that only the rst of a set of N samples
is picked up from the real process Gpreal and the other N − 1 are delivered by
the model Gpmodel. If both of them are second-order systems and described by
a state representation Ar, Br, Cr, Dr and Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, then K̃ZOHGN,Np ≡
At, Bt, Ct, Dt. Some auxiliary matrices are dened to simplify the notation 6:
6a N,N is assumed in order to simplify the explanation. That is, N2 = N3 = N which is not
relevant for the analysis procedure
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that is, the state equation is like a parallel structure of two systems, in which
the rst output in a metaperiod is obtained by means of the real process and
the rest are obtained using the model. Therefore, the Ct and Dt matrices are
composed by rows regarding each sample.
The next section analyses the reference tracking problem and the disturbance
rejection in each of the introduced schemes as well. In order to study the same
kind of disturbances for all of them, a continuous d sampled at T0/Nd has been
assumed. It is observed the application to the real process although the design
procedure was based on the process model. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 describe
the lifted diagram for MBDR and IC cases, respectively.
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(e)
(f)
Figure 6.8: Y/d MBDR lifted process
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(f)
(g)
Figure 6.9: Y/d IC lifted process
6.6 Simulations
In this section, the complete procedure is applied to two dierent simulations
with dierent conclusions. The rst step is to obtain the lifting modeling of
MBDR and IC cases exposed in section 6.3 for each example. Then, the algebra
introduced in section 6.5 and the DR systems FR introduced in section 6.4,
allows the consideration of the QFT procedure in order to analyze both cases.
6.6.1 Example 1



















with Kp = 8, TD = 0.2, and Ti = 3.2 in order to achieve some specications.

























that is, with a low frequency pole and high frequency zero. A single-rate con-
trol, which is called fast is designed for T = 0.1 s. Due to diverse restrictions
it is only possible to sample the output measurement every T0 = 0.3 s. With
these conditions the MBDR and IC with N = 3 is planned.
Now the three options are going to be compared. In Figure 6.10, the closed-
loop step response is shown for the three controllers designed for the model
plant (obviously the fast and inferential cases have the same response if ideal
conditions are assumed). The application to the real process (that is, with
model plant mismatching MPM) has been considered in Figure 6.11.
As it can be seen, the IC leads to a very slow output response, being the
MBDR control response similar to the one of the fast single rate control. The
closed-loop DR Bode diagram in Figure 6.12 conrms this behavior. As it can
be seen, the IC case has a small bandwidth. The QFT analysis described in
subsection 6.4.3 with two reasonable restrictions for robust stability margins
and output disturbance rejection µ = 0.3 and δ(w) = w/1.5 is shown in Fig-
ure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 for MBDR and IC cases respectively. A small gain
increase in MBDR leads to the correct performance, but for the IC case even
a high gain increment is not able to ensure the disturbance rejection for small
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Figure 6.10: Example 1. Time response without MPM


















Figure 6.11: Example 1. Time response with MPM
frequencies and makes the system unstable. In Figure 6.14 the dashed line
corresponds to the open loop shape incremented by a gain of 300. Following
[54] the system is clearly unstable. The analysis has been performed with the
help of the QFT Toolbox [55] with scripts adapted to the current problems.
Moreover, if the closed output response is analysed with respect to a step in the
reference and an output disturbance d(t) = sin(0.04 t), (see Figure 6.15), the
ineective disturbance rejection capability of the IC is clear, while the MBDR

















































Figure 6.12: Example 1. Y/R DR systems Bode. Methods comparison







































Figure 6.13: Example 1. MBDR case QFT analysis
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Figure 6.14: Example 1. IC case QFT analysis

























Figure 6.15: Disturbance rejection comparison
6.6.2 Example 2
The second example is taken from [34]. In this case, the discrete model process7
and the PI controller designed are






, GTR(z) = 3 +
0.5
1− z−1

















Figure 6.16: Example 2. Time response without MPM
Now a similar reasoning as in the example before is run. The closed loop
step responses for the three controllers designed for the model plant are shown
in Figure 6.16. In this case, the three closed-loops have a very similar output
response. For this example the MBDR design has been adapted from [34]. Now
the continuous closed-loop transfer function M(s) is not known. Only MT (z)
at T is known. A simple discrete to continuous procedure was assumed for
obtaining the discrete NT transfer function MNT (zN). As in [34] N = 4 was
considered. The application to the process with MPM is shown in Figure 6.17.
In this case, the IC leads to the best closed loop output response (as it is said
in [34]), being the single control unstable. The closed loop Bode diagrams
are shown in Figure 6.18 and conrm this behavior. With the same tool used
in example 1, the QFT analysis explains that in this case the IC is able to
perform within the restrictions for stability µ = 0.3 and output disturbance
rejection δ(w) = w/1.5 such it is depicted in Figure 6.19. In the MBDR case
both restrictions are not satised. A slight increment of gain (about 1.3) would
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Figure 6.18: Example 2. Y/R DR systems Bode. Methods comparison
provide the output disturbance rejection compliance but the system would be
unstable (w = 1.7, 2 R/s) as indicated by Figure 6.20.



















































Figure 6.19: Example 2. IC case QFT analysis







































Figure 6.20: Example 2. MBDR case QFT analysis
that is, with the same transport delay but with dierent dynamics than the
model, the IC would lead to instability and the MBDR would perform an
acceptable system output response.
In general when there are signicant dierences in gain and/or constant times,
the MBDR alternative is much better than the IC option.
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6.7 Experimental Application
At this point, the contents and procedures discussed before will be applied to a
dierential mobile robot path-tracking. The robot housing is formed by three
plastic pieces constructed with a 3D printer. An Arduino Due with a 32-bit
Atmel SAM3X8E ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller was used. The robot has
two wheels that are operated by two motors Pololu MG37D (12 volts) with
encoders and two caster balls. A lithium battery with three cells and nominal
voltage of 11.1 volts was utilized. An HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor was used for
measuring distances. In Figure 6.21 two pictures of the robot are shown.
Figure 6.21: Autonomous robot used
This unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) should follow a predened path. A
pure pursuit tracking algorithm was considered. The position of the mobile
robot is obtained by means of a energy consuming sensor and therefore restricts
the time of autonomous use. It is proposed that this sensor could work less
frequently but it is unfeasible in a classical single rate control due to the ser-
vomotors dynamics. In other words, a large sensing period but a short control
update is needed in this scenario. Therefore, the problem introduced in this
work reects this situation. Both options, MBDR and IC, can be assumed.





As it was said the mobile robot must track a prescribed path. The rst problem
is to know in advance what is the next point to reach, that is the target point.
There are dierent methods: follow the carrot, vector pursuit, pure pursuit and
so on. In this work, a pure pursuit algorithm was used. Basically, the method
tries to compute one arc between the current position and the target point of
the predened trajectory. For this purpose it is necessary to choose the next
point to reach. It is usual to x what is known as a look ahead distance so that
the algorithm nds it. In this application, the pure pursuit method was selected
because the path followed by the robot is smoother. The pure pursuit method
and concepts like look ahead distance can be consulted in known references
[56, 57]. Once the future point has been computed, the dierential mobile
robot kinematics lead to the proper angular velocity of both wheels in order
to get the target point, [58]. In our case, the linear speed was prexed in a
constant value that makes reaching the next point possible. Therefore, at every
period the path tracking algorithm will provide the angular speed reference for
each wheel once the current position is detected. A closed-loop for each of the
wheels was considered assuming a slow measurement of actuators encoders. It
would have been possible to use the encoders measurements to determine the
robot position by odometry but the precision is much better with the selected
procedure.
6.7.2 Dual-rate controller
As it was described, two options were considered: IC and MBDR. Both of
them are planned assuming a slow measurement, that is, less sensor measures
implies less energy consumption and therefore a greater battery operative life.
This slow frequency can be processed as samples losses with respect to a fast
frequency as it was already explained. In the IC case, the samples that have not
been sensed are provided by an approximate actuator model while in MBDR
case only the measurements obtained are used by the control algorithm.
In the set-up used, both servomotors (actuators) are considered to have the








where the output W is in rad/s, and the input V in volts. The ideal control
in order to achieve some specications leads to a classical PI controller:
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It was considered that the measurement should be T0 = 300 ms, that is N = 3
for a proper energy saving. With these conditions, the slow and fast controllers
in the MBDR loop were:
GNT1 (z
N) =
z2s − 0.23zs + 0.014
z2s − 1.08zs + 0.08
(6.17)
GT2 (z) =
6.576z2 − 5.78z + 1.27
z2 − 0.976z + 0.24
(6.18)
where z stands for T = 0.1, and zN = zs for NT = 3T = 0.3. As it was




In this case, in order to apply the considerations of this work, it is assumed




that is, there is a strong uncertainty in gain and time constant.
The QFT analysis, performed in a completely similar way than in section 6.6
with µ = 0.6 and δ(w) ≤ w/1.5 for robust stability and output disturbance
rejection, is depicted in Figure 6.22. Figure 6.23 shows the real trajectory
followed by the UGV when the ideal, mismatch and mismatch with output
disturbance are considered. As it can be seen, MBDR is much better than
IC when the UGV must track an H-shaped path. The output disturbance
considered was d(t) = 2sin(0.2 t). In regards to energy saving, when tracking
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Figure 6.22: UGV QFT analysis










































Figure 6.23: UGV Path tracking
the H reference, increasing the value of N from 1 to 3, the power consump-
tion dropped by about 27% in our experiments. The power was calculated
measuring intensity and voltage by means of a CompactRio (National Instru-
ments) system. In order to analyze the inuence of the non-linearities of the
servomotors (dead zone and saturation) a simulation was carried out. The
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results showed in Figure 6.24 also conrm that the MBDR is better than the
IC option.
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Figure 6.24: UGV. Linear and Non-linear servomotors comparison
6.8 Conclusions
In this contribution dierent DR model-based control design methodologies
have been compared. These methods are motivated by restrictions that prevent
the consideration of an ideal sampling pattern. The use of DR techniques
allows to model this kind of situations, and a new ecient tool for DR FR
computation is crucial for analyzing and detecting advantages or disadvantages
for these dierent alternatives. It is very important how high the uncertainty of
the real process is, that is, the comparison is problem-dependent but it seems
that in any case the inferential control is unable to reject disturbances. A
new QFT analysis procedure for DR systems has been assumed. Even though
every case needs a particular analysis, when the model contains important
uncertainties, the MBDR is a better option. Avenues for further research like
the extension of this method to non-linear plants and the consideration of less
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Paper 6. Energy-ecient control for an un-
manned ground vehicle in a wireless sensor
network
José Alcaina, Ángel Cuenca, Julián Salt, Minghui Zheng,
Masayoshi Tomizuka
In this paper, an energy-ecient control solution for an Unmanned
Ground Vehicle (UGV) in a Wireless Sensor Network is proposed.
This novel control approach integrates periodic event-triggered con-
trol, packet-based control, time-varying dual-rate Kalman lter
based prediction techniques, and dual-rate control. The systematic
combination of these control techniques allows the UGV to track the
desired path preserving performance properties, despite: i) existing
scarce data due to the reduced usage of the wireless sensor device,
which results in less number of transmissions through the network,
and hence, bandwidth and battery saving, ii) appearing some wire-
less communication problems such as time-varying delays, packet
dropouts and packet disorder, and iii) coping with a realistic sce-
nario where external disturbance and sensor noise can arise. The
main benets of the control solution are illustrated via simulation.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network; Energy eciency; Kalman l-
ter; dual-rate control; event-triggered control; packet-based control.
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7.1 Introduction
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1, 2] can be dened as a group of sensors
for monitoring and recording system conditions, which are wirelessly trans-
ferred to a central location. In recent years, the development of smart sensors
has led WSNs to gaining worldwide attention. Some trending applications on
WSNs are target tracking [3, 4], health monitoring [5, 6], and environment
exploration [7, 8]. Smart sensor nodes are low power devices equipped with
one or more sensors, a digital processor, memory, a power module, a wireless
communication module, and an actuator. Sensors of dierent nature (mechan-
ical, optical, magnetic, etc) may be attached to the sensor node to measure
system variables. Since memory of the sensor nodes is limited, the wireless
communication enables to transfer the measured data to a base station (e.g., a
laptop), which is usually provided with powerful processing and storage capa-
bilities. In this way, the base station may be able to compute complex control
algorithms.
Dierently from traditional networks, a WSN has its own design and resource
constraints. Resource constraints include short communication range, a lim-
ited amount of energy (which is supplied by battery), low bandwidth, and
limited processing and storage capabilities (being not capable to run com-
plex control algorithms). As sensor nodes operate on limited battery power,
and data transmission is very expensive in terms of energy consumption [9],
a central aspect in WSNs is the optimization of communication in order to
reduce energy usage. In other words, one of the main aims in WSNs is to get
ecient reliable wireless communications in order to maximize network life-
time. This aspect has been widely treated in literature therein from dierent
points of view. In general, three main techniques are typically used [10]: duty
cycling, data-driven approaches, and mobility. Duty cycling allows nodes to
assume a low-power, idle state whenever they are not transmitting or receiv-
ing (see, e.g., in [11, 12]). Data-driven approaches are designed to reduce the
amount of sampled and transmitted data (see, e.g., [13, 14]). Mobility is fo-
cused on minimizing the communication distance and altering trac ow (see,
e.g., [15, 16]). In the present paper, a novel data-driven approach based on
the systematic combination of periodic event-triggered control, packet-based
control, time-varying dual-rate Kalman lter based prediction techniques, and
dual-rate control is proposed. As a data-driven approach, the control solution
enables to reduce the sensor node usage, which implies less packet deliveries,
and hence, battery and bandwidth saving. This reduction of the resource uti-
lization can be reached while preserving performance properties when tracking
a desired target. In addition, the control proposal is able to guarantee reliable
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packet delivery by dealing with some wireless communication problems such
as network-induced delays, packet dropouts, and packet disorder. Finally, the
control approach is also able to cope with realistic scenarios, where external
disturbance and sensor noise can arise.
In Periodic Event-Triggered Control (PETC) [17, 18], system data are trans-
ferred only when output variables satisfy certain event conditions, which are
periodically evaluated. Compared to the traditional time-triggered control,
PETC enables to further reduce resource utilization such as bandwidth and
energy consumption [19, 20]. As the controller (located at the base station) is
provided with less system data, event-based state prediction techniques must
be additionally included in order to estimate the not available data and keep
performance properties. Both continuous-time (see, e.g., [17]) and discrete-
time frameworks (see, e.g., [21]) are found in literature on PETC. In this
paper, the last case is adopted by integrating a time-varying dual-rate Kalman
lter with a dual-rate controller.
Regarding event-based state prediction techniques, dierent approaches ad-
dress this aspect in literature. For instance, distributed event-triggered l-
tering in [13, 14, 22], model-based predictor in [18, 23], time-varying Kalman
lters in [2426]. Following this line of research on time-varying Kalman lters,
in this paper a Time-Varying Dual-Rate Kalman Filter (TVDRKF) is used in
order to provide not available data and compute an h-step ahead state predic-
tion stage. The nature of this lter is: i) dual-rate, due to the consideration of
a slow-rate state correction stage along with a fast-rate prediction stage; and
ii) time-varying, because the correction stage is carried out in a non-uniform
fashion as a consequence of the event-triggered sampling scheme. Unlike [26],
the Kalman lter is now integrated in a WSN, where communication prob-
lems such as network-induced delays and packet dropouts can appear. Hence,
the TVDRKF is able to estimate the not available data not only due to the
event-triggering sampling but also due to the packet dropouts. In addition,
the TVDRKF is also able to compensate for the time-varying network-induced
delays. To cope with both problems, the integration of packet-based control
strategies in the control solution is needed.
Packet-based control [27, 28] is a technique which enables to decrease the com-
munication rate by simultaneously sending a set of data in each transmission.
In our work, this strategy is not only useful for resource saving purposes but
also for complementing the TVDRKF, since the controller (located at the base
station, and including the TVDRKF) is allowed to send a set of h-step ahead
control signal estimations in a packet through the network to the actuator
(located at the sensor node). The computation of the control signal estima-
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tions is carried out from the set of h-step ahead state predictions obtained by
the TVDRKF, and following a delay-free control algorithm. This is a relevant
aspect of this work, since, for implementation purposes, the round-trip time
delay is not required to be measured and compensated for, which makes the
solution applicable to a wide range of WSN where the time delay is dicult
to measure. In this way, at the actuator, when no packet arrives, estimated
control actions received in the previous transmission are applied to the plant,
not being inuenced by the time-varying network-induced delay. When the
packet arrives after the delay, the estimated control signal is replaced with
the actual one. The dierence between actual and estimated control signals
should be negligible, since, i) an accurate system model is assumed, and ii)
although a realistic scenario is considered, where possible external disturbance
and measurement noise can arise, these aspects are faced by the TVDRKF. To
the best of the authors' knowledge, the working mode of the proposed control
algorithm is novel in this kind of frameworks.
In dual-rate control [2931], a slower sensing rate in comparison to a faster ac-
tuation can be assumed. The event-triggered conditions at the sensor node are
periodically evaluated at the slow rate. Despite sensing in this way, the fast ac-
tuation enables to achieve acceptable control properties. In addition, dual-rate
control techniques provide twofold benets: i) to lessen the amount of trans-
missions through the network, which results in energy and bandwidth saving,
ii) to elude packet disorder, selecting the sampling period to be larger than
the largest round-trip time delay. As a statistical distribution for the network-
induced delay is assumed to be known [32], the largest delay can be easily
found. In the present work, due to the broad knowledge of PID controllers
in academic and industrial environments, a dual-rate PID control scheme is
considered. The estimated disturbance signal obtained by the TVDRKF is
used to nally tune the PID control signal.
In order to show the potential of the ideas posed in this work, the control
solution is employed in the context of a popular control application, that of
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs). In fact, the large number of UGV ap-
plications such as target tracking, inspection, mapping, etc, has attracted at-
tention of the scientic community (see, e.g, [33, 34]). In our work, a target
tracking application in a WSN is developed, where the Pure Pursuit path track-
ing algorithm [35, 36] is used in order to make the UGV follow a pre-dened
path approximately. The algorithm computes velocity commands from velocity




In summary, the main contribution of the present work is the development of
a novel and complete approach for WSNs, where a TVDRKF, a dual-rate con-
troller and a Pure Pursuit path tracking algorithm are systematically brought
together in a PETC scenario in order to considerably lessen resource usage
(energy and bandwidth), and dealing with some wireless communication prob-
lems, and disturbance and noise, while keeping satisfactory control properties.
Finally, the work is structured as follows. section 7.2 presents the energy-
ecient control solution. section 7.3 introduces the event-triggered conditions
and control structures used in the control solution. section 7.4 presents some
cost indexes to analyze the trade-o between control performance and resource
utilization. In section 7.5, a realistic application of the control solution to
UGVs is simulated, and its eectiveness validated, via a simulation tool known
as Truetime [37], which is based on Matlab/Simulinkr. section 7.6 summarizes
the main conclusions of the paper.
7.2 Problem scenario
The energy-ecient control solution taken into account in this work is illus-
trated in Figure 7.1. The control system presents two components: the sensor
node, where the sensor, actuator, and plant are included, and the base station,
where the control algorithm is implemented. In both components, some trigger
mechanisms are used to decide when the data is going to travel through the
network. The wireless network connects both sides and introduces some com-
munication problems such as time-varying delays, packet dropouts, and packet
disorder. In the next subsections, these problems are formally described, and
the working mode of the control structure is presented.
7.2.1 Time-varying network-induced delays, packet dropouts, and
packet disorder
As said in the previous section, dual-rate control is used in the proposed ap-
proach. Then, two dierent periods are considered: T as the actuation period,
and NT as the sensing period, being N ∈ N+ the multiplicity between the two
periods of the dual-rate control scheme [30]. Let us respectively denote (.)Tk
and (.)NTk as a T -period and an NT -period signal or variable, where k ∈ N
are iterations at the corresponding period. For a packet sampled at instant
kNT , being eectively sent (i.e., the trigger conditions hold) and not lost, the
round-trip time delay is dened as
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being τNTsc,k the sensor-to-controller network-induced delay, τ
NT
ca,k the controller-
to-actuator delay, and τNTc,k a computation time delay. As a local clock is
assumed to govern the dierent devices located at the sensor node, they can
be completely synchronized. As a consequence, in order to measure the round-
trip time delay, no additional time-stamping techniques and synchronization
are needed. The delay can be measured by subtracting packet sending and
receiving times. Note that, although a shared clock can be supposed in some
WSN applications (as in this work), it might be hard to satisfy for other
applications, for example, in distributed wireless sensor nodes, where an option
may be to synchronize nodes [38].
To avoid packet disorder, in this work it is strictly necessary to know the
maximum round-trip time delay τmax = max(τNTk ) such that τmax < NT .
This condition may be relaxed by taking advantage of the Kalman lter based
estimation techniques used in this work, but additionally requiring the imple-
mentation of time-stamping techniques to detect the disorder. From o-line
experiences on the WSN, the statistical distribution of the round-trip time de-
lay can be obtained, and hence, τmax. Since, in the present work, UDP is used
as the transport layer protocol, the delay distribution may be approximated as
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a generalized exponential distribution [39]. The consequent probability density
function can be expressed as follows






φ , if τNTk ≥ η
0 , if τNTk < η
(7.2)
being the variance of the delay V [τNTk ] = φ
2, and its expected value E[τNTk ] =
φ + η. The median of the delay may be a viable choice for η, and φ can be
deduced from η and an experimental value of E[τNTk ].
As well-known, if UDP is used as the transport layer protocol, packet dropouts
may appear. Since this phenomenon is basically random [32], it can be modeled
as a Bernoulli distribution [40]. Let us respectively indicate the possible sensor-
to-controller and controller-to-actuator packet dropouts by means of dNTsc,k and
dNTca,k. In the present work, both cases are contemplated as a Bernoulli process,
whose probability of dropout is respectively given by psc and pca:
psc = Pr[d
NT
sc,k = 0] ∈ [0, 1)
pca = Pr[d
NT
ca,k = 0] ∈ [0, 1)
(7.3)
7.2.2 Control structure
Next, the two components (sensor node and base station) and the signals
involved in the energy-ecient control system are detailed.
As shown in Figure 7.1, the sensor node includes a UGV as the plant to be
controlled, which is composed of two motors (for right and left wheels) and
is subject to noise vTk and disturbance d
T
k signals. The control action to be
applied to the right and left motors is respectively (ûr, ûl)Tk . The output to
be sensed is the rotational velocity of both motors (wr, wl)NTk . This output is
sent to the base station when the periodic event-triggered condition dened at
the sensor device holds.
The base station includes the control algorithm, which integrates a Time-
Varying Dual-Rate Kalman Filter (TVDRKF), a Pure Pursuit path tracking
algorithm (which receives the desired path from the reference generator), and
a dual-rate controller. In addition, an event-triggered condition is dened
in order to decide when the control signal is sent to the actuator located at
the sensor node. This condition is assessed only when a sampled output is
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received from the sensor. Thus, unlike the condition included at the sensor,
the condition dened at the base station is not periodically evaluated.
Next, the proposed scenario is described (more details can be found in sec-
tion 7.3):
• When the periodic event-triggered condition is satised at the sensor, a
new output (wr, wl)NTk is sent to the base station. If no dropout occurs in
the sensor-to-controller link, dNTsc,k = 1, the output is received at the base
station after a delay τNTsc,k. Then, the control algorithm computes the num-
ber of NT -periods elapsed between the previous and current outputs that
are received by the base station. Let us name this amount of NT -periods
as the multiplicity m of the TVDRKF, which relates the sensing rate
1/NT to the receiving rate at the base station 1/N̄T , where N̄ = mN ,
being N the multiplicity of the dual-rate sampled-data system. Since the
data pattern received by the base station follows a non-uniform scheme,
the value m, and in consequence N̄ , are time-varying.
• From N̄ , the gain K(N̄) of the TVDRKF can be calculated in order to
perform the correction of the estimator, resulting in the estimate of the
state, x̂T(k|k), where, in general, the notation x̂
T
(i|j) will be used to dene
the estimate of the state xTi based on the sensed process output up to
time instant j, being j ≤ i.
• From x̂T(k|k), the estimated, corrected output (ŵr, ŵl)NTk and a set of N
estimated values inside the period NT for the disturbance signal that
aects each motor {(d̂r, d̂l)Tk , (d̂r, d̂l)Tk+1 , · · · , (d̂r, d̂l)Tk+N−1} can be
obtained. The set of estimated values of the disturbance will be later
used by the dual-rate controller to nally tune the control action.
• From (ŵr, ŵl)NTk , and (xref , yref , θref )NTk , which is the path reference, the
Pure Pursuit path tracking algorithm calculates the rotational velocity
command (dynamic reference) (ŵr,ref , ŵl,ref )NTk .
• From (ŵr, ŵl)NTk and (ŵr,ref , ŵl,ref )NTk , the dual-rate controller is utilized
to generate the set of N current, estimated control actions {(ûr, ûl)Tk ,
(ûr, ûl)
T
k+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N−1} in order to achieve the desired control
performance. The control signal is nally tuned by means of the set
of N estimated values of the disturbance {(d̂r, d̂l)Tk , (d̂r, d̂l)Tk+1 , · · · ,
(d̂r, d̂l)
T
k+N−1} in order to compensate for the actual ones {dTk , dTk+1 , · · ·
, dTk+N−1} (where a unique signal is considered for both motors).
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• From {(ûr, ûl)Tk , (ûr, ûl)Tk+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N−1} and the model of the
plant, the TVDRKF's prediction stage can be carried out, giving x̂T(k+N |k).
Then, the next estimated output (ŵr, ŵl)NTk+1 and the next set of esti-
mated disturbances {(d̂r, d̂l)Tk+N , (d̂r, d̂l)Tk+N+1 , · · · , (d̂r, d̂l)Tk+2N−1} can
be calculated. From the estimated output, and taking into account the
next path reference (xref , yref , θref )NTk+1, the Pure Pursuit algorithm gets
the next dynamic reference (ŵr,ref , ŵl,ref )NTk+1. Finally, the dual-rate con-
troller is able to compute the next set of N control actions {(ûr, ûl)Tk+N
, (ûr, ûl)Tk+N+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+2N−1} from the estimated output, the dy-
namic reference, and the set of estimated disturbances. By means of this
h-step ahead prediction algorithm, a set of hN future, estimated values
of the control signal {(ûr, ûl)Tk+N , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+hN−1}
can be computed.
• When the event-triggered condition at the base station is satised, the
current control signal {(ûr, ûl)Tk , (ûr, ûl)Tk+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N−1} and
the hN future ones {(ûr, ûl)Tk+N , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+hN−1} are
sent to the actuator in a packet. If no dropout occurs in the controller-
to-actuator link, dNTca,k = 1, the whole set of control actions is received
at the sensor node after a delay τNTca,k. Therefore, the actuator injects
the current control action {(ûr, ûl)Tk , (ûr, ûl)Tk+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N−1},
and the future ones {(ûr, ûl)Tk+N , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N+1 , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+hN−1}
while no new packet is received for the hNT future periods. In each NT -
period, the actuation occurs at uniformly spaced instants kNT + lT (l =
0, 1, · · · , N − 1) under Zero Order Hold (ZOH) conditions (i.e., (ûr, ûl)Tk
is applied at kNT , (ûr, ûl)Tk+1 is injected at kNT + T , and so on up to
(ûr, ûl)
T
k+N−1, which is actuated at kNT + (N − 1)T ). That results in a
uniform actuation pattern {0, T, · · · , (N − 1)T} inside the sensor period
NT . In conclusion, the working mode is to use estimated control actions
when no new, actual ones are received by the sensor node, and replace
the estimations with the actual actions when the packet is received. As
external disturbance and measurement noise are faced by the TVDRKF,
and an accurate system model is assumed, estimated and actual values
are usually very similar.
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7.3 Energy-ecient control solution design
Next, each component of the control system is dened in detail.
7.3.1 Plant modeling
Considering state-space representation, the model of the plant at sampling














where, for the sake of simplicity, let us name
• yTk as the measurement, that is, the rotational velocity either for the right
motor wTr,k or for the left motor w
T
l,k, and
• ûTk as the control signal, regardless of the motor (ûTr,k or ûTl,k).
In addition, vTk is the measurement noise, d
T
k is the disturbance signal, x
T
p,k is
the process state (regardless of the motor), and Ap, Bp, Cp are matrices with
suitable dimensions.
Using Z-transform at period T , the input-output plant model for the control
signal (input) and the measurement (output) is represented as a discrete-time
transfer function
Gp(z) = Y
T (z)/UT (z) (7.5)
being z the T -unit operator.
Given a broadband noise w̃Tk , the disturbance d
T












7.3 Energy-ecient control solution design
where xTd,k is the disturbance state, and Ad, Bd, Cd are matrices with proper





































































































which can be equivalently seen as a dual-rate sampled-data system, where the
output at period NT , yNTk , is obtained from a sequence of inputs at period T ,
{ûTk , ûTk+1, · · · , ûTk+N−1}.
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7.3.2 Event-triggered conditions
Let us denote βNTk ∈ {0, 1} as the scheduling variable at the sensor. When
βNTk = 1, the sensor data y
NT
k is transmitted, and when β
NT
k = 0, no trans-
mission is carried out. The variable ȳNTk is used to store the latest sensor data





k + (1− βNTk )ȳNTk−1, for k ∈ N≥1 (7.10)
and where ȳNT0 = y
NT
0 . By means of a discrete-time version of the so-called
mixed triggered mechanism [42] based on the process output yNTk , the periodic
event-triggered condition at the sensor can be implemented. In this way, the




∥∥ȳNTk−1 − yNTk ∥∥2 > σs ∥∥yNTk ∥∥2 + δs, for k ∈ N≥1 (7.11)
where ȳNT0 = y
NT
0 , and σs and δs are positive constants. Note that usually, σs
is chosen to take values close to zero or even zero; in any case, smaller than
one [43].
When βk = 1, the control algorithm calculates the control signal {ûTk , ûTk+1 ,
· · · , ûTk+hN−1}. Let us denote γk ∈ {0, 1} as the scheduling variable for the
control signal. When γk = 1, the signal is transmitted, and when γk = 0, no
transmission is carried out. The variable ¯̂uTk is used to store the rst value û
T
k
of the last sent control signal in such a way that:
¯̂uTk = γkû
T
k + (1− γk)¯̂uTk−1, for k ∈ N≥1 (7.12)
where ¯̂uT0 = û
T
0 . By means of the following mixed triggered mechanism, the
control signal is transmitted to the sensor node:
∥∥¯̂uTk−1 − ûTk ∥∥2 > σc ∥∥ûTk ∥∥2 + δc, for k ∈ N≥1 (7.13)
where ¯̂uT0 = û
T
0 , and σc and δc are positive constants. As previously commented
with regard to the choice of σs, note that typically σc is chosen to be less than
one.
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Observe that the feedback loop is only closed from sensor node to base station,
and back to sensor node, when the conditions (7.11) and (7.13) hold (and
hence, βk = γk = 1). If one of them is not satised (i.e. βk = 0 or γk = 0),
then the control signal is not updated. Nevertheless, the future control actions
{ûTk+N , ..., ûTk+hN−1}, which were previously sent, can be used by the actuator
in order to keep satisfactory control properties.
7.3.3 Time-varying dual-rate Kalman lter
Considering w̃Tk and v
T
k as zero-mean white noises for the single-rate system
in (7.8), the best linear estimation for xTk in the sense of mean square error
is provided by conventional Kalman lter [44]. When dierent rates are in-
volved in the control system, a multi-rate Kalman lter containing corrections
and predictions [45] is required. In our work, dual-rate control and Periodic
Event-Triggered Control (PETC) are integrated in order to save system re-
sources (energy and bandwidth). As a consequence of using PETC, not all the
measurements are sent to the base station, which results in a Time-Varying
Dual-Rate Kalman Filter (TVDRKF) [2426]. From Extended State Observer
(ESO) [46] and multi-rate Kalman lter [45, 47] techniques, the proposed TV-
DRKF is able to estimate the plant measurement and disturbance, following
a non-uniform dual-rate scheme.
Taking into account (7.11), the outputs sampled at the slow rate 1/NT arrive
at the base station at a slower rate 1/N̄T in a non-uniform fashion. The multi-
plicity m = N̄/N of the TVDRKF was previously introduced in section 7.2. It
can be now enunciated from the previous output received by the base station




m = k − kls (7.14)
Due to the non-uniform nature of the pattern, m and in consequence N̄ will be
time-varying. From the current received output, the TVDRKF can perform the
correction (and ltering) stage, and then, the hN -step ahead state predictions
at the fast rate 1/T . In order to do it, the lifted representation in (7.9) can be
taken, replacing N with N̄ = mN .
From the notation x̂T(i|j) introduced in section 7.2, which is used to denote the
estimate of the state xTi based on the output previously sensed at instant j, the
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correction and prediction stages of the TVDRKF can be designed as follows
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Figure 7.2: Structure of the Time-Varying Dual-Rate Kalman Filter
• Correction stage: when a new measurement yNTk is available at time kNT ,
it can be used to make correction for the prediction x̂NT(k|k). Expressing






where, from multi-rate Kalman lter design techniques, the time-varying
K(N̄) can be calculated
K(N̄) = Mk+1C
t[CMk+1C




−AN̄MkCt[CMkCt + V ]−1CMk(AN̄)t
(7.16)
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where E{·} denotes the expectation, and W = Cov(w̃).
• Prediction stage: when no new measurement is available between the
previous sensed output yNTk and the next sensed output y
NT
k+m (or, equiv-
alently at period T , between the previous sensed output yTk and the next
sensed output yTk+N̄), the best estimates x̂
T
(k+l|k) (l=1, ..., hN) are obtained






where h must be dened to fulll hN ≥ N̄max, being N̄max the maximum
value of N̄ . This denition ensures the computation of the TVDRKF's
correction stage, since the required ahead state x̂T(k+N̄ |k) will be available.
Moreover, from (7.18), the set of hN estimated outputs and disturbances








7.3.4 Pure Pursuit path tracking algorithm
From the desired kinematic reference (xref , yref , θref )NTk and the plant out-
put generated by the TVDRKF at period NT , ŷNTk , which is composed of
corrected estimations obtained when measurements are received by the base
station (i.e., when the condition (7.11) holds, and hence, βk = 1), the Un-
manned Ground Vehicle (UGV) is able to infer its current position using a
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path tracking algorithm. In this work, Pure Pursuit via an odometry tech-
nique is chosen. Basically, the Pure Pursuit algorithm tries to determine the
velocity and turning conditions every time interval so that the UGV follows a
prescribed trajectory [48]. Odometry is the simplest way for dead reckoning
implementation, which is a method used to compute the vehicle's current po-
sition from a previous position, knowing additionally in advance robot speed
and path in a certain period of time. Odometry is usually based on motors
rotation considering their encoders measurements.
The path tracking algorithm generates the dynamic reference based on the
rotational velocity for both wheels, i.e., (ŵr,ref , ŵl,ref )NTk ≡ ŷNTref,k, in order
to properly reach the next point of the desired trajectory. The UGV path
tracking is composed of a set of h future dynamic references, {ŷNTref,k , ŷNTref,k+1
, · · · , ŷNTref,k+h}. In order to establish these references, the trajectory that
must be followed by the UGV is required to be known in advance. This task
is developed by the reference generator, which is in charge of providing the
Pure Pursuit algorithm with the sequence of h-step ahead kinematic references,
{(xref , yref , θref )NTk , (xref , yref , θref )NTk+1 , · · · , (xref , yref , θref )NTk+h}.
7.3.4.1 Dierential kinematics
While direct kinematics species the positions that the UGV is able to reach
by giving the wheel speed, dierential kinematics establishes relations between
motion (velocity) in joint space and motion (linear/angular velocity) in task
space (e.g., Cartesian space). A two-wheel UGV rotates with respect to a
point located in some place of the axis, which is shared by the two wheels.
This point is known as Instantaneous Rotation Center (IRC), that is the point
with zero velocity at a particular instant of time in a body undergoing planar
movement. IRC varies according to wheel speed variations.
Each wheel follows a trajectory with the same rotational velocity ωR with
respect to the IRC. This fact implies that the linear velocity of the wheels are
vr = ωR(R+ l/2)
vl = ωR(R− l/2)
(7.20)
where vr and vl are respectively the linear velocity for the right and left motors,
l is the distance between the two wheels, and R is the distance between the
IRC and the middle point of the distance between the wheels. Therefore
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· vl + vr
vr − vl
(7.21)





7.3.4.2 Path tracking algorithm
The Pure Pursuit algorithm is based on the computation of the curvature γ̄
that a vehicle must adopted from its current position (x, y) to a target position
(x+∆x, y+∆y). As depicted in Figure 7.3, for this purpose, a circle of radius r
that joints both points is dened. The center of the circle is placed in x+∆x+d.
In addition, the distance to the target point is L. Therefore, it is possible to
express
Figure 7.3: Circumference between current point and target point
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r = ∆x+ d















As it can be seen, the control law k̄ is proportional to the lateral shift, and
inversely proportional to the square of L. Assuming robot coordinates for the
current position (xR, yR) and for the target, reference position (xR,ref , yR,ref ),
and the angle θR as the current vehicle heading, the Pure Pursuit control law
k̄ can be expressed as follows
k̄ = 2
(yR,ref − yR) cos(θR)− (xR,ref − xR) sin(θR)
(xR,ref − xR)2 + (yR,ref − yR)2
(7.26)
For a desired linear velocity vref , the rotational velocity reference wref can be
calculated as
ωref = vref k̄ (7.27)
The path tracking algorithm requires to determine one point located at a min-
imum distance from the current point, i.e., the so-called Look Ahead Distance
(LAD), not considering the nearest points in the prescribed trajectory. This
procedure avoids a severe correction, and hence, it leads to a soft movement.
Finally, these are the steps to be followed when the main loop of the Pure
Pursuit algorithm is implemented (depicted in more detail in Figure 7.4):
1. UGV rotational and linear velocity calculation from system output esti-
mations and corrections provided by the TVDRKF at period NT (i.e.,
calculation of ωNTR,k and v
NT




l,k , that is,
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Figure 7.4: Structure of the Pure Pursuit path tracking algorithm










































for k ∈ N≥1, where (xNTR,0 , yNTR,0 , θNTR,0) is the initial position and orientation.
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3. Generation of the future reference for the robot, (xR,ref , yR,ref )NTk : From
the desired kinematic reference and the Look Ahead Distance (LAD), the
nearest point to the future path tracking that is located far away from
the LAD is calculated.
4. Control law computation: from (xR,ref , yR,ref )NTk and (xR, yR, θR)
NT
k , the
control law k̄ is computed at period NT by using ((7.26)), and then, ωNTref
is calculated for each wheel by using ((7.27)) and from a desired vNTref .
















In this work, in order to reach the desired control performance, a dual-rate con-
troller is used. From NT -period signals such as the dynamic reference ŷNTref,k
generated by the Pure Pursuit path tracking algorithm, and the estimated,
corrected output ŷNTk obtained by the TVDRKF, the dynamic dual-rate con-
troller computes N control actions at period T for each wheel, UTk = {ûTk ,
ûTk+1 , · · · , ûTk+N−1}. This control signal is nally tuned by adding the dis-
turbance estimations generated by the TVDRKF at period T , {d̂Tk , d̂Tk+1 , · · ·
, d̂Tk+N−1}. Following this operation mode for the next h dynamic references
and outputs, {ŷNTref,k+1 , · · · , ŷNTref,k+h} and {ŷNTk+1 , · · · , ŷNTk+h}, respectively,
and the next hN disturbances {d̂Tk+N , · · · , d̂Tk+hN−1}, the set of future control
actions {ûTk+N , · · · , ûTk+hN−1} can be obtained.
Dierent alternatives can be followed to design a dual-rate controller (see,
e.g., in [29, 30]). In this case, the model-based dual-rate controller design
described in [29] is chosen, where the structure of the controller includes (see
in Figure 7.5)
• a slow-rate subcontroller GNT1 (zN) = uNT1,k /eNTk ,
• a digital hold HNT,T (z) = uT1,k/[uNT1,k ]T , and
• a fast-rate subcontroller GT2 (z) = UTk /uT1,k.
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Dual-rate
controller
{ }ˆ ˆ, ,NT NTk k hy y +K




NT NG z , ( )NT TH z 2 ( )
TG z +
-
{ }1ˆ ˆ, ,T Tk k hNd d + -K
expand
Figure 7.5: Structure of the dual-rate controller
where the input of GNT1 (z
N) is the error signal eNTk = ŷ
NT
ref,k − ŷNTk , and note
that the output of GNT1 (z
N) (i.e, uNT1,k ) is expanded [u
NT
1,k ]
T before being injected
to the digital hold HNT,T (z). The expand operation implies to ll the slow-rate
signal with zeros at the fast-rate instants (more details can be found in [29]).




which in conclusion results in the subcontroller output uNT1,k repeated N times.
From the consideration ofM(s) as the desired closed-loop control performance
of the original continuous-time system design, the subcontrollers GNT1 (z
N) and










where Gp(z) was presented in (7.5) and comes from the discretization of the
continuous-time plant model at period T under ZOH conditions, and M(z)
and M(zN) are the discretization of M(s) at periods T and NT , respectively,
using ZOH techniques as well. This procedure leads to a behavior that perfectly
matches M(s) in the sample points at period NT , but sometimes (if NT is
too large) it can introduce a ripple between samples. The way to overcome
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this ripple is also described in [29], and it is based on modifying the fast-rate





being GR(z) the discrete-time version at period T of the original continuous-
time controller design. By using (7.39), the dual-rate controller does not cancel
the numerator of the process transfer function Gp(z), avoiding the ripple.
7.4 Cost indexes for control performance and resource usage
In this section, certain cost indexes closely related to control performance and
resource usage will be presented. By means of these indexes, the energy-
ecient control proposal may be compared with the conventional time-triggered
control strategy. Regarding control performance, similarly to [49], these three
cost indexes will be used:
• J1, which is based on the `2-norm, and its goal is to provide a measure







(xNTR,k − xNTref,k′)2 + (yNTR,k − yNTref,k′)2 (7.40)
where l is the number of iterations required by the UGV to reach the
nal point of the path, (xR, yR)NTk is the current UGV position, which
was dened in (7.32)-(7.34), and (xref , yref )NTk′ is the nearest kinematic
position reference to the current UGV position.
• J2, which is based on the `∞-norm, and is dened to know the maximum







(xNTR,k − xNTref,k′)2 + (yNTR,k − yNTref,k′)2
}
(7.41)
• J3, which measures the total amount of time (in seconds) elapsed to arrive
at the nal destination:
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J3 = lNT (7.42)
To analyze the reduction of the resource usage in the energy-ecient control
solution compared to the traditional time-triggered control, the cost index
J4 is dened by making use of the number of transmitted packets (NoT ) in
each case: NoTEEC for the energy-ecient control, and NoTTTC for the time-





7.5 Simulation results via Truetime
In this section, the main advantages of the energy-ecient control solution
compared to the time-triggered one will be shown. The study will be focused
on the tradeo between resource usage and control properties. The section
is split into two parts. Firstly, important data used for the simulation will
be presented (transfer function, delay distribution, control parameters, and so
on). Secondly, the cost indexes introduced in section 7.4 will be evaluated by
means of a Truetime application [37].
7.5.1 Application data
Considering a similar model for both wheel motors, the model is described by





where the output is in rad/s, and the input in V.
From previous o-line experiences on this WSN framework [49], dierent round-
trip time delay distributions, which can be modeled such as in (7.2), lead to
consider a maximum time delay τmax slightly less than 200ms. Then, as com-
mented in subsection 7.2.1, the sensor period is chosen as NT=0.2s in order
to ensure no packet disorder. As it will be later detailed, in this case, choosing
N = 2 allows the UGV to accurately track the path.
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In this simulation, let us assume the packet dropout probability as psc=0.1 and
pca=0.3 in (7.3).
The discrete-time controller design comes from the discretization at dierent
periods of this continuous-time PID controller, which is designed following

























z2 − 0.4734z + 0.05731
z2 − 1.191z + 0.1914
(7.47)
GT2 (z) =
6.576z2 − 5.78z + 1.27
z2 − 0.9578z + 0.2394
(7.48)













0 1 · 105
]
(7.49)
The Time-Varying Dual-Rate Kalman Filter (TVDRKF) is designed consider-
ing the augmented state resulting from the consequent state space realization
(7.4) for (7.44), and from the disturbance (7.49).
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The positive constants in (7.11) and (7.13) for the event-triggered conditions
will be respectively δs = 0.01, σs = 0, and δc = 0.5, σc = 0.
Finally, the reference to be followed includes a sequence of four right angles.
7.5.2 Truetime simulation and cost function evaluation

















Figure 7.6: Time-triggered single-rate control at period NT (no noise, no disturbance, no
delays, no dropouts)
Starting from a time-triggered single-rate control scenario with neither noise
nor disturbance, and neither time-varying delays nor packet dropouts, and us-
ing the controller at period NT=0.2s in (7.45), some performance worsening
is observed when the UGV tries to track the path (depicted in Figure 7.6)
compared to the single-rate version at period T=0.1s in (7.46) (shown in Fig-
ure 7.7). Let us consider the performance reached at period T as the nominal,
desired one. Taking into account the dual-rate controller in (7.47)-(7.48), the
time-triggered dual-rate control system is able to maintain a satisfactory con-
trol performance, very similar to the nominal one (as shown in Figure 7.8).
But, including time-varying delays and packet dropouts, the performance is
clearly worsened, becoming unstable (see in Figure 7.9).
If the TVDRKF is incorporated into the time-triggered dual-rate control sys-
tem, where packet-based control is also integrated, the performance is clearly
improved (illustrated in Figure 7.10), being very similar to the nominal one,
despite additionally including both measurement noise and external distur-
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Time-trig. single-rate T=0.1s (nominal performance)
reference
output
Figure 7.7: Time-triggered single-rate control at period T (no noise, no disturbance, no
delays, no dropouts). Nominal performance














Time-trig. dual-rate NT=0.2s, N=2
reference
output
Figure 7.8: Time-triggered dual-rate control (no noise, no disturbance, no delays, no
dropouts)
bance. Figure 7.11 shows that the disturbance estimation accurately follows
the actual disturbance.
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 Time-trig. dual-rate NT=0.2s, N=2 (delays, dropouts)
reference
output
Figure 7.9: Time-triggered dual-rate control (no noise, no disturbance, delays, dropouts)














 Time-trig. dual-rate, TVDRKF, packet-based
reference
output
Figure 7.10: Time-triggered dual-rate control, with TVDRKF, and packet-based control
(noise, disturbance, delays, dropouts)
Finally, event-triggered conditions are added to the WSN, and then, the system
becomes a periodic event-triggered dual-rate control system. The performance
obtained is similar to that reached by the time-triggered version of the system
(see in Figure 7.12), but now a clear reduction of the number of transmit-
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Disturbance estimation by TVDRKF
actual
estimated
Figure 7.11: Disturbance estimation by TVDRKF
ted packets is achieved, which leads to reducing resource usage (bandwidth,
energy).















Periodic event-trig., TVDRKF, packet-based
reference
output
Figure 7.12: Periodic event-triggered dual-rate control, with TVDRKF, and packet-based
control (noise, disturbance, delays, dropouts)
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index a b c d e
J1 1671.8 1043.4 1029.9 1030.0 1184.4
J2 44.55 38.76 44.33 44.33 44.97
J3 22.4s 22.0s 22.0s 22.0s 22.0s
J4 50% 100% 50% 48.18% 26.13%
Table 7.1: Cost indexes
To analyze the previous conclusions in more detail, the cost indexes presented
in section 7.4 are calculated for each scenario. Table 7.1 shows these results,
where each scenario is represented by the following letters:
• a: time-triggered single-rate control scenario at period NT .
• b: time-triggered single-rate control scenario at period T .
• c: time-triggered dual-rate control scenario.
• d : time-triggered dual-rate control scenario, adding TVDRKF, and packet-
based control.
• e: periodic event-triggered dual-rate control scenario, with TVDRKF,
and packet-based control.
As previously commented, the desired, nominal performance is presented by
scenario b, and hence, J1, J2, J3 show the reference values to carry out the
comparison. As expected, scenario a shows the worst J1, since the desired
trajectory is inaccurately followed by the UGV. Scenarios c and d show a
similar J1 than scenario b (even 1% better). Scenario e worsens this index J1
around 13%. Regarding index J2, it is worsened around 16% by every scenario
compared to the nominal performance. However, J3 presents the same value
for cases c, d, and e, being 1% worse for scenario a. Finally, as expected, J4
presents the worst case in scenario b, being 50% reduced by scenarios a and c
because of sampling the network two times slower, and even a bit more than
50% of reduction (around 52%) in scenario d, due to the additional packet
dropouts. Scenario e reaches the best value for index J4 with around 75% of
reduction.
As a summary, the proposed control approach is able to signicantly reduce re-
source usage (around 75%) while keeping satisfactory control properties, which
is only worsened around 15% on average, and despite the existence of wireless
communication problems such as time-varying delays and packet dropouts.
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7.6 Conclusions
The proposed energy-ecient control solution for a UGV in a WSN enables
to lessen the amount of transmissions through the network, which results in
bandwidth and battery saving, despite keeping a satisfactory system perfor-
mance. The solution integrates dual-rate control, periodic event-triggered con-
trol, packed-based control, and time-varying dual-rate Kalman lter based
prediction techniques. Additionally, the approach deals with wireless commu-
nication problems (such as time-varying delays, packet dropouts, and packet
disorder) and copes with a realistic scenario, where measurement noise and
external disturbance can occur.
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Chapter 8
Paper 7. A remote control strategy for an au-
tonomous vehicle with slow sensor using Kalman
ltering and dual-rate control
Ángel Cuenca, Wei Zhan, Julián Salt, José Alcaina, Chen
Tang, Masayoshi Tomizuka
This work presents a novel remote control solution for an Au-
tonomous Vehicle (AV), where the system structure is split into
two sides. Both sides are assumed to be synchronized and linked
through a communication network, which introduces time-varying
delays and packet disorder. An Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is
used to cope with the non-linearities that appear in the global model
of the AV. The EKF fuses the data provided by the sensing devices
of the AV in order to estimate the AV state, reducing the noise ef-
fect. Additionally, the EKF includes an h-step-ahead state predic-
tion stage, which, together with the consideration of a packet-based
control strategy, enables facing the network-induced delays. Since
the AV position is provided by a camera, which is a slow sensing
device, a dual-rate controller is required to achieve certain desired
(nominal) dynamic control performance. The use of a dual-rate
control framework additionally enables saving network bandwidth
and deals with packet disorder. As the path-tracking control algo-
rithm, pure pursuit is used. Application results show that, despite
existing communication problems and slow-rate measurements, the
AV is able to track the desired path, keeping the nominal control
performance.
Keywords: Autonomous vehicle; slow sensor; Kalman lter; net-
worked control; dual-rate control.
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8.1 Introduction
In this work, a remote control solution is proposed for Autonomous Vehi-
cle (AV) path tracking. The solution ts in the eld of Networked Control
Systems (NCSs) [14], which is a prolic control area that addresses control
scenarios where dierent devices share a common communication link. The
use of a shared communication network introduces some advantages like cost
reduction, recongurability, and ease of installation and maintenance, but also
some drawbacks such as the possible occurrence of network-induced delays [5
10], packet dropouts [1113], packet disorder [1416], and network bandwidth
constraints [1719]. In this work, the drawbacks considered in the network are
time-varying delays and packet disorder.
An AV can be dened as a vehicle that is capable of intelligent motion and
action without human input [20]. AVs have attracted the attention of the
scientic community due to the large number of applications in which they can
be involved (for instance, target tracking [21], surveillance [22], transportation
[23], self-driving cars [24], etc.). In our work, a target tracking application is
developed, where the AV concretely is a dierential robot. As the path tracking
algorithm, pure pursuit [2527] has been chosen. The hierarchical structure of
the AV (see, e.g., [28]) is split into two sides, with the communication network
between them. In particular, the motion planning and vehicle control layers
are located on-board, whereas upper levels of the structure such as decision-
making, path generation, and monitoring are located at the remote server.
In this way, safety-critical tasks are executed on-board in real-time, whereas
longer term computations, which mostly aect performance and are generally
not real-time critical, are executed in the remote server.
The present work is mainly focused on designing a control solution at the local
side, which will integrate state estimation, packet-based control, and dual-rate
control. The main idea is to generate a set of path references from way points
at the remote server, and send them to the AV through the network. Then, the
control level is able to compute a delay-free control signal to be applied to the
AV and generate a set of future state estimations, which is sent to the remote
server for upper level purposes such as displaying variables, making decisions
(e.g., trajectory replanning), etc.
As is well known, AV path tracking involves non-linearities [29]. Sensed vari-
ables must be accurately estimated and corrected in order to provide the mo-
tion planning and control layers with reliable data. For this purpose, dierent
ltering approaches can be used, such as the Kalman lter (see, for example,
[3032]) and the H∞ lter (see, for instance, [32, 33]), among others. The
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attractiveness of the Kalman lter lies in the fact that it is the one estimator
that results in the smallest possible standard deviation of the estimator error.
However, when the goal is to minimize the worst-case estimation error, the H∞
lter is a better option. The H∞ lter provides a rigorous method for dealing
with systems that have model uncertainty, but is more sensitive to the design
parameters (weighting functions) than the Kalman lter. As a conclusion, H∞
theory shows us the optimal way to robustify the Kalman lter, this theory
being more abstract and complicated than the one underlying the Kalman
ltering.
Focusing on the Kalman lter, it is widely used in its extended and unscented
versions (see, e.g., [2931, 34]). In this work, the Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) has been chosen not only to estimate the non-linear behavior of the
AV, reducing the process and measurement noise eect, but also to fuse all
the data provided by the dierent sensors in order to be used by the control
algorithm. The sensing devices used in our path tracking application are two
encoders, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a zenithal camera, which
respectively provide the angular velocities of each wheel, the AV orientation,
and the AV position. In our proposal, the EKF is complemented with an
h-step-ahead state prediction stage, which, together with the integration of
packet-based control strategies in the control solution, enables compensating
for time-varying network-induced delays.
Packet-based control [35, 36] is usually employed to decrease the communi-
cation rate by simultaneously sending a set of data in each transmission. In
our work, the main aim of including this technique in the control solution is
two-fold:
1. To provide the motion planning and control layers with a set of h-step-
ahead path references. From this set and after successively iterating the
dierent components of these layers in the current sensing period, a set
of h-step-ahead control action estimates can be computed by following a
delay-free control algorithm.
2. To supply the upper layers of the AV structure included at the remote
server with a set of h-step-ahead state predictions (computed by the mo-
tion planning and control layers in every sensing period), which is updated
irrespective of the delay when a new packet is received.
Then, for implementation purposes, the time-varying network-induced delay is
not required to be measured and compensated for. This is a relevant aspect
of this work, since it makes the solution applicable to a wide range of wireless
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control applications where the time delay is dicult to measure. This working
mode is possible because an accurate system model and an acceptable level
of noise are assumed, and hence, the dierence between actual and estimated
signals should be negligible. In addition, the possible divergences between both
signals can be corrected by the EKF.
In dual-rate control [3740], a slower sensing rate in comparison to a faster ac-
tuation can be assumed. As mentioned, in this work, a zenithal camera is used
to sense the AV position, which is provided at a slow rate due to technical
constraints. Despite sensing in this way, the fast actuation enables achiev-
ing acceptable control properties. In addition, dual-rate control techniques
provide two-fold benets: (i) to reduce the amount of transmissions through
the network, which results in bandwidth saving; (ii) to elude packet disorder,
selecting the sampling period to be larger than the largest network-induced
time delay. As a statistical distribution for the delay is assumed to be known
[41], the largest delay can be easily found. In the present work, due to the
broad knowledge of PID controllers in academic and industrial environments,
a dual-rate PID control scheme is considered.
In summary, the main contribution of the present work is the development
of a novel and complete remote control approach for an AV, where an EKF
(including an h-step-ahead state prediction stage), packet-based control, the
pure pursuit path tracking algorithm, and a dual-rate dynamic controller are
systematically brought together in order to keep the nominal control properties
when path tracking and considerably lessen resource usage such as network
bandwidth. These facts are reached despite existing wireless communication
problems such as time-varying delays and packet disorder, and the appearing
process and measurement noise signals. The nominal control performance is
dened by means of an ideal fast-rate control framework, where no noise and
delay are considered.
In section 8.2, the novel control structure is presented. In addition, some
details about how the network-induced delays can be faced are posed. In sec-
tion 8.3, the non-linear model of the AV is introduced, and then, the control
design of the motion planning and control layers of the AV structure is formu-
lated. section 8.4 presents some cost indexes to measure and compare control
performance among the proposed control solution and other approaches. sec-
tion 8.5 shows the main benets of the control proposal by means of a Truetime





The overall control scheme is depicted in Figure 8.1. The proposed structure
includes two sides: (i) the local side, where the AV is located together with
dierent actuators and sensors (which can introduce measurement noise) and
where motion planning and vehicle control layers are implemented; and (ii) the
remote side, where upper level layers of the hierarchical structure of the AV
are included, in such a way that the remote server is in charge of generating
the path reference based on way points, displaying and monitoring system
data, and making decisions from this information. A wireless network is used
to connect both sides, which introduces some communication problems such
as time-varying delays and packet disorder. In the next subsections, these
problems are formally described, and the working mode of the control structure
is presented.
Figure 8.1: Remote control structure for an autonomous vehicle
8.2.1 Control Structure
There are three main keys to the control solution:
1. Fusing all the data provided by the dierent sensors (encoders, IMU, cam-
era) by means of an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) in order to estimate
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the state of the AV, reducing the noise eect. The extended version of
the Kalman Filter is needed due to the non-linear nature of the AV.
2. Including an h-step-ahead state prediction stage in the EKF, using a
packet-based control strategy, for the purpose of dealing with network-
induced delays, and providing the remote side with future, estimated
data.
3. Integrating dual-rate control with a view toward achieving the desired
(nominal) control specications, coping with slow sensing and packet dis-
order.
The control structure uses two dierent periods: T as the actuation period
and NT as the sensing period, N ∈ N+ being the multiplicity between the two
periods of the dual-rate control scheme [38]. Let us respectively denote (.)Tk
and (.)NTk as a T -period and an NT -period signal or variable, where k ∈ N
are iterations in the corresponding period. Communication between the two
network sides is carried out in the sensing period NT , i.e., at instants kNT ,
which helps save network bandwidth; concretely, the use of the network is N -
times lower than that produced by a conventional single-rate control in period
T .
In more detail, the control structure works as follows:
• At the current instant kNT, the remote side generates a set of h path
references, which includes from the reference to be used at instant k, i.e.,
(xref , yref , ψref )NTk , to the reference to be used at instant (k + h)NT ,
i.e., (xref , yref , ψref )NTk+h. The set is composed of reference positions
(xref , yref ) and reference yaw angle ψref , and it is sent to the local side
in a packet.
• The local side gets the current system state (wr , wl , x , y , ψ)NTk ,
which coincides with the system output in this work, being aected by
the process and measurement noises, (n1)NTk and (n2)
NT
k , respectively.
The state is composed of angular velocities (wr , wl), positions (x , y),
and yaw angle ψ.
• The next estimation of the system state (ŵr , ŵl , x̂ , ŷ , ψ̂)NTk is computed
via an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). This estimation carried out by the
EKF is actually the correction of the state.
• From this state and the path reference for the instant kNT , i.e., (xref , yref





k , the path tracking algorithm (pure pursuit in this case) computes




• From this dynamic reference and the estimated angular velocities (ŵr ,
ŵl)
NT
k , the dynamic, dual-rate controller computes the control signal to
be applied to the AV, i.e., {(ûr , ûl)Tk , · · · , (ûr, ûl)Tk+N−1}, which are the
control actions in period T for the right and left motors, respectively, inside
the sensing period kNT . As a uniform actuation pattern, the actuation
occurs at uniformly-spaced instants kNT + lT (l = 0 , 1 , · · · , N − 1)
under Zero Order Hold (ZOH) conditions inside the sensing period. That
is, (ûr , ûl)Tk is applied at kNT , (ûr , ûl)
T
k+1 is injected at kNT + T , and
so on, up to (ûr , ûl)Tk+N−1, which is actuated at kNT + (N − 1)T .
• From this control signal and the estimated state for the instant kNT , the
h-step-ahead state prediction stage is able to compute the estimation of
the state for the instant (k + 1)NT , i.e., (ŵr , ŵl , x̂ , ŷ , ψ̂)NTk+1. This
computation is carried out in an open loop. Iterating the control loop
h times, the local side can obtain the h state estimations to be sent in
a packet to the remote side. Therefore, when the remote server receives
the packet at the current time instant kNT and after the local-to-remote
delay (τlr)NTk , it can manage future system information, for example, to
be displayed and to make decisions.
8.2.2 Time-Varying Delays, and Packet Disorder
Assuming synchronization between both network sides [43], time-varying de-
lays can be measured for both communication links. From o-line experiences
on the communication network, a statistical distribution of the delay can be
obtained and, hence, the maximum delay τmax. Packet disorder may appear
when NT < τmax. In the present work, by taking advantage of the use of
dual-rate control to deal with slow sensing, a straightforward solution is con-
sidered to avoid packet disorder, that is setting up the sampling period NT to
be larger than the maximum time delay τmax, i.e., NT > τmax.
In order to cope with time-varying delays, the control solution integrates a
packet-based strategy and predictor-based control. Next, details about how
the delays can be faced are given:
• Remote-to-local delays (τrl)NTk : By implementing the packet-based strat-
egy, the packet with the set of references generated by the remote server
from the instant kNT to the instant (k + h)NT arrives after the delay
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Figure 8.2: Time axis example for the remote-to-local channel
(τrl)
NT
k at the local side. As a consequence of integrating predictor-based
control and assuming an accurate system model and an acceptable level
of noise, this delay will not aect the control system. The reason is
that, since the reference for the current instant was received in the pre-
vious delivery, the consequent estimated control action is already being
injected from the beginning of the current period. When the packet is
received, a new control action is computed from the corrected state. This
control action will be very similar to the estimated one, and hence, an
insignicant change is produced in the control signal. Note that possible
changes in the reference due to decision-making tasks are recommended
to be included at least from instant (k + 1)NT of the set of references
in order to keep the described working mode, avoiding the delay eect.
Figure 8.2 depicts a time axis example of this communication channel,
where, for the sake of simplicity, a single-rate control at NT is consid-
ered. Notation ûNTk+1|k means the estimated control action to be applied
at instant (k+ 1)NT , which is calculated at instant kNT from the refer-
ence (xref , yref , ψref )NTk+1. As shown, when the packet is received, a new
control action is computed, which is practically the same as that pre-
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Figure 8.3: Time axis example for the local-to-remote channel
viously calculated from the preceding delivery, i.e., ûNTk/k−1 ∼= ûNTk/k and
ûNTk+1/k
∼= ûNTk+1/k+1.
• Local-to-remote delays (τlr)NTk : Similar to the other link, by implement-
ing the packet-based strategy, the packet with the set of estimations gen-
erated by the EKF and the h-step-ahead state prediction stage from in-
stant kNT to instant (k + h)NT arrives after the delay (τlr)NTk at the
remote side. The working mode is as follows: from the beginning of the
period, a set of state estimates is used, and when a new packet arrives,
this set is replaced with the received one, which includes state correction.
Figure 8.3 depicts a time axis example of this communication channel.
The notation ξ̂NTk+1|k means the state estimated for the instant (k+ 1)NT
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actually the state corrected by the EKF, and hence, the state estimate
ξ̂NTk|k−1 can be replaced with its correction ξ̂
NT
k|k . From this correction,
the h-step-ahead state prediction stage estimates the rest of the state
values {ξ̂NTk+1|k, · · · , ξ̂NTk+h−1|k} in order to replace the previous estimations
{ξ̂NTk+1|k−1, · · · , ξ̂NTk+h−1|k−1}. Additionally, the prediction stage generates a
new state estimate ξ̂NTk+h|k to complete the set of predicted states. Exclud-
ing this new value and considering an accurate model and an acceptable
level of noise, the dierence between the previous and the current set of
state values should be negligible.
8.3 Motion Planning and Control Solution Design
In the following subsections, each component of the motion planning and con-
trol layers of the AV structure will be dened in detail. The systematic com-
bination of these components (EKF including h-step-ahead state prediction
stage, pure pursuit path tracking algorithm, and dual-rate dynamic controller)
is the most relevant contribution of this work. It enables maintaining the nom-
inal control performance when path tracking and reduces the network band-
width usage, despite the existence of time-varying network-induced delays and
packet disorder and the appearance of process and measurement noise signals.
Next, rst of all, the AV model will be presented.
8.3.1 Plant Modeling
In this work, a non-linear kinematic model was utilized by the EKF in order to
fulll state estimation. Additionally, a dynamic relation between the control
signal and the rotational velocity of the wheel was needed in order to design
the dual-rate dynamic controller.
8.3.1.1 Kinematic Model
The kinematic model represents the AV velocity evolution in a xed inertial
frame. From the AV linear and rotational velocities in sampling period NT ,
i.e., vNTk and ω
NT
k , respectively, the AV position and orientation in the time
period NT , i.e., (x, y, ψ)NTk , can be deduced as follows [44]:
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vNTk NT cos(ψNTk−1 + ωNTk NT )vNTk NT sin(ψNTk−1 + ωNTk NT )
ωNTk NT
 (8.1)
for k ∈ N≥1, where (x, y, ψ)NT0 is the initial position and orientation and where















being b half of the distance between the wheels and (vr, vl)NTk the linear veloc-
ities for each wheel, which are dened from the radius of the wheels, rr and

















The dynamic model represents the relation between the control signal and the
rotational velocity for each wheel. Considering state-space representation, the
model in sampling period T takes this form:{
(xp)
T
k+1 = A · (xp)Tk +B · ûTk + (n1)Tk
(yp)
T
k = C · (xp)Tk + (n2)Tk
(8.4)
where, for the sake of simplicity, let us name:
• (yp)Tk as the output, that is the rotational velocity either for the right
motor (wr)Tk or for the left motor (wl)
T
k and
• ûTk as the input, that is the control signal, regardless of the motor, (ûr)Tk
or (ûl)Tk .
In addition, (n1)Tk is the process noise, (n2)
T
k the measurement noise, (xp)
T
k
the process state (regardless of the motor), and A,B,C matrices with suitable
dimensions. No unknown input is assumed.
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Using Z-transform in period T , the input-output plant model for the control
signal and the rotational velocity is represented as a discrete-time transfer
function:




z being the T -unit operator.




N · (xp)Tk +
∑N−1
c=0 A
N−1−c ·B · ûTk+c + (n1)Tk
(yp)
T
k = C · (xp)Tk + (n2)Tk
(8.6)
which can be equivalently seen as a dual-rate sampled-data system, where




k , is obtained










N · (xp)NTk +
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k = C · (xp)NTk + (n2)NTk
(8.7)
From (8.1) - (8.3) and (8.7), the global dynamic model for the AV was obtained.
This model was used by the EKF to estimate the AV position and orientation.
8.3.2 Extended Kalman Filter, Including an h-Step-ahead State
Prediction Stage
Since the AV model is non-linear, the use of Kalman ltering for state estima-
tion may be considered through a linearization procedure, which is based on
the use of a matrix of partial derivatives, that is a Jacobian matrix. At each
time step, the Jacobian matrix is evaluated with current predicted states. This
procedure results in an EKF (see, e.g., [3032]).
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Let us denote the global non-linear dynamic model previously introduced by



















. As previously de-




k are the process and
measurement noises, respectively, which were both assumed to be zero mean
multivariate Gaussian noises with covariance QNTk and R
NT
k , respectively.
Taking into account the notation introduced in subsection 8.2.1, where ξ̂NTj|i
means the state estimated for the instant jNT at the instant iNT , the pre-
diction and correction steps of the EKF are dened as follows:
























for k ∈ N≥1, where ξ̂NT0 = E[ξNT0 ] and PNT0 = E[(ξNT0 − E[ξNT0 ])(ξNT0 −
E[ξNT0 ])
>], E[· ] being the expectation, and where ANTk and LNTk are Ja-
cobian matrices computed in order to linearize respectively the process






















• Prediction of the future output ẑNTk and computation of the Kalman lter
gain KNTk :
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where HNTk and M
NT
k are Jacobian matrices calculated in order to lin-
earize respectively the output model about the predicted next state and

































> + (I −KNTk HNTk )PNTk|k−1(I −KNTk HNTk )>
(8.13)
Additionally, the EKF integrated an h-step-ahead state prediction stage, whose
working mode is described in the next items:
1. The state corrected in (8.13) was used, together with the kinematic refer-
ence (xref , yref , ψref )NTk , by the path tracking algorithm in order to calcu-





More details about this calculation will be given in subsection 8.3.3.
2. From these dynamic references and the corrected rotational velocities
(ŵr, ŵl)
NT
k , the dynamic controller was able to compute the control signal
ÛNTk for the current sensing period. More details about this computation
will be provided in subsection 8.3.4.
3. Following an open-loop dynamics-based prediction, the non-linear model
of the AV in (8.8) was iterated from the estimated state and the control
signal in order to obtain the next state and output estimations, ξ̂NTk+1 and
ẑNTk+1, respectively:
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4. Finally, Steps 13 were repeated h-1 times to compute the rest of the
values of the set of estimates {ξ̂NTk+2, · · · , ξ̂NTk+h}.
8.3.3 Pure Pursuit Path Tracking Algorithm
From the desired kinematic reference (xref , yref , ψref )NTk and the state cor-
rected by the EKF in period NT , ξ̂NTk , the AV was able to infer its current posi-
tion using a path tracking algorithm. As commented, in this work, pure pursuit
was chosen (see, e.g., [2527]), which generated the dynamic reference based




k ≡ (ŷcomp )NTk , in
order to reach properly the next point of the desired trajectory.
The reference generator was in charge of providing the pure pursuit algorithm
with a sequence of h-step-ahead kinematic references, {(xref , yref , ψref )NTk ,
(xref , yref , ψref )NTk+1 , · · · , (xref , yref , ψref )NTk+h}. From these references and
the h-step-ahead estimations, the AV path tracking was able to establish the
set of h future dynamic references, {(ŷcomp )NTk , (ŷcomp )NTk+1 , · · · , (ŷcomp )NTk+h}.
The pure pursuit algorithm was based on the computation of the curvature γ̄
that a vehicle must adopt from its current position (x, y) to a target position
(x+∆x, y+∆y). A circle of radius r that joins both points can be considered,
the center of the circle being in x + ∆x + d. In addition, the distance to the
target point is L.
Therefore, it is possible to express:
r = ∆x+ d







and the so-called pure pursuit control law:
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Therefore, the control law k̄ is proportional to the lateral shift and inversely
proportional to the square of L.
The pure pursuit path tracking algorithm requires determining the target,




k located at a minimum distance from the cur-
rent position (x̂, ŷ)NTk , i.e., the so-called Look Ahead Distance (LAD), not
considering the nearest points in the prescribed trajectory. This procedure





k and the current position and orientation (x̂, ŷ, ψ̂)
NT
k , the pure
pursuit control law k̄ can be expressed as follows:
k̄ = 2
(yrefPP − ŷ) cos(ψ̂)− (x
ref
PP − x̂) sin(ψ̂)




For a desired linear velocity (vref )NTk , the rotational velocity reference (ω
ref )NTk
can be calculated as:
(ωref )NTk = (v
ref )NTk k̄ (8.19)
As a summary, these are the steps to be followed when the main loop of the
pure pursuit algorithm is implemented:




k : From the
desired kinematic reference and the Look Ahead Distance (LAD), the
nearest point to the future path tracking that was located far away from
the LAD was calculated.




k and the position and ori-
entation estimate provided by the EKF, (x̂, ŷ, ψ̂)NTk , the control law k̄
was computed by using (8.18), and then, (ωref )NTk was calculated for
each wheel by using (8.19), requiring a desired (vref )NTk . Finally, from
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where b was previously dened as half of the distance between the wheels
and rr and rl as the radius of each wheel.
8.3.4 Dual-Rate Controller
In this work, in order to reach the desired control performance, a dual-rate
controller was used. From NT -period signals such as the dynamic refer-
ence (ŷcomp )
NT
k generated by the pure pursuit path tracking algorithm and
the estimated, corrected rotational velocities (ŷp)NTk obtained by the EKF,
the dynamic dual-rate controller computed N control actions in period T for
each wheel inside the current sensor period NT . This control signal was




k+1, . . . , û
T
k+N−1)
>. Following this op-
eration mode for the next h dynamic references and rotational velocities,
{(ŷcomp )NTk+1, . . . , (ŷcomp )NTk+h} and {(ŷp)NTk+1, . . . , (ŷp)NTk+h}, respectively, the set of
future control actions {ûTk+N , . . . , ûTk+hN−1} can be obtained.
Dierent alternatives can be followed to design a dual-rate controller (see, e.g.,
in [37, 38]). In this case, the model-based dual-rate controller design described
in [37] was chosen, where the cascade structure of the controller included:
• A slow-rate sub-controller: GNT1 (zN) = uNT1,k /eNTk .
• A digital hold: HNT,T (z) = uT1,k/[uNT1,k ]T .
• A fast-rate sub-controller: GT2 (z) = ÛTk /uT1,k.
The input of GNT1 (z




k − (ŷp)NTk . Note
that the output of GNT1 (z
N) (i.e., uNT1,k ) was expanded, [u
NT
1,k ]
T , before being
injected into the digital hold HNT,T (z). The expand operation implied lling
the slow-rate signal with zeros at the fast-rate instants (more details can be




which in conclusion resulted in the sub-controller output uNT1,k being repeated
N times. From the consideration of M(s) as the desired closed-loop control
performance of the original continuous-time system design, the sub-controllers
GNT1 (z
N) and GT2 (z) were designed as follows:
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where GTp (z) was presented in (8.5) and came from the discretization of the
continuous-time plant model in period T under ZOH conditions andMT (z) and
MNT (zN) are the discretization of M(s) in periods T and NT , respectively,
using ZOH techniques, as well.
8.4 Cost Indexes for Control Performance
In this section, three cost indexes closely req:paper7:6o control performance
will be presented. By means of these indexes, the remote control solution may
be compared with a conventional, single-rate control strategy. Similarly to
[46], the indexes used were:
• J1, which is based on the `2-norm, and its goal is to provide a measure







{xNTk − x̄NTk′ }2 + {yNTk − ȳNTk′ }2 (8.23)
where l is the number of iterations required by the AV to reach the nal
point of the path, (x, y)NTk is the current AV position, and (x̄, ȳ)
NT
k′ is the
nearest kinematic position reference to the current AV position.
• J2, which is based on the `∞-norm and is dened to know the maximum







{xNTk − x̄NTk′ }2 + {yNTk − ȳNTk′ }2
}
(8.24)
• J3, which measures the total amount of time (in seconds) elapsed to arrive
at the nal destination:




In this section, control properties reached by the remote control solution will
be compared to those achieved by several single-rate, conventional control ap-
proaches dened at dierent rates. The section is split into two parts. Firstly,
the application data will be presented, that is the dierent parameters for the
AV model, network, and control systems. Secondly, the cost indexes introduced
in section 8.4 will be evaluated for the dierent control approaches by means
of a Truetime application [42]. The comparison results will show that the pro-
posed remote control solution was able to keep the desired control properties
for the AV path tracking, despite sensing at a slow rate, the existence of process
and measurement noises, and considering time-varying network-induced delays
and packet disorder. In addition, the control proposal achieved a signicant
reduction of the network bandwidth.
8.5.1 Data
These were the data used in the application:
• The AV was a Lego robot with two wheel motors (shown in Figure 8.4).
Considering a similar model for both motors, the dynamic model for the








where the output is in rad/s and the input in V. From (8.26), the con-
sequent state space realization (8.4) can be obtained in order to be used
in (8.7) to calculate the rotational velocities and then the rest of the el-
ements of the state estimated by the EKF and the h-step-ahead state
prediction stage.
• As typical in Ethernet environments [47], a generalized exponential dis-
tribution for the time-varying network-induced delays was assumed, in
this case being the maximum time delay τmax = 0.17 s. In order to avoid
packet disorder, the sampling time NT was chosen to be NT = 0.2 s.
• From (8.26) and following classical procedures [48, 49], a PI controller
can be designed in order to achieve certain specications. Taking into
consideration this typical PI conguration:
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the controller's gains will be tuned such as Kp = 6 and Ti = 0.12. In
order to obtain a satisfactory control performance, the actuation period
was selected to be T = 0.1 s, and hence, the multiplicity was N = 2. From
these values and the discretization of (8.26) in period T , a dual-rate PI
controller can be designed by means of (8.21) and (8.22), bringing about:
GNT1 (z
N) =
z2 − 0.4734z + 0.05731
z2 − 1.191z + 0.1914
(8.28)
GT2 (z) =
6.576z2 − 5.78z + 1.27




• For the comparison between dual-rate and single-rate control approaches,
the continuous-time PI controller in (8.27) was discretized in the dierent










• The control solution was evaluated under dierent levels of noise in order
to study the eect of the process and sensor noises on the performance.
Let us consider a lower level of noise, where both noise signals are multi-
plied by a lower factor F = 0.1, and a higher level of noise, where F =
0.45. By simulation, it was checked that, from F = 0.45, the robustness
of the control proposal may be compromised.
• Finally, the reference to be followed included a sequence of four right
angles.
8.5.2 Results
In the next gures, the path reference is depicted in black, and the trajectory
followed by the AV is shown in blue.
Figure 8.5 shows the results for the single-rate control in period T = 0.1 s in
(8.30). In this simulation, neither delays and noise signals, nor additional con-
trol techniques (such as EKF, h-step-ahead prediction stage, and packet-based
control) were considered. Let us dene the behavior depicted in Figure 8.5 as
the nominal behavior.
In Figure 8.6, the sampling period was increased twice, and then, the single-rate
control in period NT = 0.2 s in (8.31) was considered. The rest of simulation
conditions were the same as in the previous case. Now, compared to the single-
rate version in period T = 0.1 s, the control performance clearly worsened when
the AV tried to track the path.
If the sensing period was kept at NT = 0.2 s, but the actuation period was
N = 2-times faster (i.e., in period T = 0.1 s), the dual-rate control scheme
in (8.28) and (8.29) could be taken into account, which was able to maintain
a satisfactory control performance, being very similar to the nominal one (see
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Figure 8.5: Results for the single-rate control at T = 0.1 s


















Figure 8.6: Results for the single-rate control at NT = 0.2 s
Figure 8.7). However, if time-varying network-induced delays were included
in the dual-rate control framework, the AV's behavior clearly worsened, as
depicted in Figure 8.8.
Finally, despite existing time-varying delays and noise, if the additional control
techniques proposed in this work such as EKF, h-step-ahead prediction stage,
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Dual-rate NT=0.2s, T=0.1s (N=2)
reference
output
Figure 8.7: Results for the dual-rate control at NT = 0.2 s and T = 0.1 s















Dual-rate NT=0.2, T=0.1 (N=2) with delays
output
reference
Figure 8.8: Results for the dual-rate control with delays
and packet-based control were integrated in the dual-rate control scheme, con-
trol performance was clearly improved, keeping the nominal behavior (see in
Figure 8.9, where the case for the lower level of noise was considered; Fig-
ure 8.10 shows the control signal for this case). In addition, state estimates
can be received at the remote server for further upper level tasks. In Ta-
ble 8.1, an example considering h = 1 is given, where the set of estimations
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was [(ŵr, ŵl, x̂, ŷ, ψ̂)k, (ŵr, ŵl, x̂, ŷ, ψ̂)k+1]. Note that the rst value of the set
of estimations was the corrected system state, and the second value was the
estimation of the next state. A slight correction of the state can be observed
iteration by iteration.















 Dual-rate NT=0.2s, T=0.1s, with delays, EKF and lower level noise
reference
output
Figure 8.9: Results for the control proposal (EKF, prediction stage, and packet-based
control) with delays and a lower level of noise







Control signal for the rigth motor







Control signal for the left motor
Figure 8.10: Control signal for the control proposal (EKF, prediction stage, and packet-
based control) with delays and a lower level of noise
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k (ŵr, ŵl, x̂, ŷ, ψ̂)k (ŵr, ŵl, x̂, ŷ, ψ̂)k+1
0 ((0.5349, 0.5349, 0.4621, 2.9599) · 10−5,−30) (2.3264, 5.3668, 9.5421, 19.3122,−30.3040)
1 (2.3264, 5.3668, 9.5421, 19.3122,−30.3040) (3.1705, 6.7276, 29.7038, 38.3284,−30.6598)
2 (3.1700, 6.7265, 29.6994, 38.3267,−30.6597) (3.5737, 6.9281, 56.5393, 50.3383,−30.9951)
3 (3.5739, 6.9284, 56.5408, 50.3384,−30.9951) (3.8830, 6.7774, 86.1327, 54.2475,−31.2846)
Table 8.1: Example for h = 1
The two last gures are presented (Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12), where the
same previous control solution was simulated, but now considering the case for
the higher level of noise. As depicted, the control signal was aected by this
signicant magnitude of noise, which negatively aected path tracking control.
Since this case represents an extreme level of noise, it will not be considered
in the next study.















Dual-rate NT=0.2s, T=0.1s, with delays, EKF, and higher level noise
reference
output
Figure 8.11: Results for the control proposal (EKF, prediction stage, and packet-based
control) with delays and a higher level of noise
To analyze the previous conclusions in more detail, the cost indexes presented
in section 8.4 were calculated for every scenario. Table 8.2 shows these results,
where each scenario is represented by the following letters:
• a: single-rate control scenario in period T .
• b: single-rate control scenario in period NT .
• c: dual-rate control scenario.
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Control signal for the rigth motor






Control signal for the left motor
Figure 8.12: Control signal for the control proposal (EKF, prediction stage, and packet-
based control) with delays and a higher level of noise
index a b c d e
J1 1043.4 1671.8 1029.9 1684.4 1030.0
J2 38.76 44.55 38.33 44.33 38.97
J3 22.0 s 22.4 s 22.0 s 21.6 s 21.6 s
Table 8.2: Cost indexes for each scenario
• d: dual-rate control scenario with delays.
• e: dual-rate control scenario, adding EKF, h-step-ahead prediction stage,
and packet-based control. Delays and a lower level of noise were consid-
ered.
As previously mentioned, the desired, nominal performance was presented by
Scenario a, and hence, its J1, J2, J3 showed the reference values to carry out
the comparison. As expected, Scenarios b and d showed the worst J1 (62%
worse than the nominal value), since the desired trajectory was inaccurately
followed by the AV. Scenarios c and e showed a similar J1 as Scenario a (even
1% better). Regarding index J2, it was worsened around 16% by Scenarios b
and d compared to the nominal performance, which was practically reached by
Scenarios c and e. Index J3 presented similar values for every case, diering
only by ±1% with respect to the nominal value. Finally, it is worthy to note
that Scenarios b, c, d, and e were able to reduce the use of the network by




In summary, the proposed remote control solution was able to keep the de-
sired control properties for the AV path tracking, despite slow sensing and the
existence of noise and wireless communication problems such as time-varying
delays. In addition, the control proposal signicantly reduced network resource
usage (50%), avoided packet disorder, and provided the remote server with fu-
ture system information.
8.6 Conclusions
A novel remote control solution for AV path tracking was presented, which
integrated dual-rate control, packed-based control, extended Kalman ltering,
and prediction-based control techniques. A desired, nominal control perfor-
mance was dened by a single-rate control at a fast rate in an ideal framework,
where no wireless communication problems (such as time-varying delays and
packet disorder) and no noise eect were considered. The proposal was able to
reach the nominal behavior, despite communication problems and noise exist-
ing and despite sensing at a slow rate due to technical constraints introduced
by the zenithal camera. In addition, the control approach enabled lessening the
amount of transmission through the network, which can be decreased N times
in comparison with the ideal framework, resulting in signicant bandwidth
savings.
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This chapter concludes the work done throughout this doctoral work.
From the NCS framework, event-triggered and packet-based control
systems have been studied using both theoretical and practical points
of view. Additionally, multi-rate and predictor-based control tech-
niques have been used to deal with some kind of typical problems
that appear in NCS.
In this conclusion section, the main contributions and future works
are presented. Seven papers have been published from the work de-
veloped in the thesis. The impact factor of these papers is analyzed,
and a list of co-authors is shown.
9.1 Main contribution
This doctoral work has completely achieved the goals initially proposed. Event-
based control, packet-based control, multi-rate control and predictor-based
control techniques have been integrated to deal with certain problems that
usually arise in NCS, such as, time-varying delays, packet dropouts, and packet
disorder. In addition, by means of this control technique integration, the use
of NCS resources has been reduced while maintaining satisfactory control per-
formance.
Control system stability has been analyzed in terms of LMIs, and also by the
QFT tool from the frequency point of view.
The benets provided by the developed designs have been tested at the sim-
ulation level using a self-made simulator and Truetime, both of them based
on Matlab/Simulink. In addition, they have been experimentally validated
through several platforms such as an inverted pendulum, a portico robotic
structure, and low-cost mobile robots.
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What follows is a summary of the contributions of each of the articles:
• Paper 1 deals with the real implementation of a periodic event-triggered
control in a Networked Control System. The bandwidth used by the
control loop in the shared communication medium is reduced by using a
threshold-based communication.
• Paper 2 faces time-varying network-induced delays, packet dropouts and
packet disorder in a Networked Control System by means of a delay-
dependent packet-based dual-rate control strategy. Slow-rate sensing en-
ables to achieve energy saving and to avoid packet disorder. Fast-rate
actuation makes reaching the desired control performance possible. The
proposed control solution is able to approximately reach the nominal
(no-delay, no-dropout) performance despite the existence of time-varying
delays and packet dropouts. Control system stability is ensured in terms
of probabilistic Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs).
• Paper 3 introduces a new procedure in order to properly analyze SISO
dual-rate systems (DRS) and provides straightforward answers to some
common general questions about this kind of systems. Frequency re-
sponse analysis based on DRS lifting modeling can lead to interesting
results about stability margins or performance prediction. As a novelty,
it is explained how to understand DRS frequency response and how to
handle it for an easy computation of magnitude and phase margins keep-
ing classical frequency domain methods.
• In paper 4, a novel delay-independent packet-based dual-rate control
structure for a networked control system is proposed. This work is a bet-
ter variation of the solution presented in paper 2. As a delay-independent
control solution, no network-induced delay measurement is needed for
controller implementation. In addition, the control scheme is applicable
to open-loop unstable plants. As in paper 2, control system stability is
ensured in terms of LMI and simulation results are experimentally vali-
dated.
• Paper 5 analyzes and compares dual-rate inferential control and model-
based dual-rate control trying to assess their behavior under dierent
perspectives. The algorithm explained in paper 3 is used for computing
a MR system frequency response for these control structures. The robust
performance and disturbance eects are studied in detail under sample
losses and process uncertainty and some considerations are reported. A
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new QFT (quantitative feedback theory) procedure for dual-rate systems
analysis is also described.
• In paper 6, a novel control approach integrates solutions from papers
1, 2 and 4 and a time-varying dual-rate Kalman lter. The systematic
combination of these control techniques allows a UGV to track the desired
path preserving performance properties, despite:
 existing scarce data due to the reduced usage of the wireless sensor
device, which results in less number of transmissions through the
network, and hence, bandwidth and battery saving,
 appearing some wireless communication problems such as time-varying
delays, packet dropouts and packet disorder, and
 coping with a realistic scenario where external disturbance and sensor
noise can arise.
• Paper 7 presents a novel remote control solution for an Autonomous Vehi-
cle, where the system structure is split into two sides through a communi-
cation network, which introduces time-varying delays and packet disorder.
An extended Kalman lter is used to cope with the non-linearities that
appear in the global model of the AV. The EKF fuses the data provided
by the sensing devices of the AV in order to estimate the AV state, reduc-
ing the noise eect. Additionally, the EKF includes an h-step-ahead state
prediction stage, which, together with the consideration of a packet-based
control strategy, enables facing the network-induced delays. Since the AV
position is provided by a camera, which is a slow sensing device, a dual-
rate controller is required to achieve certain desired (nominal) dynamic
control performance. The use of a dual-rate control framework addition-
ally enables saving network bandwidth and deals with packet disorder.
9.2 Future work
The following section proposes three dierent suggestions for future works using
the results presented in the three parts of the thesis.
• Regarding event-triggered control (Paper 1), a detailed analysis of the re-
sults when using threshold-based communication shows that the need for
bandwidth is not constant during the life of the system. It depends on the
state of the controlled plant which in turn depends on the reference signal
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and on the presence of signicant disturbances. The pre-arranged values
for the thresholds have been obtained in certain environment conditions
(reference signal to be followed, communication delays, signals noise, per-
formance index, etc). If these conditions change, maybe the pre-arranged
values are not the most appropriate. This suggests an adaptive, variable
threshold-based communication in which the values for the thresholds are
dynamically modied depending on the plant state. This adaptive policy
is expected to improve the results obtained.
In addition, when using constant thresholds the system does not reach an
equilibrium position. A certain ripple around the desired value appears
when the reference signal is constant. The presence of this undesired char-
acteristic is dicult to be seen in the plant used in this thesis because
the upwards position of the inverted pendulum is an unstable equilibrium
point and the same ripple is always present, even when conventional con-
trol is applied. Using a stable plant the ripple caused by the threshold
can be considered in the performance index as a new factor to measure
the system behavior. Variable thresholds are expected to help in solving
this problem without increasing the consumed bandwidth.
Furthermore, some parts of the control system, such as an integral ac-
tion, accumulate control action even when the signals haven't been sent.
This produces a ripple in the control of ±Control threshold which leads
to a worsening of the ripple in the system output. A possible improve-
ment could involve studying what to do with these parts of the control
algorithm when the threshold isn't overcome.
Another improvement to be considered is to use a dierent sample period
in the threshold comparison, leading to a dual-rate structure that could
improve the performance without increasing the consumed bandwidth.
• The sections on packet-based and multi-rate control solves problems per-
taining to NCS. Paper 7 also presents a non-linear model using these
solutions for an autonomous vehicle that, due to the future information
obtained through these techniques, can remotely perform high-level tasks
such as decision making and variable monitoring. This nal paper is
clearly focused towards the application of these strategies to autonomous
driving systems. The paper briey describes trajectory decision-making
strategies, which can be developed and therefore improved in future
works.
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• The third section presents a method for obtaining and analyzing the
frequency response of SISO dual-rate systems. It also studies their be-
havior when faced with uncertainties or network problems using QFT
procedures. The examples depicting these techniques are inferential con-
trol compared to multirate control. A similar QFT study for the cases of
packet-based or event-triggered control presented in this thesis could stem
from this research, as their stability has been analyzed through LMIs.
9.3 Impact factor report
The rst paper, Control of the rotary inverted pendulum through threshold-
based communication; the second paper, A packet-based dual-rate PID con-
trol strategy for a slow-rate sensing networked control system and the fth
paper, Multirate Control Strategies for avoiding samples losses. Application
to UGV path tracking have been published in ISA Transactions. The rst
page of these articles are seen in gures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.5, respectively.
ISA Transactions is in the rst quartile from 2018 Journal Citation Reports
with an Impact Factor of 4.343 and a 5-year Impact Factor of 4.472. The
journal is classied in 14th place out of 62 in the eld of automation & control
systems, 8th out of 88 in the eld of engineering, multidisciplinary and 6th out
of 61 in the led of instruments & instrumentation.
Figure 9.1: First page of paper 1 published in ISA Transactions
The third paper, Dual-Rate Sampled-Data Systems Frequency Response: In-
terpretation and Some interesting consequences has been published in the
International Journal of General Systems and the rst page of the article is
seen in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.2: First page of paper 2 published in ISA Transactions
International Journal of General Systems is in the second quartile from 2018
Journal Citation Reports with an Impact Factor of 2.259 and a 5-year Impact
Factor of 2.169. The journal is classied in 33d place out of 105 in the eld of
computer science, theory & methods.
Figure 9.3: First page of paper 3 published in International Journal of General Systems
The fourth paper, Delay-independent dual-rate PID controller for a packet-
based networked control system has been published in Information Sciences
and the rst page of the article is seen in Figure 9.4.
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Information Sciences is in the rst quartile from 2018 Journal Citation Reports
with an Impact Factor of 5.524 and a 5-year Impact Factor of 5.305. The
journal is classied in 9th place out of 155 in the eld of computer science,
information systems.
Figure 9.4: First page of paper 4 published in Information Sciences
Figure 9.5: First page of paper 5 published in ISA Transactions
The sixth paper, Energy-ecient Control for an Unmanned Ground Vehicle
in a Wireless Sensor Network has been published in Journal of Sensors and
the rst page of the article is seen in Figure 9.6.
Journal of Sensors is in the second quartile from 2018 Journal Citation Re-
ports with an Impact Factor of 2.024 and a 5-year Impact Factor of 2.090.
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The journal is classied in 140th place out of 266 in the eld of engineering,
electrical & electronic and in 30th place out of 61 in the eld of instruments
& instrumentation.
Figure 9.6: First page of paper 6 published in Journal of Sensors
The seventh paper, A Remote Control Strategy for an Autonomous Vehicle
with Slow Sensor using Kalman Filtering and Dual-rate Control has been
published in Sensors and the rst page of the article is seen in Figure 9.7.
Sensors is in the rst quartile from 2018 Journal Citation Reports with an
Impact Factor of 3.031 and a 5-year Impact Factor of 3.302. The journal is
classied in 23rd place out of 84 in the eld of chemistry, analytical, in 12th
place out of 26 in the eld of electrochemistry, and in 15th out of 61 in the
eld of instruments & instrumentation.
These impact indices and others are summarized in Table 9.1. Journal Impact
Factor (JIF), 5-year JIF, Immediacy index, best JIF considering all categories
and the corresponding Q quartile are all obtained from Journal Citation Re-
ports. From Journal Metrics of Scopus the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) and
the Source Normalized Impact for Paper (SNIP) are taken. Finally, H5-index
and H5-median are obtained from Google Scholar Metrics.
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